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ForgoHen anything?
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You've done your checks, got your orange iuice and
sarnies, stowed the camera and maps and you're ready
for the first flight of the season!
The last thing on your mind is insurance, wh ich is a pity because you never
know how soon you may need it!
If you're planning to start the year with a bang, make sure you're hooked on
to the right insurance company - Flight Insurance
We try to think of everything!

Contact Carol Taylor on
Thirsk (0845) 522777
Or write to:

FLIGHT INSURANCE
70 The Green, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 lAL
In association with Llowndes Lambert Aviation Ltd.
Fax: (0845) 526203

•••
BEST FACILITIES

e
e
e
e
e

7 day a week flying
superb thermal soaring
year-round hill soaring

choice of winch or aerotow

e in-house weather forecasting

e

cross-country tasks &
briefings every day in season

e

heated accommodation

e

get details of the programme that's

AB INITIO

right for you:

Instruction 7 days a week for
Members. Holiday Courses, Trial
Lessons.

The London Gliding Club,
Dunstable Downs, Tring Road,
Bedfordshire LU6 2JP

POST SOLO

modern all glass fleet

e caravan and camping

Write, phone, fox or use coupon to

BEST TRAINING

sites

Tel: 01582 663419
Fax: 01582 665744

Bronze C Ground School (training
for written exams}. Bronze C
Complete (Flying & Theory).

/'
_-'"

CROSS COUNTRY

,-'

Preparing Cross Country Met
(Ground School}. Cross Country
Theory '(Ground School). Field
Landing Training. Bronze to Silver
(Basic cross-country). Advanced Cross
Country Techniques.BGA Soaring
Courses.
INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

_-'
,-''

To:
_-' The London
,--' Gliding Club,
_-' Dunstable Downs,
,'-' Tring Road,
,-' Bedfordshire LU6 2JP
, / Tel: 01 582 663419
//' Fax: 0 1 582 665744

AEI Courses. Assistant Rating
Courses. Completion Courses. /' Please send me more information. I'm
Full Rating Preparation.
/, interested in: Membership 0

bar - restaurant

DUNSTABLEREGIONAL$

/'

19th - 21th August 1995

,'' '

For more information write or phone:
Mol'( Craig, Dune/m, Moat Lane, Prestwood,
Great Missemlen, Bucks, HP16 981
Tel: 0494 864703
;

_ _ _ _ ,"

;

'

''
''

''

,' '

''

''

'

, / ' Ab Initio 0 Post Solo 0 Cross Country 0
Instructor Training 0

Name ... ..... .... .. ..... ....... ... ..... .... ........ ....... .... ... ... ...... .

Address .. .. ..... .. ........... ....... .. .... ... ..... .... ..... .. .... .. ... ..... ... .. .

,/

Wycombe Air Park

I •

Complete glider range from training to competition.
Delivery guaranteed for next season, at affordable prices.
SZD Puchacz, two seat trainer. Used on BGA courses. Price $42,500.
SZD Junior single seat club sailplane. Early solo to cross-country. Price $28,850.
SZD Acro, single seat sailplane. The ultimate aerobatic and soaring machine. Price TBA.
SZD55-l. High performance with exceptional climbing characteristics. Price $48,500.
Due to reorganisation we are offering our Puchacz and Junior demonstrators for sale. Both gliders
come fully equipped with instruments and trailers. The SZD55- 1 has already been snapped up, so
do not delay.
Also available the remarkable SK 94 parachute. Price £465.
Glider price inclusive of delivery Ex Booker. All prices quoted Exclusive of VAT.

For further information write to:
Anglo Polish Sailplanes, 22 Ray Mead Road, Woodhurst South, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 8NZ
Telephone/Fax 0628 39690

February/March 1995
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ROGER T ARGETT
FOR SPECIALIST REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

ROGERTARGEIT
Sailplane Services
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfield, Nr. Stonehouse
Gloucestershire GL 10 3TX
Tel: Workshop (0453) 860861
Home (0453) 860447
(Portable (0850) 769060

Offering outstanding workmanship, efficiency and
service in:
All glass, carbon and kevlar repairs

*
* Wood and Metal repairs
* All modifications

*

*
*

Motor Glider engine approval
C of A Renewals
General Maintenance
(including re-finishing and wax polishing)

Grob Twin Ill 18mtr, now all carbon
25KG lighter
Self-Launcher: Full dual control
VP propeller
Highly automated operation
First SL with FAA certification
50 sold
Short delivery
Sailplane is the same specification but sans
engine.
Send for details :

JOHNADAMS
SOARING (OXFORD) LTO
Hoo Mill, lngestre, Stafford
Tel : 0889-881495 Fax: 0889 882189

LAK-12
From Lithuania -the best deal around:
20.5m span- 2 piece wing - fl aps.
Fibreglass & carbon fibre construction.
Max U D 48:1
Rigging aids
Tail dolly etc .
Full C of A granted
Fully instrumented
42 gallons waler ballast
Empty weight: 8201b
Superb libreglass trailer
Ideal for cross-country minded individuals and clubs
Inclusive Price: UK mainland £18000 (approx) for complete new outfit. Prices may vary
reflecting recent falls in the value of sterling . Ring for details and price.
Demonstrator available, contact agents:

BALTIC SAILPLANES Ltd.
Baltic Sailplanes Ltd., 46 The Woodlands, Market Harborough,
Leicestershire LE16 7BW
Tel: 0858 467723; 0536 85552 (office hours); 0536 81777 (evenings)
Fax: 0858 467137

V

Pop-Top Glider Pilots Parachute

••
•
~ ••
•
•
THOMAS Sports Equipment Limited
T~OM,o.s

State of the art in emergency parachutes
The Pop-Top. External seated pilotchute providing the fastest possible deployment.
Fully encased risers resulting in a snag free parachute container system .
Steerable parachutes in a range of sizes to suit all sizes of pilots .
Soft, slim line design for the ultimate in comfort
British built, quality assured to BS 5750
Reliability, comfort and efficiency when it matters

Lofty's Loft· Pinfold Lane· Bridl fngton • North Humberside· Y016 5XS • Tel: 0262 678299
6
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~ JSW SOARING
'Aquarius· (Dual Weight) Calculators....... £13.50
Wind Component Resolvers ........ ......... ... ..£6.50
'Gemini' Calculators
(Resolver on Reverse Side)
Flight Planning Rulers

......... .£13.50

... ... .£4.50
Protective Wallets for Calculators & Rulers are
now included

'Dolphin" vario Conversions from ............. £40.00
SAE for Product Details to:

34 CASWELL DRIVE, SWANSEA
W. GLAM SAJ 4RJ

CANOPIES

&
SCREENS

*

LARGE RANGE
OF SHAPES
AND SIZES
FOR GLIDERS
AND LIGHT
AIRCRAFT

MAGIC EYE PICTURE
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To achieve powered ffight, focus on a distant wall, then raise
picture into line of vision about 12 inches from your eyes.

Alternatively, ring Sue on 0280 705749
Complete SILVER Cto PPL(A)
Residential Conversion Course

I NEW LOW PRICE!- £1350.00 I

Includes Ist Class Accommodation &
Farmhouse Breakfast • even the VAT!

The Ultimate
self-launch two . .seater
Four days in Spain, July 1994:

*

EX~ STOCK

IN CLEAR OR
COLOURED

Quesada to Fuentemilanos,
555km, Shrs 29m, 100.9kph

9th

Closed Circuit from Fuenterni!anos,
660km, Shrs 46m. 114.8kph

11 th Fuentemilanos to Ouesada,
555km, Shrs 27m, 101 .8kph

*

Total: 2771km@ 105.8kph . 41aunches
to 1000 ft, 3 litres of fuel, 2609 mpg I
Congratulations Tug Willson

REMATIC
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8th

10th Closed Circuit, Fuentemilanos
1001 km, 9hrs 30m, 105.4kph

Bob Reece
SchoolHouse
Norton
Nr Worcester WRS 2PT
Tei/Fax Worcester
(0905) 821334

Turweston Aerodrome, Brackley, Northants

>- >- >- VP Prop now Certified -c. ~ ~
For information please contact:
Mike Jefferyes,
Tanglewood, Fingrith Hall Road,
Blackmore, Nr. lngatestone,
Essex CM4 ORU
Phone & Auto Fax: 01277 823066
7

IS YOUR OXYGEN SYSTEM SAFE?

* When was the last time you had your oxygen system checked?
* The recommended service interval is a maximum of five years.
* Bottles and valves tested and refurbished for all types of gliders particularly ex-RAF gliders.
With the growing popularity of lee-wave gliding, many more pilots are using their oxygen systems regularly.
L. Adams has many years experience in manufacturing, refurbishing and testing oxygen systems and now offer thi s
service to glider pilots.
Contact D. Corke for a quotation
22 Minerva Road,
London NW I 0 6HS
Telephone: 0181-965-5046
Facsimjle: 0181-965-8537

~

Portmoaj/Scunish QlfdinR Uniu"fr'·Li;nited
'-......,.\....~
• Our two brand new K21 's are
now on site!
• All year round soaring in
thermal wave & ridge
• Launching by winch and
aerotow
• Holiday Courses available from
April
• See Mise. Section in classifieds
for instructing opportunity.
For Details Contact:
The Secretory

Scolti•h Gliding Union
Portmook Airfield
Scotlondwell KY 13 7JJ • 0592 840543

Oxfordshire Sportflying Club
The Premier
Motor-gliding School

FL.Y THE S-10
IN SPAIN

* Convert your Bronze/Silver badge to a
Self-Launching Motor-Glider PPL
* We teach and examine tor Bronze C field
landing exercises
* Silver C conversions at a special rate
* We will fly to your Club tor the weekend

You can now fly the big tasks in the
23 metre two seater under the guidance of Tug Willson . Fly 500- 7501OOOks in year round thermals and
wave. Learn to use the global positioning system (GPS) and Cambridge
varios. New apartment has satellite
television (including Sky) and large
swimming pool. Golf course with in 5
mins and miles of Mediterranean
sand just 10 mins. 30 m ins from
Alicante.

tor block field landings and navigation
training (special rates considered)

* Ab initio train ing
* Trial lessons

Discover motor-gliding
and how it can help
you in the world
of pure gliding.

CALL

For details call on 01608 6n208

Open seven days a week

TUG WILLSON
Phone/Fax 010 346 671 9196

NEW NUMBERS
TELEPHONE 01845 577341
FAX 01845 577646
REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE FOR YOUR SAILPLANE
CONTACT: DEREK TAYLOR

NORTH YORKSHIRE SAILPLANES
Unit R, Alanbrooke Industrial Park, Topcliffe, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 3SE
8
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YOUR l'E nERS====
COMPETITION SCORING SYSTEMS
Dear Editor,
In his inimitable way Platypus makes a
serious point in the October issue, p258,
concerning the disinformation produced by
some competition scoring systems . This does
not apply only to handicapped competitions. In
the same issue, p266, distances allegedly flown
on tasks in the 15 Metre Nationals were published and these were rubbish . For example on
the last day the advertised distance was 350km
whereas the correct figure was 263km.
lt does not have to be like this and scores
produced by the excellent Crabb computing
system (as used at the Cambridge Regionals
and other well known competitions) produces
comprehensive and accurate information
including real distances for each leg, real
speeds and very interestingly start times.
Please could the BGA Competitions
Committee stipulate that others should do
likewise or perhaps Pial would like to come to
Gransden Lodge this year?
SIMON REDMAN, Cambridge

A LOOK AT INSTRUCTORS
Dear Editor,
Is instructing a black art or is it a combination
of talking like a parrot, attending endless
courses and jumping through a number of
metaphorical hoops? Every gliding club has its
own instructors' panel, not I hasten to add the
officially sanctioned ones. I mean the group of
students discussing their progress and talking
about who they do and do not like flying with. it
is a sad fact that some instructors try to intimidate their s·tudents. They shout and insist on
ridiculously high standards.
This type of instructor has little or no understanding of his or her student's ability to learn,
yet they could equally be the best soaring pilots
in the club. Clearly the best instructors are not
necessarily the best pilots. They do tend to be
pleasant, helpful people, just the sort who turn
up on a really good day and sit in the back of a
two-seater all day instead of going on a 500km
attempt.
Many small gliding clubs have two or three
such "good" instructors and sometimes a few of
the other sort.
At the end of the year at renewals time, who
is it that can look in his or her logbook as they
fill in their form and say - "Cross-country
kilometres, thousands. Solo hours, hundreds"?
Rarely the good instructors!
MARTIN BREEN, High Wycombe, Bucks

all clubs who contribute the information.
The information needed to make a reasonably comprehensive comparison is;1. The name and address of the airfield.
2. The name of the local rating authority.
3. The approximate acreage of the airfield and
brief details of its buildings.
4. Whether or not the club is wholly voluntarily
organised or a business run for the profit of its
owner/shareholders.
5. Is the field exclusively for gliding or for
general aviation?
6. What is the rateable value of the property ?
7. How much is paid annually in rates?
B. What percentage, if any, is applied to reduce
the rates payable under the local authority's
discretionary power to reduce payments in
respect of sports clubs? Have you applied for
such relief?
9. Do you have any charitable status, eg a
junior flying scholarship scheme, and have you
received any reduction in rates to allow for the
charitable status?
10. Any other information you feel should be
taken into account.
With forthcoming changes in rating we feel it
is important to use our combined energies to
ensure that the gliding movement operates in
the most efficient way possible for the benefit of
all our members and the co-operation in this
matter may prove useful to us all. Please send
your replies to me at 62 Teanford Lane, Upper
Tean, Stoke on Trent ST10 4EN. Daytime
tel/fax 01782 260800, evening 'phone 01538
723433.
MIKE SHAILES, Aston Down Farms Ltd
treasurer/director

CHANCE OF A NEW BRITISH GLIDER
Dear Editor,
I am designing a glider with the intention of
production to compete in the two-seater training/soaring market. The project is being run in
conjunction with Manchester University and the
facilities at the university will be used to reduce
the development costs.
Those involved in the project are experienced in gliding and design. However, the
project requires outside help, both technical
and financial, for the design to be put into
production.
The question is: - Is there anyone out there
who wants to help revive the British glider
industry? For more information contact me at
The Simon Building, Brunswick St. Manchester
M13 9PL.
HENRY MORRIS
i:l

COMBINED AMMUNITION
Dear Editor,
Aston Down Farms is the company which
deals with matters concerning the land owned
by the Cotswold GC and we are interested in
the possibility of combining efforts with other
gliding clubs to minimise the rates payable to
our respective local authorities.
If we can obtain the information listed, I am
prepared to produce an analysis of the material,
which could be useful to all clubs in making
representations to their local authorities and
which would carry greater weight when com parisons with similar organisations could be
made. A copy of the analysis would be sent to
February/March 1995

We welcome your letters but please
keep them as concise as possible
and include your full name, address
and telephone number. We reserve
the right to edit and select.

DON'T
TRUST
TO
LUCK!

When dicing with
the elements, it
pays to deal with
aviation insurance
experts.
Phone, tax or write to:

Stephen Hill

ell
hI

aviation
insurance
services 11ct

Phone: 0765 690777 Fax: 0765 690544
4 Bedern Bank . Ripon.
North Yorkshire HG4 1 PE.

C OF A

OVERHAULS

TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES
FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9ANSONWAV
BICESTER, OXON
Tel: Bicester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SKIDS
Laminated ash skids for
most of the popular gliders
supplied from stock.
Others made to order

TRAILERS
Nick Goodhart is moving house and won't have
room for his collectio n of S&Gs going back from
1973 to 1950 when it was called Gliding. If
anyone would like to make him an offer for
them, tel 0626 779790

Aluminum sheeting
on steel frame
9

McLEAN- AVIATION

THE AERODROME, RUFFORTH, YORK Y02 3QA
TELEPHONE: 0904 738653 FAX: 0904 738146
MOBILE: 0850 817265

Sole factory trained and approved repairers for DG Sailplanes
Full repair and maintenance facility for all types
Specialist in repair and maintenance of self-launching sailplanes

*
*
*

*

*

*

Stockists of repair materials including glass cloths, epoxy resins, Akzo gel coat and MGS Vorgelat,
Neogene paints and dopes.
Tyres and tubes, Mecaplex window scoops and tracks, Tost exchange hooks, Ottfur exchange service,
0 /K barograph papers and pens.
Spare parts for Vega, Kestrel, Venture, T-21, T-31, T-38 etc.

fOR SALE: DG-300- with winglets .£22500 + VAT
DG-400 -complete outfit

GLASER-DIRKS UK
BOB McLEAN 0904- 738653

JOHN ELLIS 0765 689431

DG-8005- The ultimate 15m/18m Sailplane
Soa r ahead of the rest. In series production. Already delivered to the UK.
Technical Data
Span
Wm area
Aspect ratio
Fuselage length
Fu eloge height
Empty weight
Wing loading with 80 kg payload
Woterbollost wing1
Woterbollost fin
Mox. speed VNE
Stall 1p8ed 80 kg payload
Mox. weight
Mox. wing loading

(ft)

m
m·

(ft')

I
m
m
kg
kg/m'
kg
kg
km/ h
km/ h
kg
kg/m'

(ft)

(ft)
(lbs)
(lbs/ ft' )
(US.gol)
(US.gol)
(kts)
(kts)
(lbs)
(lbs/ ft')

(49.2)
(1 150)
21 .07
(230)
7.025
1.434
(4.7)
(564)
256
(6.42)
31.4
120
(3 1.7) or
6
( 1.6)
270
(1 46)
66
(35 5)
(1157)
525
(10.1)
49.2

(59 1)
(127. 1)
27.42
7.025
(230)
(47)
1.434
262
(578)
28.9
(5.92)
(46.0 )"
174

over 1:45

aver 1:50

15
10 .68

18
11.8 1

270
63
525
4.4.5

C>
C>

""'

(146)
(34)
(1157)
(910)

Gliding performance
Best glide ratio at mox. weight
at
Min sink (W "' 350 kg. 772 lbs)
at

I
km/ h
m/ s
km/ h

(kts)
(ft/ min)
(kts)

116
0 .55
75

(63)
(108)
(40)

110
0.47
71

(59)

(92)
(38)

9000
1. 500

WITH 2 OR 4 PIECE WINGS AND WINGLETS FOR 15M
7250
7500

PLEASE ASK FOR DETAILS

PLATYPUS, THE ARM-CHAIR PILOT, DIANA KING & ANNE STOTTER

BOOK
REVIEWS
Stories By Great Glider Pilots Part 2 by Erik
Berg, published by Airborne Publishing and
from the BGA at £25 including p&p.

If you enjoyed Erik Berg's first book of Stories
by Great Glider Pilots All Over the World,
you 'lllove his second book, which is a great advance on volume 1. There is one fly in the ointment, or one bug on the leading edge , which is
the piece by me, where the computer has gone
berserk- a fine old Scandinavian word, by the
way, which means exactly what it says - and has
for instance assumed that the innocuous first
person plural us is short for United States, so us
throughout.
becomes disconcertingly US
Platypus is not a great glider pilot either, as everyone will rush to proclaim , Platypus himself
leading the rush , if only to avoid getting trampled underfoot. I wanted Eric to call it Great
Stories by Glider Pilots Pilots All Over the World,
or better still, Tall Stories by Short Pilots All Over
the Place, so that I could qualify with a clear conscience. While we are picking at the little factual
points , the GPS trace in the book belongs not to
me but to Robin May, who did the same 758km
task on the same day, but quite a lot faster, and
the flight took place in 1993, not 1937. 1 was
scarcely capable of riding a tricycle then.
The 41 stories in the book are not all about
huge distances in expensive modern sailplanes.
There is a refresh ing variety , from the Wright
Brothers onwards : thus Derek Piggott entertains
us with his hair-raising account of how he sort of
flew the replica George Cayley machine on the
original Yorkshire site in 1975, and again in Kent
in 1994 . If an aeronautical device can be flown
by anyone , Piggott can fly it. The fact that he
could only barely manage Cayley's flying-boatand that is what it was- greatly enhances our
respect for Sir George's coachman , who in 1853
found himself persuaded by the great scientist
to make a daring bid for immortality in the distant future- not to mention almost certain mar·
tality in the immediate future. That Derek and
the coachman both walked away from the same
scene proves that miracles can happen not once
but twice , though only to people of spotless
VIrtue.
The illustrations are also more interesting and
helpful than in the first edition . Thus there is a
fine 1933 picture of Richard duPont, aged only
22, 10 the Bowlus duPont sailplane, a lovely machine (based on Lippisch's Fafnir, but with struts)
in which duPont is wearing a radio headset and
microphone . Does anybody know what the first
use of radiotelephony (or morse for that matter)
m soanng fl1ght was? Write in if you think you
know. Besides an account of a pioneering twoweek expedition to the Virginia ridges in 1933
that I shall certainly re-read when venturing there
this spring, there is a three-view drawing of the
sailplane in which he flew 122 miles (200km) ,
and a b1ography of the talented duPont. who was
February/March 1995

killed at age 32 while testing a Bowlus military
glider in 1943, the middle of World War 2 a fate
and a date , uncannily similar to that of Roberi
Kronfeld
it is this sort of visual and verbal detail (What
were those aircraft like? What happened to those
people?) that enriches any book on soaring .
Thank you Erik ; I am already looking forward
to GGP3.
PLATYPUS
Sea Breeze and Local Winds by John E.
Simpson. Published by Cambridge University
Press at £29.95.
My logbook entry for June 13, 1971 (Sport/Club
Class Nationals at Husbands Bosworth) reads :
Triangle , Oundle, Olney. Landed at Oundle :
40km after 100km detours because of c/ag.
Sixteen others landed there as well , all of us
foxed by an extraordinary "Pseudo sea breeze
front" which turned photographing Oundle
church into a low level bombing raid. This particular front is immortalised in John Simpson's new
book, along with hundreds of others from around
the wold.
John is the Cambridge Club's first Silver
badge (1937) and in the 1960s he was busy investigating sea breezes at Lasham . Since 1974
he has been back at Cambridge and , active as
ever, has now written what will become the stan dard monograph on sea breeze fronts and re lated phenomena.
This is primarily a scientist's book , but of a
highly readable variety , with plenty of diagrams
and photographs. Serious weather-conscious
pilots should study it ; the rest of us can simply
enJOY a good read.
THE ARM-CHAIR PILOT
Know the Game- Gliding , a new edition written by Ann Welch and published by A&C Black
in collaboration with the BGA . Price £4 .29 including p&p from the BGA.
The Know the Game series is designed to Introduce newcomers to the basics of a sport - to
give an overview , how to find out about it and
take it up, and what is involved , particularly in
the early stages of training. Despite its low cost,
it is attractively presented and lavishly illustrated
with good quality photographs . The result is to
show gliding at its most scenic and beautiful,
which should catch the eye of anyone looking
for a sport with aesthetic appeal .
The book starts as any modern introduction
to gliding- or should we say soaring?- should ,
with an outline of the latest achievements and
an emphasis on cross-country soaring . it goes
on to describe how to find out about gliding clubs,
what to expect in ihe early lessons and a run
through the pre-solo syllabus . A remarkable
amount of information is contained in this section with many points illustrated by simple line
drawings and diagrams. A matter of fact , rather
than appetite-whetting, description of the post
solo possibilities follows, with explanations of
the badges system , cross-country flying and
types of soaring.
The clear, no nonsense text is unfortunately
let down by some poor layout : many of the dia-

grams are positioned on a different page to the
point which they illustrate . a significant weak·
ness in a book intended to be simple and easily
assimilated . Sloppy editing is also revealed in
some confusion of section headings and rather
muddled planning of the text. As one example . it
is confusing to find radio , cloud flying, aerobatics and waterballast all bundled into
"Navigation" , and interrupting a description of
field landings and cross-country planning .
it is disappointing in a semi -official BGA book
to find an out of date description of circuit plan ning , although no doubt the lead time for production is the cause of this . Given the wide
experience of the writer , it is also surprising to
find the description of club management and operations biased towards larger and more professional clubs: th is could raise false expectations
for the beginner approaching a much smaller
club.
Despite these weakneses, the overall presentation is attractive and informative and the style
is readable, easy to understand and reassuring
for the complete novice. For the price of a winch
launch it would be a good present for anyone
thinking of trying gliding.
DIANA KING
The Marshal! Story: A Century of Wheels and
Wings by Sir Arthur Marshall . Published by
Patrick Stephens Ltd at £19.99.
Everyone connected with aviation will find this
autobiographical account of the origins and
growth of the Marshall Company of Cambridge
fascinating, but it is particularly recommended
to all those past members of the Cambridge
University GC who trained and soared at
Marsh all's Airport in the years the club was stationed there . Without the generosity and encouragement of Art11ur Marsh all the club might well
have laundered , and the post-war British gliding
scene made immeasurably poorer.
THE ARM-CHAIR PILOT
25 Walks: Deeside by Robert Smith , Published
by HMSO at £6.95.
Even on a good year during those club expeditions to Aboyne there may be the occasional
easterly wind when the most single-minded
glider pilot might consider going somewhere
other than the Deeside GC clubhouse . After a
couple of days with no wave , some might even
consider physical exercise. it was with this in
mind that I sent off for this book and two of us
tried it out this September.
. We set off, following the indicated tracks , notIng the ease with which the correct path could
be identified from the concise but easy-to-read
text. And then we got lost. We couldn't work it
out and had to return to base.
Later , on a beautiful , windless day, we tried
again. We took the lat and long of key points on
the route from an OS map and entered them into
the Garmin 100 . This allowed us to find a cru ~
cial , tiny , uphill path along a fence. Cracked it.
The view from the top was spectacular with not
a breath of wind, reassuring us that we weren't
missing wave.
ANNE STOTIER
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PENGUIN

PAUL BALDWIN

drove on gingerly through the fog and descended Asterton Hill.
Just what kind of mindless lout would throw
away archival material on the floor of a WC - or,
for that matter, abandon anything there that was
left for the benefit of all?
Perhaps the fact that, thrown down alongside
the S&G, was a copy of The Sun gives a clue.
But what on Earth are they doing at a gliding
club?

WAY
OFF

TRACK

Sleuth's GC

Sadly - loosely- mis-filed

M,

ye~'

li"t '''" lac •ome
to the MyOO,
where I was a member for nearly two decades,
was a deeply saddening experience - although
the Midland GC management is probably in no
way to blame.
it was on November 24, when I was hurtling
southward from Stranraer to Gloucestershire.
Passing through Church Stretton at nightfall I
couldn't resist the temptation to turn up the
Burway and find the club shining like a beacon
in the thick nocturnal fog. Despite several parked
cars I encountered only two living souls about
the place, in the workshop.
The saddening experience came in the loo.
Lying abandoned, thrown opened side downwards in one of the cubicles, was an August 1983
copy of S&G. I picked it up to find written boldly
on the contents page : From the Robin Bull collection. Please return.
Fortunately, the journal was undamaged and
had avoided surrounding damp so I returned it
to the deserted lounge where I hope it fell into
good hands.
Robin Bull was a lovely man whose death had
occurred since my last full flying visit to the Mynd.
it was from this gentle wartime Lancaster pilot I
learned all I have ever known about the manufacture, use, care and maintenance of bungy
ropes . Similarly , acrylic canopies too - and all
imparted with the utmost courtesy and warmth
during my understandably irregular visits to the
Mynd during 19 years of membership.
He was a MGC stalwart who passed on his
enthusiasm for gliding to countless others, including his two daughters, during a long career.
it was typical of Robin to have bequeathed a collection for the benefit of fellow enthusiasts and
my sad discovery raised in me a question as we
12

One must commend farmer/owner CFI Tim
Wilkinson for his unique way of funding a gliding
club which I read with intense, if initially frustrated, interest in the last issue, p334. The frustration came from being unable to find even in
what general part of the UK, let alone what
county , it is.
Tim's article gave not a clue : the name
Sackville Farm GC could be anywhere. Club
Notes gave the site as Riseley; my big OS Road
Atlas lists two Riseleys, in Cheshire and
Derbyshire.
I remembered Sieve Longland's club map in
the last S&G Yearbook issue, p52, where the
accompanying club directory gives the site at
Riseley . Back to the atlas again, and there are
two Riseleys too, in Beds and Bucks. So now
we have four counties which are possibilities.
To Sieve's map again, to see whether we can
spot the magic marker, 73- they are dotted over
the map apparently willy nilly, rather tha n 1n numerical order, say, north to south.
"' Phone code", think I, slamming into my Adrive a disc which a clubmate said would geographically locate any UK 'phone code, only to
see the dread message Incompatible file format
appear on screen. At this point my knowledge of
PC operation dropped stone dead.
Back to scouring Sieve's map again and I
eventually find No. 73 nestling somewhere between Peterborough and Bedford, so presum ably it was Riseley, Beds, all along.
I had been about to inveigh against
"Traditionalists" who, on the last letters' pages,
had griped about long -established clubs like
Blackpool & Fylde changing their names to reflect , more accurately in this case. its location
for the past 20-odd years in the Forest of
Bowland.
But perhaps, for all the wrong reasons, old
Traddie has a point- although I'd still be browned
off to drive to Blackpool's Golden Mile to find its
gliding club is about 25 miles away.
Anyway, Tim, congratulations on coming up
with such an interesting way of flnancmg a VIbrant gliding operati on on what is. presumably,
set aside.
And I bet if anyone undershoots while landing
at Sackville Farm into those acres of greenhouse, it will make an awfu lly pretty tinkling
oo~.

Please send all editorial contributions to the Cambridge address and not the BGA office.
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I LEARNED
SOMETHING
THAT DAY
Paul, an AEI' from the Norfolk
GC, hopes others may gain
from his unfortunate experience

lt

was to be my third trial lesson flight of the
day in the K-21. I had recently met all three pupils
so everything was quite sociable but none of
them had flown before in a glider. My passenger, Fran Griffith , was calm and relaxed and
looking forward to the flight.
The take-off was normal and with 2 to 3kts
thermals around we were looking for a decent
flight. At about 1OOOtt I suggested Fran followed
through on the controls. The tug pilot pitched erratically several times which I put down to some
strong thermal activity and because of this I was
reluctant to give her complete control of the aircraft.
At 1500ft the rope snapped (tug end) springing back at the cockpit giving Fran quite a shock
as it made a terrific bang on the perspex, though
thankfully not breaking it. it then proceeded to
wrap itself around the port wing three times and,
yes, over the control surface.
Having pulled the release and with aileron
movement slightly restricted , I first reassured
my passenger that we were in no danger (I
hoped) and that I would be undertaking a few
manoeuvres to release the rope.
Thankfully she had nerves of steel. ·I later
found out sh e was an experienced mountain
climber and as far as I am concerned anyone
who does that sort of thing is a darn sight braver
than me.
My first manoeuvre was a stall turn to the left
in the hope that gravity would take care of the
rope and it kind of worked. One loop of rope fell
off but I paid the price in height. We were now
down to 900ft and I was considering landing w1th
the rope attached but for obvious reasons would
rather not.
So I had one last try .
I increased the speed to 80-85kt over a field
and with a bootful of left rudder and loads of air
going from root to tip, the second loop fell off,
speed decreasing, and the third loop just fell off
and I thankfully landed.
In conclusion plan two (the bootful of rudder
tactic), should have been my first, but then hindsight has always been a wonderful thing . Full
credit to my passenger who at all times kept calm
and confident and went up again with me later
that afternoon .
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Vintage Glider Club's International Rally
We are always happy to have an excuse to use colourful photographs of vintage gliders. These were taken by Peter Warren
during the Rally at Lasham in August when 94 gliders from Europe and the USA flew on most days. This year the Rally w fll be
at Oberschleisshein, Mwnich from August 6-16. The photos are: 1.Graham Saw's 1938 Petrel. 2. A 1936 Rhonsperber. 3. A
Goevier 2 two-seater entered by Paul Serries from the Muenster Old Timer Club, Germany. 4. The Kirby Kite 2e restored at
Lasham by Frank lrving·, Bill Tonkyn and IRa·l ph Hooper, who previously owned it in 1'950. lt was the first post war prod uction
glider built by Slingsby. Only three are still flying. 5. A collection of some of the entries. 6. The Rhonbussard restored and formerly owned by Ted Hull of the London GC.

TOM BRADBURY
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not have a climate, it just has weather. In summer 1989 it turned out so good that one pilot said
"If this is global warming I am all for it; hand me
another can of aerosol". Another summer the
soaring was so miserable that a lrustrated competitor remarked that bringing a sailplane to
England was as sensible as taking skis on an
African safari.

The makings of a good summer
Essential factors for good soaring weather are
lots of sunshine, little rain (making fo r dry
ground). and light winds. These conditions occur
when high pressure settles down near the UK
often enough to show up on the monthly averages. Averages conceal some of the very good
days but they are a useful guide
Even a poor summer may bring a few magnificent soaring days but these too often occur mid·
week when most pilots are working. In contrast
the good summers have many days when crosscountry fly ing is possible. 11 is difficult to compare soaring seasons but one way is to count
the number of days when badge flig hts were
listed.

Past summers
Table 1 shows the number of badge days
each year compared to th e hours of sunshine
and millimetres of rain reported at Birmingham
and London. These places were chosen be·
cause they give a reasonable picture of central
and sou thern England's wea ther and are far
enough from the coast to escape most sea
breeze effects. The majority of long thermal
soaring flights have to cross central England at
some stage. Scotland (1am sorry to say) had to
be left out of this weather record, partly because
the weather there is often the reverse of that in
England and partly because many of their flights
are in wave.
The last two columns marked "max-min" show
the spread of temperature between night minimum and next day's maximum. The max-min
range is a guide to the dryness of the air. The
figure is high when nights are clear (allowing a
big drop in temperature) and there is a fair
amount of sunshine by day to boost the maxima.
A low value for the max-min range suggests
cloudy days and nights. A spread of more than
1O"C indicates a good soaring day. Averages
hide th e full range but if th e average exceeds 1o
there must have been a lot of good days during
the season.
The list of Gold and Diamond distance days
in 1994 was incomplete at the time of writing,
hence the gap.
Badge days were taken from the whole year
but th e "summer" sun and rain are just for the
months May to August when the majority of
flights took place.
The official summer excludes May but it has
been included here because it is often a good
month for cross-countries.

TABLE 1
This shows' the number of days each year with
badge fligh ts of 300km or more compared to the
average sunshine and rainfall figures plus the
range between max and min temperatures.
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SUMMERS·
GOOD AND BAD
Just what kind of soaring season can we hope for this year? In
this article by Tom we may get some clues by looking back on
previous summers
BIRMINGHAM

LONDON

BHM

Year Days Sun Rain Sun Rain Max-Min Max-Min

1974
1975
1976'
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989'
1990'
1991
1992
1993
1994

26 688 225 848 183
24 835 133 945 123
43 884 160 1053 68
17 715 224 727 219
13 620 231 731 230
15 647 260 735 294
20 659 258 783 279
24 613 19 1 631 221
26 700 275 720 221
15 728 204 793 146
28 829 182 813 174
14 679 272 759 248
11 695 262 737 191
13 584 290 679 258
16 677 253 719 223
40 1006 197 1111 140
37 864 136 973 77
16 686 206 735 2 16
17 788 352 845 265
2 1 781 225 795 135
804 158 871 147
11

7.6
9.1
9.7
7.5
7.3
7.7
9 .2
8.8
9 .6
10.3
10.7
8.5
8.9
8.6
8.7
11.6
11 .1
9.1
9.9
9.3
9.7

....

LON

9.5
10.9
12.5'
8.6
9.1
92
9.2
8.7
9.7
9.8
9.6
8.7
9.1
8.8
8.6
10.9'
10.7.
8.6
9.1
94
9.5
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Fig 1. The number of badge days compared
with the summer sunshine, rainfall and the
max-min temperature spread.

Thes e results are shown graphically in Fig 1.
Notice that the rainfall figures are plotted from
the top down.

Comments on the exceptional
years (marked with asterisks)
In 1976 badge days reached the high figure
of 43. There was a 16 month drought from t 975
up to September t976. The severity was unequalled in the previous 250 years. There is
nothing so good for soaring as a prolonged
drought. Although 1976 gave exceptionally good
soaring weather the season did not start particularly well and it was July before the number of
badge days really took off. From mid-June to
mid-July there was a hot spell unequalled for
150 years For much of this time the UK pres·
sure averaged some 5mb above normal and the
jet stream approaching the UK was displaced
some 6-10" north of its usual position.

Fig 2. Showing how warm sunny summers
are often preceded by mild winters.

Jet streams stay well away in good
summers
Jet streams are apt to break up a fi ne spell if
they approach the country. Duri ng the summer
of t976 the SW jet from mid-Atlantic headed up
across the Faeroes and by late summer had
moved further north to lie across Iceland. The
long drought finally broke down in September
when the air started cooling over Canada. The
new Atlantic jet then turned towards the Bay of
Biscay and exceptional rainfall broke the
drought. The change was dramatic. From midSeptember to mid-October we had the highest
rainfall since 1871.

Fig 3. Five stages in the evolution of a cold
vortex from a frontal wave.

The 1989-90 summers
The next outstanding years were 1989 (40
badge days) and 1990 (37 badge days}. From
1988-1992 there was another spell of drought
starting in spring t988 but with some wet interludes. By the end of the spell the press were
printing photos of dried up rivers and empty
reservoirs. From the latter half of t988 for some
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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Photo A . An infra-red satellite picture of a cold vortex showing a spiral
swirl of cloud. Thi s I s an early stage when the low was beginning to
wind up over the Bay of Biscay.
44 months the rainfall was the lowest for 130
years. In contrast Scotland had the wettest four
years since 1869.

Photo B. A visual picture a day later when the spirals had begun to
lose the original clarity.

TABLE2.
Some particularly dry and wet summers in
London 1921-1994. { Summer taken as JuneAugust)

Preludes to summer
1. A warm dry winter otten precedes a good summer. The odds in favour are 8:1. Fig 2 compares
the winter mean temperature with the following
summer sunshine.
In the run up to the exceptionally fine summer
of 1976 the average winter temperature rose for
three years in succession. A similar three year
rise preceded the very fine summers of 1989/90.
The winter of 1988/89 was drier than usual with
one of the mildest spells since the 17th century.
December 1988 was exceptionally mild and very
dry. The following summer of 1989 was one of
the warmest and sunniest yet recorded.
The winter of 1989/90 was again very mild but
thi s time exceptionall y stormy too. Falmouth reported a gust o f 117kt in February. That sum mer there was a record heat wave over England
and Wale s with a maximum temperature of
37.1 •c at Cheltenham on August 3, 1990. This
extreme temperature did not give exceptional
soaring because the inversion did not break until
noon. When it did go 6kt thermals almost immediately went up to 800011 but there were wide
gaps between them.
2. If the warm dry summer continues through
September the odds are in favour of a mild winter. However if September and October are wet
then winter will probably be cold.
3. A very wet September/October can precede
a cold winter. Cold and snowy winters tend to be
followed by a poor summer. January 1985 was
the coldestm SE England for 22 years. ( 1963
was worse with many days of lying snow.)
February was mostly anticyclonic and dry but
very cold mid-month. That summer May turned
out cloudy and wet: June was cool. cloudy and
wet; July was much better in the south but very
wet in the north and August had a spell of westerly winds bringing more cool and wet weather.
The whole summer was both wetter and cooler
than normal and in Glasgow it was the wettest
summ er thi s century . Not surprisingly it was a
poor year for badge days.

February/ March'1995

Dry summers Wet summers
1921 34 mm
1949 79mm
1924 247 mm
1927 243 mm
1955 83mm
1959 84mm
1931 249mm
1972 SO mm
1941 302mm
1975 56 mm
1946 245mm
1954 241 mm
1976 46 mm
1956 291 mm
1983 73 mm
1984 83 mm
1958 255mm
1990 73 mm
1971 241 mm
1994 63 mm
1980 223mm

Note on heat waves
The hottest spells are usually from late July to
early August when sea temperatures reach their
maximum and there is already a hot spell over
NW Europe. Heat wav es usually need dry
ground because heat lost in evaporating moisture reduces the maximum temperature. Hence
droughts are more likely to produce heat waves.

Anomalous rainfall figures during
droughts
During even the driest spells the temperature
rise is often enough to bring the air close to instability by late afternoon. As a result isolated
thunderstorms occasionally break out in the middle of a long drought. However they are usually
confined to very small areas. Some places may
record heavy rain which seems to contradiCt the
impression of a drought but local downpours sel·
dom allow the hosepipe ban to be lifted.

Bad summers are usually caused
by:1. A jet stream passing close to our area with cyclonic curvature to the upper flow . This often
steers Atlantic depressions across the country.
2. The presence of a s low moving cold vortex
nearby. This is a cyclonic circulation whic h extends up to 30 00011 or more. Long spells of poor
weather affect most of England and Wales when
the cold vortex lies over Biscay or France pro-

ducing an easterly flow over much of the UK. In
contrast Scotland is likely to have a fine spell.
especi ally in the west, if the vortex centre is at
least 1oolatitude further south.

How a cold vortex forms
Most frontal depressions go through a life
cycle. This is illustrated in Fig 3. They start as a
little wave on an almost stationary front (A). They
are often stimulated by the presence of a jet
stream aloft. The next stage (B) is deepemng of
the depression; as this progresses the system
of warm and cold fronts becomes occluded (C).
An occlusion lifts all the war m air from the sur lace. An occluded front often becomes wrapped
round the depression iD) which at this stage has
lost all its warm air. The jet stream, which in stage
one lay c lose above the new low, is moved fa r
oul lrom the centre of the low. In the beginning
the strong upper flow both produced and steered
the new depression. When the jet is removed
the low loses its guiding force (E). lt slows down
and becomes almost station ary drawing in more
cold air on its western side.
A cold vortex is just th e opposite of a blocking
high but both interrupt the normal eastward progression of weather. The difference is that while
the blocking high deflects bad weather round its
perimeter the cold vortex acts more like a magnet and attracts further lows to curve into it. At
first these lows are steered south of the vortex
before turn ing in towards the old centre. Then
the lows merge, the deeper one taking over from
the shallower low. This is apt to invigorate the
original low and keep the whole system churn·
ing bad weather.
The appearance of a vortex is illustrated in
photos A and B taken from Meteosat. When one
sees such a spiral of cloud it often means the
main depression has come to a halt. Any place
within the circulation is liable to get a spell of
poor weather. Although the fronts have van ished
the air remains moist and unstable Small
troughs often develop and these occasionally
grow into little vortices revolving briefly wi th in
the main circulation. lt looks quite decorative on
a satellite picture but spells disaster for a competition week.
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dizzy heights of a Silver badge, but despite
shares in two glass ships the next 15 years had
only brought a Gold height. The nearest I had
come to a Diamond goal was am epic 240km
flight which included a 60min scratch at 600ft
near Scunthorpe steel mill.
Part of the problem was that the preparation
required to find the barograph, candle, string,
sticky paper, foil, matches, TPs, 00 etc usually
took longer than the failed flight and with four in
the syndicate and British weather these had averaged about one per year.
However in 15 years things had changed. I
had hoped and believed that the GPS system,
which has removed much of the skill and challenge from cross-country gliding, wou ld be outlawed by the BGA. Instead they accepted it
without so much as a whimper declaring that it
was all in the name of progress, so, reluctantly, I
had to accept the new technology.
Young whiz-kids were now swanning off all
over the place with their GP Ss insinuating that
they were be tter cross-country pilots than me
and worse still, because I hadn't made a decent
cross·country in years, insinuating that I probably didn't know much about field landings and
wasn't capable of teaching them any more.
The attraction of the EW barograph was obvious. I could not believe that all you had to do was
switch it on and stuff it in the glider. How on earth
could the BGA let anyone get away with that after
all the performance we had to go through with
the damp matches and paraffin lamp etc in that
stinking old hut.
lt seemed that all you needed now was a degree in electronics and a load of money. but what
about the weather and the glider?
Well why not throw even more money at it. kill
two birds with one stone, go to France and hire
a glider for two whole weeks? What indulgence,
the equivalent of 15 years' English gliding in two
weeks. The challenge. expect a Diamond goal
and hope for a Diamond distance.
So that's how we ended up in France with an
immaculate Pegasus and a brand new GPS and
EW with everything carefully connected according to the maker's instructions- "Short wires and
soldered joints, because if you don't then 10min
fl ights will fill th e memory with missed fixes",
that's what the young whiz-kids told me.
Unfortunately the previous user of the immaculate Pegasus insisted on leaving his wiri ng which
consisted of several of those terminal block
things and yards of multicoloured flex . T hings
were starting to go wrong.
They didn't set tasks on the first two days because of thunderstorms; well we needed to get
acclimatised anyway. I needed to fly because
the landing technique seem ed a bil fraught "land then turn right so that the hordes behind
can land or take-off on the same strip, go right to
the edge of the runway but do not go over th e
ruts or you will destroy the glider." The hordes
were some of the other 40 gliders. Apparently
we had managed to go at th e busi est time of the
year. "Essential to go this fortnight for th e best
weather" said the experts, which probably meant
the most violent thunderstorms.
I plucked up the courage to launch and pulled
off at the recommended 160011. 1t was a struggle to stay up, it was very hot and I realised later
16

WHAT PRICE
A DIAMOND?
As you contemplate your goals for the coming season you
might like to consider the way Col in got out of the rut and
achieved an elusive Diamond by visiting Le Blanc

Colln, who flies
at the Wolds
GC, Is a full Cat
Motor Falke
instructor and a
tug pilot. He
has 700 gliding
hours and 200
power.

that this made the thermals different to the standard British thermal, sort of weak, narrow and
rough.
Nobody had mentioned this when they recommended the loads of money theory. How on
earth could I do 300km in this? Worse still after
pulling off tow I could not find the airfield- unbelievable but it took 5min of panic at 160011 in a
weak rough thermal before I recognised the field,
then I scraped away and worried about the landing for a couple of hours. lt was uneventful apart
from not getting to the side of the runway for fear
of going in the dreaded ruts.
The next day there was a task. Electronics to
the ready but unbelievably I had left my GPS list
of pre requested carefully compiled French TPs
at home which I had religiously copied and distributed to others. Now I had to go round like a
beggar, asking for scraps of paper with complicated mathematical references with months of
planning up the spout.
Barograph on. check the memory, 5hrs, I don't
believe it, only 5hrs, ask an expert to check, "Yes
that's OK" Five hours, how can it be? If only he
had told me the 5hrs was really five days I would
not have wandered round tasks believing that I
had to complete every flight in 5hrs or lose the
barograph trace
I plugged the whole contraption in and up
came the message "membatt". "Memory battery
fault, return to dealer", said the handbook.
Impossible it's only four weeks old. I decided to
ignore it in the hope it would go away and unbelievably it did. Was it the power of positive thinking starting to work after 15 years? The whole
contraption worked perfectly for the rest of the
holiday.
The briefings were comprehensive and the
task setting seemed to fit the weather perfectly.
We flew a 1OOkm and 200km before the 300k
was set. This time I would need to use the cam era. Previous experience meant this added approximately an hour to the task but better be safe

than sorry. You need to take several photographs of each TP so the width of the photographic zone only becomes adequate to cope
with all the fumblings if you go about live miles
past. 11 seems to take hours. but actually its only
about 15min.
I did not need to navigate once thanks to the
GPS. Visibility was usually poor, thermals were
usually strong and you needed to bank at an
alarming angle but cloud base was up to 700011.
Thankfully the task was completed in 4hrs 30min,
but what about the dreaded photographs?
They were usually retu rned promptly the next
day by the 00 with a pleasant "Well done", but
mine were being scrutinised carefully and a second opinion was sought. Later they admitted
they had never seen any taken from that distance and were worried the first one might be
out of sector - they hadn't realised there we re
dozens of photographs of each TP. I got the
Diamond goal along with several others. lt was
just as well because the next task they set was
a 299.67km triangle.
We flew another 200 but did not get the 500km anyway that's a good reason to return next year.
One pilot said he'd been using that excuse for
years, and as for the cost of the Diamond, it was
worth it to me, but it makes th e wife's golf seem
cheap.
r.t

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
(M. G. Hutchinson)
Repairs and overhauls
carried out
P.Z.L. Sales and Service
Barograph Calibration centre
Write or phone:
'Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX
Tel: 0568 708 368
(answering machine)
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D.TRIPLETT & A. ADAMS

In this issue we feature the
Shropshire Soaring Group at
Sleap which has a membership of 32 in 12 privately
owned syndicates. Dave
Triplett tells us why he joined
and Tony Adams describes
the club

5/eap - the euphoria

A

'h''' whit• well , wild , 'mooth aod '""·
filled the screen, whilst the muffled drone of the
Rolls Royce engine filled the air. Five minutes
earlier we had cl imbed througil a slot in the
clouds and I remember being surprised by the
frisky climb performance - better than
1400fUmin. Behind me was 300ft of lightweight
rope and holding perfect formation in the uncannily smooth air was a Nimbus 2c .
I looked again at the wh ite wall in front of me
and realised I wasn't getting any closer. I
switched on the R Nav. Selecting the MCT
VOR/DME confirmed that I wasn't actually going
anywhere . That couldn't be right - or could it?
The VSI said I wasn't climbing any more either;
10° of flap , 80% power, nose up to hold speed and not climbing and not going forward. The first
words on the first page of my gliding career was
being written. A distant memory of lee wave in
the PPL Met syllabus came back but dimly surely mountain wave couldn't be that powerful,
or could it?
Throughout the day radio transmissions
talked of climbs of "15 OOOft plus at 5 up." Other
fascinating but mostly mysterious words and
phrases were in frequent use : "5 up at Smoky
Joe." "Working well at Oswestry." "Pressing forward to the next one ." "Bala's open and working." I was becoming a convert before I'd even
sat in a glider.
Just a few weeks later Vie Carr sat me in the
front seat of the Twin Astir and, with infinite patience and clarity, taught me how to unlock the
gates to the !Promised Land. I've been obsessed
with the sport since that first aerotow (albeit at
the wrong end of the rope) , and count myself
privileged to fly from a superb site in such elite
company. Many of them have their bus passes
now. but their enthusiasm andl sense of adventure remain undimmed; retirement means they
come out to pllay more often.

Over Rhyl: Ric Prestwich and Alan Levi in ASW-20s at 10 OOOft in wave. Photo: by Ric.
And that Promised Land? The first ti me I went
there it was about eight miles SE of Barmouth,
but I learned that we all have our own which we
take with us to rediscover time and again; along
the meandering Loire, above the flatlands of
Northern Spain, skimming across the slopes of
Aviemore, sitting at20 00011 above North Wales
in 50 miles of gin-clear visibility, or a few yards
away from a barren cliff face in the Alps.
But I shall never forget that my first pilgrim age was from Sleap.

The facts
We started the operation in 1972 as a group of
private owners who wanted better launching
than was offered by other clubs. Towing started
with an Auster Terrier and after 18 months we
bought a Chipmunk and built it a hangar.
We are all members of the Shropshire Aero
Club who made the field available for us and
whose clubhouse and facilities we share- a field
with two paved runways on flat ground in the lee
of the Welsh hills, and riggi ng, launching and
taxying from runways to trailers, all on concrete.
There is very little queuing for flights.
In general we do not enter competitions, but
do ach.ieve a considerable cross-country
mileage in summer thermals on informal tasks
which many of us attempt. When conditions are
suitable , we can sometimes penetrate into
Snowdonia or to the north and west coasts of
Wales. using both thermals and wave.
We cannot undertake regular training as airfield traffic would n't allow it , but we have converted a few power pilots, including Dave who
tells his story on this page, and have taught a
few of our helpers to fly from scratch. The latest
of these came to the field two years ago at the
age of 17 -the Astir syndicate made a two-seater
available, a member generously offered to pay
his tow fees and his monthly sub was waived .
He now has a Silver badge and is flying an ASW20L generously loaned by another member. Well
done Alistair Gilson.
We now have capacity for more launches and
could take another syndicate. We welcome visitors for daily membership or longer visits . If a
distant club wants to station a glider here for wi oter or summer wave, it will be welcome. Anyone
interested should contact our secretary - see our
ad in this issue.

Above: The Chipmunk tug, which has given
20 years' service, photographed by Peter
Foster. Below: Vie Carr who has inspired
and led 1us in wave and thermal flying and
not least in committee work. Here he witnesses a start for the Swindon 0 /R 300km
milk run. Photo: Tony Adams.
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J'"""Y 4 my oold wa. oo the mecd,

but one's ears do not like rapid altitude changes
with a thick head, so I decided against going to
the gliding camp, and instead motored to
Oamaru to see Matthew. After an accident the
previous week, he was coming along well ,
nursed by his wife Jan, and in excellent spirits.
The day did not look anything special from the
gliding point of view (at any rate, to my eye, unversed in the extraordinary atmospheric phenomena of New Zealand), and when I got back
in the evening to my cousin's homestead at
Irishman Creek I was astounded to hear the
news that Dick Georgeson had broken the
Werld 0 /R record with a flight in his Skylark 3F
of 400 miles, from Omarama north along the famous north-west Arch to Hanmer and back
again. God moves in a mysterious way - thank
heavens for my cold, which kept me away, for if
I had been there Dick would quite certainly
have put me in his aircraft for a local flight , and
the record would never have been achieved. •
The glider site at Omarama is a huge, flat ,
brown grassy plain, near the head of a valley
running out of the sout'h-west corner of the
Mackenzie country. High mountains hedge it in
to the west, south and east; to the north the valley runs round a spur of Mount Benmore into
the oval Mackenzie basin, surrounded in its turn
by a ring of mountains, snow-capped to the
west and north-west.
But round Omarama itself the adjacent
mountains are not quite high enough for snow
in mid-summer, and seem to be made of crinkled brown velvet. In the evening the setting
sun lights the sunward slopes to a living golden
colour, and the shadowed sides become a true
deep purple.
Along the eastern side of the field a small,
straight brook of clear. sweet water has been
cut, and along the bank of this is a single line of
trees perhaps a mile long. The caravans and
tents of the gliding folk are pitched in their
shade. At their back the brown mountain
springs steeply up into the sky.
On the morning of January 4, 1962, the pilots
were preparing for the day's flying. The conditions did not seem unusual, and Dick
Georgeson was planning his flight, when a few
minutes before take-off a telegram arrived for
him from Fred Dunn in Christchurch reading
"Arch to Mt Torlesse occasional but increasing
lenticulars northwards."
For long Dick had planned a record 0 /R flight
along the front edge of this vast wave cloud
known in New Zealand as the north-west Arch,
to its known northern edge at Hanmer , 200
miles away, and back again. Fred's telegram
provided the clue to possible success. Dick
leaped into action. (See the map.)
His Skylark 3F was a mach ine specially built
for the British team at the 1960 World Gliding
Championships in Germany. After this, I was
due to buy it, but just then Dick wanted one,
and I transferred my option to him . •I have not
regretted this, because in January 1961 he
achieved the world gain of height record with a
climb of 34 300ft near Christchurch , and in
'Whilst going to press, news has come through that
Dick has done it again, with a flight on September 7,
1972 of 1003 kilometres along the same wave system,
Hanmer-Mossburn and return in 11 hrs 55min.
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WORLD
RECORD
With the World Championships in action in New Zealand as we
go to press Michael Russell, who will be covering the competition in the next issue, suggested we should set the scene with
this account of a 400 miles record flown by .Dick Georgeson in
1962 from Omarama and recounted by Philip Wills in characteristic elegant style in his book Free As A Bird. We are grateful to Phi lip's family for permission to reprint this section

A map showing the world record route.

January 1962 this further world record also fell
to this formidable combination of man and machine.
His aircraft was ready, with two separate oxygen installations and an the equipment needed
for a long flight at great altitudes. In fortunate
New Zealand, the ether is not over-crowded as
elsewhere , and an HF radio frequency is reserved for glider pilots. This gives a rang e of
several hundred miles, and so it was possible
for the pilot on this flight to remain in contact
with his base throughout, though at one point a
second glider, airborne over Omarama, was
used as an intermediate re-transmitter.

The most important preparatory task was to
arrange for photographic evidence of his declared TP at Hanmer. Dick put a new film in his
camera, which was then sealed. He then took a
photograph of a blac kboard having the message: "Ja. 4th 1962, pilot S. H. Georgeson,
Skylark 3F, course Omarama-HanmerOmarama." In his haste, he failed to wind on
the film correctly, and only a small fraction of
the right-hand side of this photograph materialised - but just enough to fu lfil the requ irements. On such small mishaps may a world
record hang! The subsequent photographs include three taken of the TP at Hanmer and two
final ones of the same blackboard taken that
evening , thus locking the fil m with in the
time space of that day.
Dick was eventually towed off at 1105hrs,
and released five miles away at 30001!. The
main first problem on these wave flights is usually to get up through the weak mixed therm al
and wave lift to the critical altitude above which
the wave takes firm hold of the air. This proved
so difficu lt that on this day Dick alone succeeded and then only after nearly an 'h our's
struggle. Finally, helped by radio advice fro m
Bruce Gillies, who was also struggling in a
Skylark 2 , he found himself quite suddenly in
the typically smooth lift of a wave at 65001! west
of Benmore mountain, climbed rapidly to 14
OOOft and set off northwards. The three beautiful lakes of the Mackenzie Basin , Ohau , Pukaki
and Tekapo, showed up well between the formations of cloud, but all the New Zealand Alps
to the west were completely blanked out. In
these conditions it was hard to locate lift, but if it
became weak, he first turned and flew into wind
for a time, and if this failed, he would circle and
be carried downwind until he was brought back
into the rising part of the wave.
At 20 OOOft over Irishman Creek he called
Bruce Gillies again, who said he was still struggling over Benmore, and then flew on into the
never-never country of the Two Thumbs . The
wave formation was completely jumbled in this
area and the country below absolutely in hospitable. Wind direction was 290° and the course
around 030°, so he decided to do a lo ng glide
downwind to the first of the series of lenticular
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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clouds reported in Fred Dunn's telegram. Sure
enough, he found it, over Methven, and at
1800011 ran into smooth wave lift again.
Now over 100 miles away, he called Bruce
Gillies again - Bruce had struggled up to 14
00011 and then lost it all again and sounded
frustrated in the extreme, but full of encouraging words. He called Christchurch Airport and
got clearance to pass through Red 1, the airway to Australia, and eventually reached the
Hurunui River at 25 00011.
Ahead lhe could see the end of the arch and
beyond it a low-down sheet of cloud covering
the whole northern end of the island. it looked
quite possible that Hanmer was just too far
north to be visible from above; if it was under
this cloud it would, of course, be quite impossible to photograph the TP, and the whole enterprise would be vitiated. But fortune (aided by
experience) smiled, and the TP was just short
of the cloud sheet. There seemed no chance of
covering the last 25 miles, as the air was clear,
but extraordinary luck continued and a lenticular tongue formed under his starboard wing and
kept pace a little ahead of him - a guardian
angel leading to his goal.
Two-and-a-half hours after getting away, he
photographed Hanmer, having travelled 200
miles- a startling average speed, aided by a
favourable wind component and the increased
groundspeed achieved at the great altitudes at
which he had been flying. The inside of the
cockpit was a veritable icebox and he had to
prise open the window with his fingernails to
see where he was and to take his photograph.
He tried to call up Bruce Gillies again, and also
Stewart Cain, who was flying the Eagle. He got
no reply, but gave his height and position in
case they were still receiving him (which t~ey
were).
The return journey was, of course, much
harder, with the wind now adverse. Unless he
maintained between 80 and 1OOmph , he
seel'ned to make little headway; the down draughts between the waves were up to 3000IV
min, so in spite of his great altitudes, a single
mistake could have had him on the ground in a
few nn inutes. At the southern end of Lees val ley, he again called Christchurch control for
clearance. A TEAL Electra was climbing out to
24 00011. By now the Skyl'ark was at 28 00011,
so obviously the Electra was in no hazard.
He was beginning to feel the need for food.
On a flight a few weeks before he had taken a
thermos flask of hot coffee, but the low pressures at altilllde had caused the cork to lift, and
the coffee had frozen solid and hence been
useless. So on th is occasion he had taken a
bottle of lemonade and some sandwiches. Both
were useless - the lemonade a mass of icecrystals and the sandwiches triangles of frozen
rock. In the rush of the take-off he had not put
on his full kit and the combination of cold and
hunger began to present a serious hazard.
About now, at an altitude of over 28 00011, he
began to feel decidedly odd; he found himself
busy trying to call Omarama, but on the
Christchurch tower frequency. His previous experience immediately led him to suspect
anoxia, and a glance at his blue fingernails confirmed the suspicion. He grabbed the oxygen
valve and found himself turning it the wrong
February!March 1995

way- to the "off" position. The shock of this realisation aroused him; he turned it full on, took
several deep breaths, then opened his air brakes and dived dowrJ to 25 00011 and
promptly felt better. Investigation showed that
his oxygen mask was not fitting tig ~ tly, raving
lost much of its elasticity in the cold.
Six hours after take-off he was over Staveley.
The cirrus arch was now above him, cutting off
the sun, and the cold was !i ntense. He found
himself rubbing first one leg and then the other,
muttering "The cruel cold, the cruel cold." This
kind of flight can be a solitary experience , for
the sky is so vast and one is so insignificantly
embedded in it.
Now he had to move to the west, upwind , and
so leave the comforting line of the wave he had
been following for over 100 miles. He dived into
wind, found the next wave at 18 00011 and repeated the manoeuvre a second time. At
1800hrs he was half-way across the Fairlie
Basin at ~ 3 70011. In most parts of the world this
would Indeed be a comforting height, but not in
these great wave systems. He thought of abandoning the record attempt, running comfortably
along the wave and landing at Timaru with his
500km easily in the bag. But world record winners are made of sterner stuff than that. He rejected the temptation and, although there
seemed no visible support to the south, he set
off on course and arrived over Burke's Pass at
12 00011. At 10 00011 over the Tekapo river he
encountered unmarked and entirely unexpected lilt and for the first time in the whole
flight realised that there might be a chance of
success.
At 1900hrs he was past Simons Hill at
1 2 0001! and had only to make a final upwind
dogleg into just one more wave, when he could
turn along it and it would lead him back to his
starting point. Marking its position was a rollcloud, that indication of the violent turbulence
that frequently underlays wave systems. The
Skylark crept up behind it, and suddenly the
thrashing came. The aircraft bumped and
banged, wings veering and clawing the insane
air. His camera hit the cockpit roof with a bang
magnified by the cramped size of the cockpit.
But Dick was ready for this; he put up his
speed to the maximum permitted in rough air ,
and suddenly was through it and al 8000ft
found himself rising, swiftly and smoothly. At
this moment he knew he had won the day.
it was now 1930hrs. He had eaten nothing all
day and was feeling cold and sick. But he
reached Omarama at 10 OOOft and touched
down shortly afterwards with all the camp surrounding the aircraft. Since they had heard his
transmissions throughout the entire flight and
there had been silence for the last half-hour,
the excitement when he landed victoriously can
be imagined.
Bruce Gillies expressed his mixed emotions
of congratulation and frustration by seizing Dick
and ducking him in the creek, whereupon the
entire camp threw themselves on Bruce and reciprocated the operation. But Bruce put himself
to rights the very next day when ir1 the high
wind and almost total cloud cover he set off and
triumphantly achieved his Gold badge in his
Skylark 2.
These were great days.
i:l
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THE REAL CONVERSION SPECIALISTS
Why train with ossistont Right instructors when professional
qualified flight instru(tors/BGA Full Cots ore ovoiloble!

* Air(rah hire: Folke £40PH; Cl 52 £60PH; PA28 £75PH
* SLMG Courses Avoiloble
* Farmhouse a(commodolion
(On be arranged

TEL:
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AT

.
TRAINING

Hinton-in-the-Hedges Airfield, Nr Banbury
Tel. Mobile 0836 787421 or 0295 812775

SUNSTATE
SOARING
• 12 month Season. 500 Km has been
achieved in every month of the year
• Easy access to Brisbane, Gold and
sunshine coast and Great Barrier Reef
• Air right to our airport, plus Bus & Rail
• No Airspace problems, Huge paddocks
• Fleet includes Nimbus 2, ventus,
ASW20, Discus, SZD55, PIK20D, Hornet,
Astir
• Airport within walking distance of
town
• Site of the 94-95 Australian Nationals
PO Box 452 DalbY, Queensland, 4405,
AUSTRALIA
Phone: +61-!0>15-169493
+61-!0l?-3022085

Fax:

Aircraft Instruments
DAVID GOODISON
INSTRUMENT REPAIR &
CALIBRATION CENTRE
INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
4 BROADACRES AVENUE
CARLTON, Nr. GOOLE
NORTH HUMBERSIDE DN14 9NE
Tel and Fax GOOLE (0405) 860856
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Early risers could take a balloon flight. Sometimes the balloon will do a circuit in
the gentle, but contrary, winds.

Plat gets a tutorial in fishing from 15m World Champ
Gilbert Gerbaud, who has a passion tor poissons as well
as ptaneurs. In between angling sessions Gilbert did
950km in the Ventus- a distance equalled on another day
by Reinhold Schramme in the same glider. Those were
the two best flights in the nine days of non-competitive
fun-soaring.

Barron Hilton award
winning pilots and guests at
the Flying·M Ranch
lt could be you!!
Where will the finger of fate point next? You too could be streaking along
the Sierras and whittling along the White Mountains in August 1996, as
these lucky people, pictured here by Platypus, did in 1994. Your chance
to fly tor nine marvellous days as a guest at Barron Hi/ton 's Flying-M
Ranch in 1996 will not depend on blind luck, however, but on careful
preparation and the seizing of soaring opportunities during this coming
1995 season. In the last issue, p317, I rashly promised to tell you the
Hi/ton rules in this issue. However when Annette Reichmann kindly sent
them to me I found they ran to several thousand words, so instead I have
asked the BGA to supply a copy to anybody who sends in a sae. The
main points are first that it is a pure distance competition in several
Classes and world regions, and secondly, that handicapping means that
you don't have to own a supership. (Hey, could that damn Tutor win it?)
If you despair of your flying ever being good enough to win a Hi/ton
medal, then write a column in S&G for 25 years and eventually some
good person might take pity on you.

Above: If anybody has aviation in his blood it is Dan
Gudgel, whose dad ran a crop-dusting operation. A professional meteorologist, Dan gave the forecasts, checked
pilots out In the Grab Acro, launched them in the Agwagon and, when needed, retrieved them from the boondocks and dry lake beds. Below: Kempton lzuno (Hilton
US Western Medal) and John Good (Hilton US Eastern
Medal) flew the Schwelzer 2-32 d own " Helmut's Run", a
twisting ground-effect dash down ten miles of ravines
and boulder-strewn mountainside at near VNE. For steady
hands and strong stomachs only. Plat underwent it just
once as a front seat passenger in the Grob Acro, eyes
closed half the time. Never again!

The magnificent red fire-truck is not for decoration - it delivers waterballast every
morning. The pilots and guests collected together with Barron Hilton for this photograph are, from I tor, top row, Hannes Linke, Linus Maier, Jurgen Muhle, John Good,
Gilbert Gerbaud, Reinhard Schramme, Andreas Moser and Jani Skedelji, bottom
row, I tor, Bruce Tuncks, Annette Reichmann, Kempton lzuno, Vernon Spencer,
Barron Hllton and Cliff Robertson. Photos: Platypus.

JOHN MARSHALL

Impressions of
Summer and

thoughts About
Turbo Gliders

A"'"'"'

John Good works the Grob Acro along the
White Mountains (tops over 15 OOOft) which
form the eastern flank of the famous Owens
Valley, the Sierras forming the western flank.
Off-the-clock lift was common. The unballasted Grob completed the last 200km of a
500km 0/R in 80min. Happy days!

Above: Idlers still abed at breakfast-time
would be woken by the throaty 450hp roar of
the Stearman, one of Barron Hi !ton's fleet of
immaculate vintage power aircraft. Below:
Here is a new idea for two-seater gliders!
This tandem (pilot sort-of-in-charge Jurgen
Muhle, Sports Class Medal) is moving from
right to left, just in case you were uncertain.
The rear-gunner (Andrea Schopman) pedals
in the normal way - as if going from left to
right- and the ingenious chain layout converts her efforts into right-to-left motion. I'm
glad that is clear.
~

good <Omme< ocd th• b'"

cross-coun try flying I have ever enjoyed has
gone and as I looked through the window at grey
skies the winter of discontent began.
For the first time I vowed in early spring to put
gliding cross-country in front of cricket and what
a good decision it turned out to be.
I share a Ventus C turbo (170) with Guy
Corbett which JJ (John Jeffries) has occasion·
ally flown to Wales. This being my second season in 170 I was determined to extend myself
and my cross-country soaring. Flights to Wales
and back with JJ in the ASH-25 inspired me to
fly westwards many a time and last year I managed an 0/R to Shobdon in August.
1994 saw some lovely days in March and May
and on the first Sunday in May a tactical error
(lack of patience really) saw the need for a 1OOOft
climb with the engine near Thetford on what
would have been a 327km triangl e. After that I
got home with purely natural energy. This was a
turning point though and the fact that I didn't have to
spend until Spm in a field waiting for a retrieve
saw me press on undaunted to Evesham and
back the next Sunday.
A fortnight later I achieved my first 300km of
the season and had my first sighting of Ely
Cathedral which I shall always remember as absolutely resplen dent. Another lasting memory
was the lead and follow led by JJ . I was j,ust beginning to feel my way around the sky on June
10 when I chanced upon JJ's gaggle over Halton.
The day didn't appear easy and I decided to tag
along . All six gliders were plastic ships of reasonable performance so off we went. If you have
never done a lead and follow with JJ then put
that right next season.
He was every bit as good as I'd expected and
to travel far afield with no great tactical responsibility was a novelty and , since he covered much
more ground than I would have contemplated
that day, a welco me bonus.
Many more pleasant flights to Wales and the
Welsh borders followed during the summer. I
have strong impressions of flying to Evesham,
North Leach, Pits ford reservoir and home on July
17. 11 started an hour ahead of the Nationals' pilots whose task it rightly was. Sitting happily in a
thermal at Evesham that I worked jolly hard to
find, my peace was shattered by the arrival of
15 or more gliders comprising the lead gaggle of
the Nationals. Since I couldn't hope to beat them ,
I did my best to keep up but eventually failed .
That flight was the first in a series of five in

John, an AEI with approx
600hrs, started gliding in 1987 and Is a
member of the London GC. He spent two
years as a syndicate partner with JJ in an
ASH-25 and featured in his wave flig ht to
Wales which JJ wrote up in the August 1992
issue, p200.
eight days covering nearly 1400km to the west
and east. lt was without doubt the best week's
cross-country flying I have ever enjoyed. I even
got my speed up from about 60km/h to 80km/h
and I dare say that had I been a better pilot much
higher speeds and more kilometres were there
for the taking.
To carry me through the winter is the thought
that I covered over 5000km last season which is
more solo flying than my first five years put together, and I have the memory of my first Camp,
the Dunstable Regionals.
About that turbo - 170 has a self sustaining
(approx 200ft/min climb rate) retractable engine.
I have heard much debate for and against this
principle but I see the pros and cons as follows;-

Pros
High utilisation with flights on marginal days
made without undue fretting.
The self limiting effect that a landout with a
late retrieve causes does not occur.
When faced with unbreakable evening arrange ments, my flight doesn't have to be corrupted by conservative decisions to avoid a
·Jandout.

Cons
lt is dangerous to fly too low before deciding
to start the engine, so that staying aloft by natural energy has to be abandoned by about 800ft
agl with a field chosen and well positioned in the
event of engine failure .
I must stress that I see the use of the engine
to avoid a field landing as a failure. ie the end ol
that particular task. To the purists who turn their
noses up at an engine, how is it that they accept
all the performance and instruments money can
buy, yet fail to see the turbo as just another development to fulfil the need for some cross-country pilots?
I have no doubt that having a turbo has vastly
increased my learning curve and could well do
the same for others.
~
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NEW!

TaskNAV

We're proud to a nnounce the 1995 \'N·sion ofTaskNAV with
(lOWerl"ul new facilities for full !"unction verification of your
GPS logliles, including the latest T P sector format for BGA
'95 competitions. Use your IIIM PC and this outstanding
packuge to help you achieve your ' 95 gliding goals.

e

NEW! Advanced GPS fli,::ht wrification. Mathematical
and visual ••erification of your night. Single step mode,
w•ide zoom le•·els. statistics and much more. The 500Km
task graphic opposite shows a foolscap printout from the
PC screen. Grent fun and instructi\'C, even if ) 'OU don't
own u G PS - sample nights included.

e

Improved mousc-Uri vcn hcighl tral.:C analysis- no\\' with up
to I Ox zoom. Clit:k on trat:c to gc.t speed: thcnn:ll positions 7.5 miles SW Goinsborough: 5 miles N of Mcmbury etc.

e

TPs - BGA: Frc ncl1: S
c.in;uit or Ui s tttnL~t' w:;k...

e

version 4.0

INFO.
T.c-.SK:

SETUP

__Ql§I·

PRINT

!pine: Fuentc m ilanos ctc: clo«cd

Instant aS~)'Ou-go task size rcadout ~.~~ the mou:\e is moved
<.u.:ro:)s thL· st.:rccn. Draw i mmeUiately the task you want. pO-

si tiuneU to avoid ·no-gp' air:-.p:1 c. A few mouse clkks la!er
anU your fli ghl plan and Ut·dan.uion arc printed.

e

S t~per Task Library mini 'dalahase·;

&

graphic~

single mouse click task

retrieval.

e

llrilliant Task Search facilill'· Lu<·at<:s to nnkr: 0 & Rs.
28'*- or 25/4 ) (/;- triangl e~. or j TP tasks: ~ean.:h direction:
sean.:h arc; m in & max size: by T P cutegory & mort.

•

Unique Graphic:.! ' slideshow' play-back of task-s<.:;lrch
res ul t~ using on-screen lhaps. Mou~e click to save hest task ~\
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DAVID FOSTER

NI·CADS
lovethe.m
or hate them
As promised David follows
up his article "Lead Acid Gel
Cells" in the June 1993 issue,
p155,with advice on how to
look after Ni-Cads

, h , ""of oloot•lolty booghta. tmoh ball"

ies compared with the initial and running costs
of Ni-Cads (NC) is so lopsided that NCs win
every time. The initial cost of the NC and the
mains charger gets lost in the statistic that electricity from alkaline manganese, which are the
best buy in torch batteries, costs something like
a thousand times more than the mains electricity which is used to charge up NCs.
Gel cells (GC) are more cost effective than
NC in terms of volume per unit of charge, weight
and initial expense and they are also easier to
maintain. The situation is more favourable to
GCs in terms of volume because most GCs are
cubical and mos! NCs are cylindrical but have to
be packed into cubical spaces. GCs win on
weight, but not by much. On initial expense the
advantage is quite high - 6amp of GC can be had
for £18.50 whilst the same capacity in NCs would
cost a mighty £87.90.
NCs are still favourites for portable power as
they are made in many more sizes than GCs.
GCs are based on leak proof plastic boxes containing lead products and gelled sulphuric acid
whilst NCs contain potassium hydroxide, a
strong corrosive alkali, and nickel and cadium. I
have not yet met anyone or heard of anyone injured by the contents of a GC or NC.
NCs have two outstanding characteristics freedom from the need for maintenance and the
ability to yield high, sustained , continuou s
power. The cells can be discharged hundreds or
even thousands of time, depending on the conditions of use.
NCs have a flat voltage graph or discharge
until they are nearly exhausted and then the voltage falls off quickly. Take the voltage of a NC as
being 1.25 volts, so that a 13.75 volt system
needs 11 cells, not the ten that are usually used.
Ten stack better than eleven and the manufacFebruary!March 1995

turer cheats a little and can get ten into a smaller
plastic box.
Memory and charging are common questions
asked about NCs, also, what is discharge and
deep discharge. I will describe what is simple
and safe and what is dangerous.

The main causes for premature
fai/ure:1. Frequent shallow discharge before recharging resulting in memory phenomena - apparent
loss of ampere-hour capacity.
2. Charging to less than 1.4 volts/cell (not replacing 40% more energy than discharged) also
affects memory.
3. Shorted cells. The shorted condition is caused
by chemical "whiskers" growing inside discharged NCs. Cells with this fault will show zero
voltage and zero res istance across the termi nals and will not accept a charge.
4. Reversed cell polarity. This occurs when a
cell in a series string becomes fully discharged
and then is reverse charged by the current flow
from the other healthier cells.
These defects are usually curable with proper
techniques and most NCs can be restored to full
health . However, it must be realised that "dry
out" caused by the rupture of internal seals
caused by overheating, with resultant loss of
fluid , is incurable.
This fatal condition can be recognised by the
presence of small crystals around the cell terminals plus signs of high internal pressure round
the cell base.
The easiest way to paint yourself into a corner is to totally flatten a NC and walk away
and forget it.
A single cell sitting on the kitchen table can
be treated but not the diseased cell in the middle of a ten cell pack surrounded by overpriced
plastic attached to a 720 channel handheld. Your
neglect will cost you £80 plus.
To keep a NC in perfect health you must:Know that a perfect charge is about 40% more
than the ampere-hour (AH) capacity of the battery and should take 13 to 24hrs. In other words
an AA cell has 0.5AH or charge at 50 milliamps
printed on the side of it and if you stick it ihto the
charger for 14hrs it is happy.
Realise than NCs are charged from a constant current source totally different from a GC
which has a regulated constant voltage (although some modern GC chargers are very
complex marvels). Try and forget about fast
charging of NCs - it is tough on the batteries.
In practical terms, carry a spare battery pack
for your handheld and when th e transmitter is
on the blink you know that the battery is hovering around 1 volt a cell only. Recharge the unit
as soon as possible for 14hrs.
Don't leave the handheld on to totally flatten
the battery. Forgetting to charge it pronto will
cost you.
A battery clinic, to restore perfect health or
nearly so, has the following items:A volt meter reading up to 15 volts.
A torch bulb of the right voltage with holder and
wires to act as a test loader.
A big condenser, say 33 000 microfarad at 40
volt max.
A standard NC charger.

First, single cells
If on inspection the bottom is blown out and a
bit rounded with crystals near the top vent forget
it. Bin it. But if it looks OK, check its volts. If the
volts are the right way round , ie positive is positive, it could be OK and could be memory'd. The
way to cure memory is to full charge and then to
discharge normally to 1V and to repeat the treatment a number of times. If you don't like hovering over a battery, bin it, or buy and make a NC
recycler. They are available.
Reverse volts, single cells, are very rare .
Charge them normally and they're OK.

Single cell.
If there are no volts, it's totally flat and won't
charge, then it is whiskered. Charge your condenser with the right polarity from a 12 volt car
battery and with thick copper wires discharge
the capacitor into the dead cell. Observing correct polarity, the surge of current will despike the
cell. This treatment may have to be repeated in
bad cases. You know it's cured when you observe a bit of voltage across the cell. Charge the
cell at once.
Jump in the deep end pilots have been known
to use the car battery by itself, what is commonly
called "the quick flash". More than a few seconds could explode the battery throwing caustic
into the eyes- need I go on. Eyes are more valuable than dead NCs.

Multiple cells
There Is a problem. Why do manufacturers of
handhelds put ten AA NCs, which I can buy at
less than a £1 each , into a plastic box with little
bits of metal in it and sell at a price that brings
tears to your eyes. it's called marketing. Charge
the pack up normally, fully , then put it on a lamp
load, check the brightness of the lamp and voltage from time to time and see what happens. A
ten cell pack should sit at 12.5V all through its
discharge and then quite suddenly drop off.
The voltage of a dud pack tells you how many
dead cells there are in the pack, subtract
1.25/cell and there it is. If there is an ingenious
way of get the pack open, well and good. There
is nothing else to do other than to open the pack,
isolate the dud cell or cells and treat them individually. NCs with solder tags in AA, C and D
sizes are readily available from specialised suppliers. A 'phone call to me (08 1 3991289) and I'll
tell you where. The same applies to sources of
cheap big condensers.
Most people I meet don't seem to know that
virtually all 720 channel handheld manufacturers and suppliers sell empty battery boxes for
handhelds which can be filled up with AA cells.
They are still overpriced, but still cheap in comparison with the sealed for life kind.
The main points again:1. To deep discharge (zero vo lt) a battery is OK
if it is charged up at once with a full charge - its
amperehour capacity , plus 40%. For an AA cell,
this is 0.50AH . Half an amp for an hour is the
same as 50 milliamps for 1Ohrs , plus the 40%
surplus, making 14hrs.
2. Single, isolated cells are easy to treat but a
pack of ten, sealed for life, is a problem.
3. Defeating memory is time consuming. A lamp
load is a help.
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TAIL
FEATHERS
Trepid pilot gets wind up
after tempting
providence OR More
notes from Hi/ton
Heaven

I

Trying to soar the moon .

doo 't pootilioote' lotio !hi' ootomo - oo,

honest, my speciality is sounding off cockily ,
which is quite different - and for me to utter anything like authoritative instruction and advice ex
cathedra is asking for trouble . So you might all
have gtJessed that. when in the last issue I
sagely told you how very easy it was to discover
the ground level wind direction before landing
out amidst the spuds, I was seriously tempting
providence. Or is it Providence? (Better stick
with a capital P. Ed.)
Well , early one evening last August, alter a
delicious
afternoon 's exped ition
down
California's Owens Valley in an LS-4 , I set off at
16 OOOft from the White Mounta ins towards
Barron Hilton's lovely oasis . I was already imagining in my mind 's ear the happy clunk of ice
cubes in a highball glass, as I watched the cloud
shadows helpfully marching across the desert
floor towards the ranch . A healthy tailwind , and
no mistake.
Saith the Prophet , however, "That which
goeth up someplace, verily cometh down someplace else". Before long I was reluctantly contemplating a landing on what looked like a tiny
dry lake bed surrounded by scrub and hummocks. This is the only emergency field that I
have ever selected with all of 50001! in hand, but
this wasn 't a competition and there were some
more mountains between me and the next usable field . If I didn 't climb here, this is where I resolved to sit down , trying to be sensible for once.
My attempts to soar the high ground surrounding the lake went for naught. Zil ch. I might as
well have been ·trying to soar the moon , whi ch
th is area closely resembled . Th is failure to find
usable ridge lift triggered off no intelligent cogi tation in the Plat-brain , however, such as "what
is the real wind direction here?". A landing was
now inescapable.
With quite a degree of apprehension I hurtled
towards the edge of this little flat patch at a vast
speed. Now, 6000ft up and 95 F makes for high
true airspeeds, a problem we never have to contemplate in Britain . So I fully expected to have to
land pretty fast . But this was a bit like bringing in
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a jet fighter , for Pete 's sake. Was the surface
going to be rough or smooth , wet or dry? Would
I sink in? Should I land wheel up or down?
Always wheel down , I said to myself. The glider
can get a new bottom , you can 't. Anyway , we
wh istled in and eventually stopped on an impeccable surface that you could do land-speed
records on . "Like a pool table" said Dan Gudgel
when he bought the tug in . I was back in good
time for cocktails, after all.
But you've probably guessed it. I'd come in
downwind with a good 15kt adding to an already
high true airspeed . The wind was almost opposite to the cloud shadows. 1l had done nothing to
check the wind direction on the ground before
landing, like throwing a few circles and watching
the drift, although I'd had plenty of height. I had
totally ignored my own excellent advice in the
BGA's mighty organ . However this tiny dry •lake
bed turned out to be a good 500 yards long and
BGA Safety Inquisition.
~L-1
...,.-...:-.1-.---

300 yards wide , the best airfield for miles around .
Cliff Robertson kindly named it "Platypus Flats".
Provided the current long, long drought continues it will probably remain the only aerotowable
outlanding field on the popular route from the
northern Nevada gl iding fields to the White
Mountains . So it's an ill wind as they say . But
there will no more instructing from this column. I
shall leave that to the professionals.

Fellow Neanderthals,
club together!
One notorious glider-bender, and proud of it ,
who usually can 't spell for toffee sent me an unusually literate note a while ago , which shows
that constant nagging sometimes works . He
says that he is totally fed up with all the official
whingeing in S&G about safety, which he thinks
I~ I .
I
,·
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takes up far too much space . He spits out the
word safety with much the same contempt and
distaste as Maggie Thatcher spat out the word
society . I reproduce some of his ravings - without attribution . His anonymity is guaranteed by
me to make sure that the BGA Safety Inquisition
do not seize, torture and burn this heretic at the
stake for blasphemy. I will never rat on you , I
promise, John .
He was provoked by a particular issue of· the
BGA's organ:
Have you ever picked up a skiing, motoring
or riding magazine that devoted a sixth of its editorial space to details of how people have broken or nearly broken, their necks or their sporting
equipment ?
Yes, chaps, take care of your sporting equipment. Those heavy landings can bring tears to
your eyes, not to mention your wife's. My correspondent then lays into the fatuous excuses pi lots give for their blunders:
You know - the cow failed to get out of the
way, the sun was low (it usually is in winter) , the
headwind was stronger than I expected (after
three hours flying in it) or the airbrake lever
colour had worn off. it never sems to be the pilot's
fault except in those unfortunate accidents
where they are no longer able to proffer an excuse.
If the monthly catalogue of woe was shorter it
might serve a useful purpose, but it does not. If
S&G was read by the general public they would
conclude that it was a dangerous sport akin to
boxing where bone-breaking was part of the
game.
That bit about not knowing what the wind is
doing could be a dig at me , but let it pass . His
last line , however, after a personal plea that Pial
should support his disreputable, politically-uncorrect vapourings , is the clincher:
After all, it is supposed to be an exciting
sport!
I've sat on this letter for a whole year. nervous
about the thought -police . However I am now
prompted to publish these extracts by seeing a
similar stirring of protest from the other side of
the Atlantic . Some months ago a Soaring magazine cover depicted a glider joyousl.y beating up
the finish line in a tight turn with its wingtip inches
off the deck (well , a few feet). For several issues
now there has followed a long and disapproving
correspondence about the wickedness of a) the
pilot for setting a naughty example and b) the
editor for glorifying it on a front cover- and . for
all I know , c) the photographer for egging the
pilot on . Eventually Soaring published a letter
from a reader who was clearly reacting to this
chorus of disapproval with the same irritation as
my British caveman friend. I see the American
correspondent's point. In a country where guns
and ammo are sold far more freely than
cigarettes or cars , the occasional low pass in a
sailplane is unlikely to add much to the sum total
of human suffering .
Too much piety and correctness must even tually prompt the unwashed masses to contrariness and cussedness . There are writers and
broadcasters in the USA who have built up a
huge following by fearlessly uttering crude sexFebruary/March 1995
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Egging the pilot on.
ist and racist remarks , who smoke huge cigars
in public places and refuse to count their calories or give a .... about the rain forests . They
may be an ugly manifestation. but they are also
a safety valve for masses who are fed up with
being preached at.
Even in far-too-civilised Sweden the same revolt •is under way . Watch out for the English language version of True Gliding , which is an
atavistic (I had to look it up in the dictionary, so
can you) reaction to too much do-goodery if I
ever saw one. There may be a genuine world
movement here, to be ignored at our peril. What
shall we call it? Campaign for Real Prangs?
What shall its posters and T-shirts proclaim?
"Real pilots get carried out feet first" or "Safety's
for softies" or "Less Scull , more crossbones"?
What am I saying , T-sh irts? Tattoos on bare

•.

chests ', more likely- lurid depictions of broken
sailplanes mashed into treetops , and bloodied
but unbowed av iators grinning savagely out of
the wreck .
I wonder, is there money to be made backing
th is runaway horse? For instance , special
brands of Real Wreckage Beer and boot leg
cigarettes (exactly the same as ordinary smokes
except with the government health warning removed) .
My marketing team are hard at work in a
smoke-filled room , coming up with wheezes ,
which is not surprising, since none of us smoke .
Watch this space .
•Clearly there is here an implied assumption of
100% male membership, but if any female pilot
wants to go round with tattoed bare chests carrying the campaign logo , I won't stand in her
way .
r.1

BRDISH TEAM AT THE PAlACE
Below: HRH The Duke of Edinbugh, patron of the BGA, is photographed with members of the
British team at Buckingham Palace where he received them shortly before they left in
December for the World Championships in New Zealand. They are I tor, lan Griffith (crew),
Steve Jones, Laura Hood-William (crew), Alister Kay, Anabel Lucas (crew), Chris Garton,
Brian Spreckley, Gillian Spreckley (crew), Andy Davis (current Standard Class World
Champion) and Bob Bickers (team manager).

At,mY SMITH

' " ' ' Micle ;, ao "pdate oo the ooe I wmte
for the December 1988 issue, p288, wh ich described the state of development of "computer
varios" and my main goals when designing the
Varcom system . In this present article I give a
broad outline of the way these instruments have
evolved and a look at new features which are
becoming available.
The early vario/computers/calculators were
used to automate the final glide calculation. They
were little more than electronic versions of the
familiar John Willy plastic calculators and have
largely been superseded.
The next generation of Nav computers use a
simple dead-reckoning calculation system to calculate the glider's position relative to the next
goal. This is done by integrating true airspeed
with respect to time to obtain the distance covered.
They assume that the glider is being flown on
a thermal soaring flight and all straight glides are
made towards the next goal. This is of course
only the case when we are making the final glide
to a goal - other glides are made towards likely
sources of lift that may be well off course.
The final glide function of these computers is
a little more sophisticated in that some allow a
true measurement of the head/tailwind during
the final glide. This is done by the pilot entering
the exact distance to the goal at the time the final
glide is started.
After a few kilometres have been covered and
an identifiable landmark is being overflown, the
pilot is able to compare the computer position
with reality and enter the correct wind component into the computer to match the real posi tion . This means that an accurate final glide
calculation can then be made , taking some of
the suspense out of the process . This was of
course all possible before using a plastic calculator but required a great deal of practice.
Both methods of calculation assume that the
wind is constant but this is not always the case.
The altitude required to reach the goal displayed
by the computer can normally be asl or above
the goal. Some instruments incorporating an altimeter can display the difference between the
height required and th e current altitude to make
life easier. However, this difference altitude may
not be corrected for kinetic en ergy , leading to
wide variations during pull -ups and push-overs.
Most current computers contain some means
of density correction . This is necessary to calculate tru e airspeed and rate of climb as altitude
increases. This may be achieved by scaling the
signals before they enter the computer (in an
analogue fashion) or by measuring the altitude
independently and correcting during calculation
(digitally).
The vario function may be either flask or pressure transducer derived , and total energy (TE)
correction by TE tube or electronic. Electronic
total energy is where dynamic and static or pitot
and static pressures are measured to perform
the total energy calculation.
Two pressure tappings are used; the first
measures static pressure and operates as a
height variometer. lt has a double calibration so
that it measures the variation over time of static
pressure multiplied by two The second also has
a negative calibration and measures total pressure. lt is thus an "altitude/airspeed variometer".
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COMPUTER
VARIOS
Andy, a competition pilot, writes about the use of computers
in soaring instrumentation
Andy is a freelance
electronics/software
engineer specialising
In the field of satellite
Integration and test
He
designed
the
Varcom Mk 1 system,
which was marketed
in 1989, and did the
development work for
the Varcom 2G on an
LS-6c and a Std
Cirrus at Nympslield
where he has been a
member since 1985.

Both values combined measure the variation
over time of total energy.
A number of climb averages are normally available- a period of 20 or 25sec is usually chosen for
thermal soari ng as this is approximately the time
to complete a circle in a thermal. The methods
of calculating this average are either integration
or altitude measurement at the beginning and
end of the climb . Altimeter averages are more
accurate and usually far lower than subjective
views of the flight. The ability to quickly select
climbs above a pilot selected minimum makes
for faster cross-country speeds.
The advent of affordable GPS receivers has
dramatically improved the position accuracy of
our instruments. Using the output from the
NMEA serial port of a commercial GPS receiver
the Nav computer truly lives up to its name. And
GPS doppler ground'speed availability has
meant that windspeed can be accurately calculated making final glides and hill soaring much
less stressful. The availability of this information
means that some functions of navigation instruments normally associated with commercial aviation are now open to the glider pilot at an
affordable cost.
My philosoppy with the Varcom has been to
continually upgrade functional ity as improvements become available and, in line with this, a
GPS Interface was irlcorporated in 1992 and an
update offered to existing users.
This was a software upgrade only as hardware provision was made jn the original design
for this interface . In this way th e basic design
has been kept at the forefront in the range of
functions offered . Th is being said the performance gains available from the new generation
of micro-controllers are now such that a new version (Varcom 2G) incorporating a fast processor
has been integrated.
The design of both hardware and software are
modular so that such an upgrade is possible.
The existing software has been transferred to
the new system and additional functions added.
This avoided having to start again from scratch
which wou ld have inevitably lead to increased

cost. it also means that ease of operation of the
basic functions, always a major consideration
from the start of the project, is retained on the
new system.
Many of these features have been developed
with the help or at the request of experienced pilots. The new processor board fits inside the existing case and the opportunity has been taken
to include all repeater circuitry for two-seaters
as standard on the processor interface board.
Electronic total energy components have also
been incorporated on this board (previously the
Varcom was probe compensated). But the main
purpose of these enhancements has been to enable the system to drive up to two graphic displays each having a display area of 69mm
x69mm .
This size was selected so that the display fits
into the space required by an 80mm dia standard instrument. it also means that the installation is pleasing to the eye and the panel is not
dominated by any one instrument. A screen is a
much more effective means of communicating
information than alpha-numeric read-outs as
data can be assimilated at a glance leaving the
pilot to concentrate on making good decisions.
There are two screens available on the system. In a single display installation the pilot is
able to switch between the two during flight.
Where two displays are fitted each screen can
be selected as required , eg in a two-seater installation with one display for each seat the display can be set to show the same as the other or
th e alternative. By fitting a second system display and switch unit to the rear seat full operation of the instrument is possible from either seat
if required.
The first screen is a "moving-map" wh ich
shows the glider, its actual track, course lines,
TPs, TP sectors, airspace , major towns and all
BGA sites plus airfields where gliders are welcome. The route information is automatically
loaded from the GPS NMEA interface after programming.
The display screen area can be zoomed in or
out from 1km by 1km to 1024km by 1024km by
pressing only one switch. lt is possible to get a
clear picture of progress and, by zooming in, the
glider icon can be seen actually rounding a TP.
To avoid cluttering the display the airspace information is only drawn when the glider is close
to a particular proscribed area. There is a warning message and the area appears together with
its height limits.
The screen continuously displays the current
altitude which can be QFE , QNH or relative to
the standard altimeter setting of 1013.2mb as
required. Height, as well as position, is used to
determine when an airspace warning is given.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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Map display: Rounding a TP marked with a
90° TP sector at the bottom right hand corner. The track shows that the glider did not
cross the bisector! Scale;:;1 km.

Director display: cross-track error is zero
(top pointer) and current track made good is
so left of desired track. Histogram shows airmass history over the last 2min. The most
recent data is at the right hand side.

Map display: Leaving the Birmingham CTA
and heading SW. Scale;:;16km.
At the bottom of both the map and director displays the following information is displayed:Aititude: This can be QFE, QNH or SAS (set to
1013.2mb).
Wind: The middle line shows the head or tailwind
component set by the pilot. The bottom line
shows the present head or tailwind component
computed from GPS groundspeed and true airspeed.
MacCready: The middle line shows the pilot setting in kts. The bottom line shows the speed-to-fly
corresponding to the current MacCready setting
and wing loading in still air.
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The database containing this information (towns,
airfields and airspace) can be updated by connecting the system unit to a personal computer
ar1d running refresh software written to reflect
cha11ges as they are made or to accommodate
flying in a different country.
The second screen shows a continuously updated two minute airmass histogram. This scrolls
to the left and clearly shows when the glider is
incorrectly centred in a thermal or when a prolonged run in sinking air is being made.
Above this there is a "heading CDI" (CIJI
stands far Course Deviation Indicator) which is
driven from the GPS track output. This consists
of a carat (or pointer) which moves over a ~30a
scale. To head directly to the next TP the pilot
turns the glider until the carat is in the centre of
the scale.
Automatic correction for crosswind drift is inherent in this type of system. Where the track
error is greater than 30° the carat stays hard
against one side of the scale and the error number is displayed at the centre. Above this there
is another carat showing the cross-track error in
km. This functions in the same manner and has
a range of~ 30km.
This simple system is very useful when making decisions on which route to follow towards
the next TP as it is possible to see at a glance
which clouds are closest to track. The heading
indication provided by the carat whilst circling is
corrected for turn rate and GPS delay so that
straightening out accurately on the desired track
is possible.
At the bottom of each of the screens is a
"housekeeping" area where the following information is displayed: altimeter (QNH, QFE, or
SAS), wind component setting, wind component
measured, MacCready setting, speed-to-fly at
current MacCready setting and wing loading.
The wind component measured is updated at
each GPS output and is obtained by comparing
true airspeed with the GPS groundspeed. This
is very useful on final glide as an increasing
headwind can be detected early. Also ridge soaring possibilities are enhanced if accurate windspeed is available to the pilot. The corrected
GPS turn rate described above is also used to
switch automatically between cruise and climb
flight director modes on the system unit. This is
a more reliable method than airspeed switching.
This switching can be over-ridden by a switch
fitted externally, either on the instrument panel,
joystick or flap lever. The system unit is externally similar to the Mk 1 Varcom. Switches instead of pots are now used for wind and
MacCready setting and the 32 character display
has been upgraded to a wide-temperature highcontrast type.
There is still an internal barograph but its resolution has been improved by a factor of four.
As well as the barograph an internal GPS data
logger is being incorporated as requirements are
finalised. it is fixed at the 1Osec sample rate but
the rate is increased automatically to 1sec as
the TP is approached to ensure that a track line
crossing the bisector is achieved. Height data is
derived from the internal pressure transducer.
The data can be down-loaded directly in the
required format from the system unit or by connecting a small unit to the barograph printer port.
This unit can then be used to transfer the data to

a personal computer for analysis or verification.
Both the barograph and data logger records are
retained when the unit is switched off.
Statistical functions have been expanded, access to the last200 flights being possible. Timekeeping is synchronised automatically to the
GPS clock, ttle number of hours difference between local time and GMT being entered by the
pilot when the system is first configured or local
time changes.
Although much use is made of GPS data the
system reverts back lo the old method of distance logging described earlier if the GPS data
is unavailable or is not. fitted.
Those of you who have managed to plough
this far through the article may well be wondering if developments sue!;] as these are in the true
spirit of the gliding movement. ,I cannot begin to
answer that question but the only possible curb
would be more control over what instrumentation is allowed in competitions.
lt is difficult to justify such an attitude in a sport
which is basically dependent on technology to
provide better sailplane performance, and it Is
almost impossible to enforce such a policy with
the ever diminishing size of instrumentation.
What seems relevant is that pilots have a voracious appetite for information that can be used
to enhance flight opportunities. The almost universal acceptance of GPS by competition pilots
at Nationals shows that they are very keen to reduce the work-load of the navigation task. This
has allowed them to concentrate more on optimising other aspects of the flight and, hopefully,
fly around the task faster than was possible before. This is, I believe, a constructive use of the
technology to improve performance.
The availability of accurate navigation and airmass information enables the pilot to further exploit the performance of the sailplane , which
leads to better utilisation or , put more simply,
better instrumentation means more flying opportunities. In our climate in the U.K. this cannot be
a bad thing.
Computers are very good at performing repetitive calculations and displaying the results
clearly. After a tiring 6hr flight on a hot day it is
safer to know immediately the exact position ,
wind-component, and that a safe airfield is attainable with adequate height in reserve. This
must not mean that if there is an electrical failure or GPS outage the pilot is thrown into confusion. The ability to navigate and complete the
flight safely on primary instruments and maps is
as important as ever.
We probably all have opinions on this subject,
and there are a significant number who feel that
the tranquillity of the sport is spoilt by a beeping
electric vario and the radio chatter on 130.1 on a
good summer's day.
I do not dispute that they really do have a point
and that there is something magical about the
way the air over a glider "sings" as it climbs in a
thermal. But if this article causes you to pick up
your pen to inquire where this is all leading you
need only to look at the multi-mode displays
which are now common place on the flight decks
of civil aircraft.
Instrument panel space is more efficiently
used by reducing the number of dedicated instruments and displaying clear, concise information on screens when it is required.
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gliders which are not fitted with an audio variometer system. This means that their students
form the habit of looking at the instrument panel
every few seconds when attempting to centre in
a thermal.
Unfortunately, habits die hard and it is extremely difficult to change from looking to listening once the original habit has been formed.
This is particularly true because, in the nature
of things , we seldom have to judge what is
going on by variations in sound and so will naturally tend to look at an instrument rather than
rely on interpreting a noise we hear. This is a
very good reason for fitting out all two-seaters
with audio variometers and perhaps even a
case for covering the variometer face in the
early stages of thermal soaring.
The essentials for a club instrument seem to
be a clear and pleasant audio signal, a good response rate, a smooth response for the indicator, simple operation and low battery
consumption. In addition, of course. it must be
rugged and reliable.
The XK1 0 meets these requirements admirably, The XKtO "Club" has been designed to
provide a really good audio variometer suitable
for a two-seater training glider. The latest version of this vario has an improved audio re sponse and a simplified system of indicating the
strength of the lift. Earlier models gave different
audio signals and these, like so many other audios , proved rather irritating to pilots making
long flights or instructing in a two-seater all day.
In an effort to make the audio sound more acceptable and give a clearer indication of the
rate of climb, the signals both change in pitch
going higher for stronger lift and are pulsed so
that the rate of climb can be recognised by the
number of pulses super-imposed on the tone
signal . Up to a reading of 5kt, the number of
pulses gives the rate of climb, eg, one pulse for
1kt, two pulses for 2kt and so on. Above 5ktthe
pulse signal is terminated but the pitch continues to rise to indicate stronger lift. The effect of
this change is a great boost in morale and you
know that you really are in business.
The XK 10 uses pressure transducer technology with digital processing wh ich means that it
does not require a capacity bottle . This eliminates the false climb readings caused by variations in the flask temperature and also zeroing
errors. lt also has electronic "Intelligent" gust filtering built into the circuit to reduce the misleading effects of horizontal gusts in and near
thermals. Quite a lot of research has gone into
this feature which eliminates the effects of short
term gusts without significantly slowing down
the response of the variometer readings. 1t
seems to work well and makes centring easier
on those days when the thermals are very broken and turbulent.
The main variometer and repeater fit a standard large hole and the averager unit fits the
standard miniature hole size. Installing the vario
is very simple. All it requires is a connection to
a total energy probe and to a 12 volt power supply. The current consumption is extremely low
(40-80mA).
The variometer is switched on by a single
volume control knob and has the audio loudspeaker built in. For two-seaters, tt1e repeater
28

THE XK 10 ''CLUB''
AUDIO VARIOMETER
Derek says this has been designed to be a really good
instrument for a two-seater traini'"g glider

The variometer and digital averager.
unit for the variometer is connected by the lead
and plug provided , with no soldering or extra
wiring to be done.
Also available and highly recommended is
the optional extra "Dedicated" Intelligent
Averager. Incorporating this is only a matter of
mounting the extra instrument and of plugging a
lead into the back of the variometer. Once you
have tried this gadget, it ceases to be an optional extra, you just have to have one!
I fitted the vario and the averager into 906 ,
my Astir CS, and coupled it up directly to the
drain plug in the total energy system . lt did not
seem to worry it that there was a Cambridge
Director and a miniature Winter variometer
using the total energy supply. Probably in most
two -seaters it would be the sole instrument
working from the TE probe.
Switching on the variometer and averager,
the LCD display indicates the battery voltage
for a few seconds before changing to giving an
average rate of climb or descent over the last
24sec. The digital display has large black numbers which I found I could read very easily at a
glance, even without my glasses. I am not fond
of LCD displays but must admit that this one is
so clear that within a few minutes I accepted it
with no reservations. The information it gives is
invaluable.
This '·dedicated" averager is accurate to 0.1
of a knot and can even be used to obtain a
good polar for your glider by measuring the rate
of sink at various speeds and plotting them.
Knowing that many club members wil l forget
to switch it off after the day's flying, the manu-

facturers have incorporated an automatic
switch which disconnects the supply after 8hrs;
th at is long before it has run the battery down .
Whereas the variometer has just the one knob
to switch it on and adjust the volume of the
audio. the averager has an on/off switch and
two little three-position switches. The pilot has a
choice of selecting speed-to-fly , 24sec averager or total averager and' with the other switch,
5kt scale. 1Okt scale or cruise modes.
For normal use, I left it switched to the 1Okt
scale and the 24sec averager. On this setting
the averager is excellent and really is intelligent. Once a climb is started it begins to calculate the overall achieved rate of climb in a
memory, while indicating and updating the average for the past 24sec every 2sec.
lt quickly dispels any idea that you are
achieving 2-3kt in a 3kt thermal! On the first day
I flew I was achieving about 0.5kt on a complete
climb although the averager was often showing
2kt! 24sec is approximately every circle so that
you have a good idea how disastrous going into
the sink on one side of the 1ast circle has been
on your rate of climb.
On leaving the lift and starting to lose height,
the averager quickly recognises that you have
left the thermal and the display switches for
15sec to show your mean average for the complete climb from the time you started to gain
height to the moment of leaving. it then
switches for a similar time to give a mean
speed-to-fly, before reverting back to the 24sec
averager. This is all totally automatic and is really all that you need . However, the pilot has
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

AUDIO VARIOMETER
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AVIATION INTERNATIONAL

other options.
Switching to cruise the audio changes and
becomes less obtrusive . The vario response
time increases slightly and this smooths out the
movements of the needle.
lt is important to understand that the speedto-fly facility is not a director . it was an added
feature when they found there was room available in the software. All it indicates is a basic
best speed-to-fly based on the MacCready principles. So for a certain achieved rate of climb,
say 2kt, it will indicate 50kt. However, it does
not tell you a higher speed when the glider flies
through strong sink and it leaves the pilot to decide how much faster to go . The speeds indicated are dependent on the type of glider and
the polar is set at the factory .
In addition to the automatic change which occurs after leaving the lift, the pilot can use the
little switch and get the speed-to-fly at any time.
I was very impressed by the whole system.
The indications of the variometer are very
smooth with a quick response. The audio
seems more pleasant than the others I have
flown with and gives an easily identified sense
of the rate of climb, and the averager gives
most valuable information , is easy to read and
does not involve any work load on the part of
the pilot. The pilot gets an update of his
achieved rate of climb for each circle and an
achieved rate of climb for the whole climb automatically.
The original XK1 0 is already a favourite
amongst many clubs but the new one offers a
less complicated instrument with more pleasant
audio sounds. it was designed for club twoseaters but would suit any enthusiasts who do
not need or want a Director but who want a really good vario and averager to get the best out
of their machines . For a two-seater, an XK1 0
plus repeater is certainly less expensive than
two vane type instruments complete with their
capacity bottles and gust restrictors. Most important, it is a simple instrument to fit and use at
a competitive price . (For further details see advertisement below.)

PPL CONVERSION FOR GLIDER PILOTS: 2 weeks, £1899.
Includes 25 hours flight time, return flight to San Diego, 2 weeks
accommodation, all books and materials, medical, all Hight and
ground instruction, transfers, written exam , flight test, student
visa and AAA International exclusive home study course pnor
to your departure! (Only l'/2hrs solo gliding time required .)
OR
PPL, 3-4 weeks, £2699. Includes all of the above plus 4 weeks
accommodation and 42 hours flight time .
ALSO: 700hr UK CPL Prep Course $34,995 fully inclusive. Other
ratings : Taildragger $685, Seaplane $749, Aerobatics from $350,
Mu~ti-Engine $2195.
CALL US TO DI1SCUSS YOUR REQUIREMENTS
CONTA CT:
Sarah Barry, "Sansovino", Grove Road, Sands, High Wycombe, Bucks. Tel: 01494 463502
ANGLO-AMERJCAN AVIATION INTERNATIONAL
2035 North Marshall, El Cajon, California 92020
Tel: (619) 448 9149 • Fax: (619) 448 9176

Sailplane & Gliding
You can buy the magazine from most Gliding Clubs in Gt. Britain, alternatively send
£15.50, postage included, for an annual subscription to the British Gliding Association,
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester.
Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to take copies of the magazine and goldblocked with the title on the spine are only available from the BGA.
Price £5.50 including post and packing .
USA and all other Countries
Payable in either Sterling £t5.00 (or US$30.00) (or US $40.00 by Air Mail) direct to the British Gliding Association.
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XKIO "CLUB" VARIOMEnR
• Audio codes dimb role
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• No Flosk Required
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DEDICATED AV!RAGER OPTION
• Three Averoger Modes
eSpeed io Ay
• Cruise & Climb Modes
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With advanced multiprocessor controlled digital circuitry
that has superseded the older flask based technology
from

.-

REPEATER METER OPTION
eM&lricVerYDn

• 60mm Mounling

• No MO<k Required
• loom lnduded

£89
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Aviation Ltd
"You can bank on us"

+New lnslruments: PZl Expanded Scale ASI £105, PZl Vario, Flask and Ring, 80mm £189, 57 mm £219, PZl T.E. Unit £28, Pll12V Mini T/S £259, IFR Altimeler £165, IFR Mini Accelerometer £167, IFR Pedestal
(omposs £69, Airpath Panel Compass £62, T/S 28V Converter £22.90, Traditional Clockwork Barogrophs £199, E.W. Electronic Barographs £389 + Overhauled Instruments: 12V T/S £144 + Radios: ICOM A2
£283, ICOM A20 Mk2 £339, Delcom 960 £199, Delcam 960 80mm Panel Mounted Version £244, Mobile Magnetic Mount Aerials £26 + Glider Balfery Chargers £25.50 + Porachutes: SK94, Rapid opening, low
descent rote, Steeroble, Comfortable, lumbar Support, Bog. £465 + Trailers: High Quality 15M size £2950 + Gliders special offer: low Time Puchocz £21,950, Foka Standard POA, The lost New Standard Jonto
Special Finish $28,000 USD + New Gliders (In conjunction with Angle Polish Sailplanes)
Prices shown exdude
SZD Junior $28,850, SZD Puchacz $42,500, SZ·D"55" $48,850
VATond carriage

COLIN D. STREET, 7 Shorpthorne Close, lfield, Crowley, Sussex, RH11 OLU, England • Tel 0293 543832 • Fox 0293 513819
February!March 1995
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FLYING THE
NIMBU54DM
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flew the Nimbus 4oM at Hahnweide , the airfield
close to the Schempp-Hirth wo rks at Kirche imTeck. The D stands for dual seating and the M for
a self launching motor. We fly a Nimbus 3DM from
Lasham and so already have experience of this
Class of motor glider. Most comparisons are therefore made with respect to the 3DM .
The new machine has the Nimbus 4 wing and
fuselage and the same two stroke Rotax engine is
mounted in the fu selage instead of on top of the
pylon . Other differences include a new design of
propeller, engine priming instead of choke for starting and a simple rubber prop-stop to hold the propeller vertical before pylon retraction .
Starting , run-up and take-off were straightforward with the usual caution that you apply the
power gradually to avoid tipping on the nose wheel
before elevator control is gained. Noise levels outside and inside are lower than the 3DM due to the
buried engine and revised exhaust layout. Heights
against time were recorded on tape and when plotted on a graph and averaged , gave a rate of climb
of 512fti min starting at ISA (15°C, 1013mb). This
is some 100ft/m in greater than our 3DM and shows
the increased efficiency of the new prop and buried
engine layout.
Frankly , motor glider rates of climb in excess of,
say , 600ft/m in may indicate that the machine is
over-engined and may carry too much fixed weight
when soaring . After all , if you fall out of the sky and
have to re -start , a 5 or 6kt "thermal" from the engine should be more than adequate to get you soaring again soon , and a 7 or 8kt engine -based

4oM propeller and buried Rotax
engine.

"thermal" is over the top!
Eng ine retraction is simplified by a rubber prop
stop which is engaged after the prop has stopped
rotating and ensures that it is vertical without the
need to fiddle with a prop brake or other control.
Simple and effective .
Longitudinal and directional stability and control are improved over earlier marks of Nimbus.
The new wing and larger fin really make a difference and the tail arm is longer. The time to roll
from 45° to 45° was about 3. 5sec, comparable
to many 15m ships, but , more importantly , the
short term roll response (roll acceleration) was
snappy and in my view it is the latter that counts
in a turbulent thermal. I had previously flown a
single-seater Mimbus 4 and recorded 3.25sec
for a 45° bank reversal, which was a remarkable
figure for such a long span glider. With the 4 series, Schempp-Hirth has finally added good handling to excellent performance .
The earlier Nimbus series were all too slack
directionally and had too much sideslip in normal flight; both adverse yaw with deliberate use
of aileron and unwanted sideslip due to turbulence or small inadverter1t use of the controls . In
other words, it was difficult to keep the string
straight. Although I am a firm believer in the pri macy of performance over finesse of handling , if
you can achieve good handling too than th is is
even betterl
OK, you may say , so handl ing in a therm al is
good but what about weight? Well , the 4DM two up and with full fuel is similar to a ballasted single seater Nimbus 4, so no problem in strong lift but

The earlier Nimbus 3oM engine layout for

Above : The late Klaus Holighaus teaching Ralph (centr
discussion on thermalling technique). Below left: ThE
pylon retraction, the exhaust moves down into the bottc
of Nimbus 4 in the hangar. In Germany hangar packin~
gliders from the roof.

re) and Simon Marriottto fly! (Actually it was part of a
e 4oM radiator, top of engine and exhaust layout. On
:om of the engine bay. :Below right: Ralph under 700kg
g is made easy and extra space given by suspending

FLYING THE NIMBUS 4DM

what about weak thermals? lt is true that our 3DM
when heavy is not the best climbing machine in
weak lift. But it is better than say a PIK 20E and
when flown solo I can hold a K-6 in weak lift.
Compared to this, the 4 has a wing of greater
area and more advanced planform and section.
The late Klaus Holighaus told me that the 3 wing
was nearly 15 years old in design and the 4 wing
was made to carry a range of weights better.
What a tragedy that Klaus was killed in the Alps
a short time after our visit to Hahnweide. I will always remember him as a great gentleman and
one of the few individuals who have really
shaped modern high performance soaring. I am
proud to have known him.
Stall warning was good and stalling was benign , with a mild wing drop at a low rate of roll.
This was so both engine in and engine out and
stopped . The engine out and stopped is the
"worst case" configuration because if for some
reason the engine doesn't start in the air, although you really ought to have an airfield or big
field in mind , it could also be a panic situation
with a small field below. The glide angle with engine out and stopped is about equivalent to an
Olympia 2. This compares to about Skylark glide
angle for a turbo Nimbus 3 or 4 with the smalter
engine. In either case , in the event of a failure to
start you still have plenty of margin for circuit
planning.
Engine restart in the air is simplified and the
replacement of the choke control by a rubber
priming bulb gave virtually instant response on
an the starts wt1i c'h we did and many others observed in the two days we were at Hahnweide.
Height loss, 150ft.
My only real reservation (other than cost, for
which you will have to ask Ralph) is that the tailwheel is not steerable and there are no wingtip
outrigger wheels even as a customer option.
Lack of steeri ng capability on take-off leads to a
lower crosswind limit than could otherwise be
achieved and could be embarrassing at singlestrip airfields with no other launch facilities. The
inability to carry out some limited taxy manoeuvres is also inconvenient at many sites, particu-

The 4oM front cockpit which is no more complicated than many gliders. Photos by lan.

larly since the machine is large and heavy for
ground handling, and you don't want to annoy
conventional glider pilots or !light powered aircraft at the take-off point by parking there while
you get in and run up before take-off . At
Hahnweide we simply sat on the runway end
while we prepared for take-off, but it is a notvery-busy grass airfield with a good relatio11ship
between Ai r Traffic and Schempp's gliders.
I therefore strongly urge all manufacturers of
self launching gliders to provide a customer option of some form of steerable tailwheel and easily detachable small wheels at or near the
wingtips so the choice can be made by purchasers. The DG-400 design with bolting :points
for small wheel fittings on the spar inboard of the
tips is suitable; the small wheels have little drag
in flight and can easily be removed if required .
Naturally with the bigger gliders, a full taxy and
ground manoeuvre capability is undesirable for
a number of reasons including inertia and flexing of the outer wing.
But no ability at all to steer on the ground or
during the early part of the take-off roll , is a seri ous lack which should be remedied . 11 was noticeable that when a cu-nim descended on the
airfield, the 4DM was rapidly taxyed back to the
hangar by Bigo (Schempp's :pi lot) with me in the
back and Ralph holding the wingtip and running
faster than I have ever seen him! How much better than giving Ralph a heart attack to fit a couple of small wheels.
Finally, trends noted in the 4DM and other re cently designed self launching motor gliders:
Fuselage mounting of engines and lower-drag
pylons. Less noise. More automatic engine stop
and restart in the air. Better handling . Higher
soaring performance. Can't be bad!
E:1

GENESIS 1 HAS FLOWN
Photographed below, the Genesis 1 Standard Class sailplane had its maiden flight on
November 16 at Marion, Ohio, USA. 11 is to be produced as an experimental amateur built aircraft kit, and was flown by the founder and president, Jerry Mercer, who was enthusiastic
about its performance. He said it had the most docile stall he had ever experienced, with solid
stability. Speeds ranged from stall to 112kt at 5000ft and Jerry added that he couldn't be happier with the results.
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the other Czech glider factory
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GLIDER
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The finishing shop at Sopotnice.
Photo: Alan Harris.
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think of Czech glider manufacture it is the Blanik
and the LET works at Kunovice which spring to
mind first . There is , however, another Czech factory with a long tradition of glider and light aero plane manufacture - Orlican , situated in the
village of Sopotnice , some 60 miles north -e ast
of Prague .
Some power pilots may remember the
Sokoi/Metasokol range of light aircraft, though
few glider pilots will know the Orlik and VSO 10
single-seater gliders. I have never seen one of
these in the west though they have been the
mainstay of Czech and Slovak clubs for many
years. The latter is an Astir look-alike made of
meta~ and GRP . lt still does well against first gen eration GRP machines as the 1994 European
Club Class Championships proved.
The VSO 10 proved to be a complex machine
to manufacture, however, and production came
to an early end. Orlican looked to t11e west for a
new glider to build . Negotiations with a number
of German manufacturers eventually led to an
agreement being signed with Schempp-Hirth to
manufacture the Discus under licence at
Sopotnice. The contract was signed on
November 16, 1989, one day before the revolution!
Originally, the plan was to manufacture 50 for
32

Czechoslovakia and other eastern block countries, but right from the beginning Schempp-Hirth
were so impressed by the quality of the work that
some of the early models were sold to the west,
In fact, the first Czech Discus went to the late
Helmut Reichmann in July 1990. About 180 have
now been produced at the Orlican works as well
as about 50 sets of Janus wings, though the last
pair of these were out of the mould when I visited tile factory in August.
The works itself- it used to be a textile
factory - is spacious and spotless and
most of the machinery used in glider production has come from Germany. Anyone visiting it
will leave with all confidence in its products.
Pavel Tomana, the sales manager who has
designed a number of gliders and is an experienced cross-country pilot and instructor, hopes
that the factory will be making parts of the new
Ventus 2 and the Duo Discus. as well as continuing to build the Discus CS . Klaus Holighaus'
family , who have taken over the management of
Schempp-Hirth after his recent , tragic death ,
plan to extend the operation , as indeed they intend to continue the other manufacturing traditions established by Klaus .
Orlican also produce an aluminium, lift-top
glider trailer of very good quality and are developing their own wooden microlight.
i:l

ne score and seven years ago I remember
a wise old bird named Jack Kane holding forth
over a beer in the Zell am See bar about the future of glider towing. Jack was a visiting professor of physics at Munich University and much
inclined to plan the future. He was also a three
Diamond glider pilot (there weren't so many
around in those days) and held all sorts of exotic
power licences.
Jack's theory was that tugs were inefficient
and needed to be replaced by glider-type airframes with an engine on the front. To make the
operat io n of these tugs even more worthwhile
he envisaged them as two-seaters. After releasing the glider the tug pilot/instructor would teach
a student to fly on the way down.
lt has taken a long time and students are not
yet taken along, but the use of motor gliders as
tugs is beginning to be a relatity.
In Austria the Dimona motor glider has already
been cleared to tow single-seaters . The Dimona
tug uses the 80hp Rota x engine which is also fitted to the standard version. The water-cooled
cylinder heads make engine management less
critical and tow time s are co mparable to those
achieved by conventional tugs. Even on an airfield about 1800ft amsl on a warm summer day
the combinations were well off the ground in less
than 500 yards .
In France , Roger Krieger of the lorAvia company has been conducting trials with a modified
"B" Falke equipped wth a 90hp -Limbach engine
and variable pitch propeller. Using a 180hp
Morane for comparison he has made a number
of tows in all sorts of weather and with both sinngle and two-seaters. Again the times achieved
were the same for both tugs.
Fuel consumption for a single-seater was 1.6
lit-res of four star. For two-seaters it was a litre
more. The Morane used 6 litres of Avgas to do
the same job. Another ecological bonus is the
fact that motor gliders are quieter than most tugs
now used.
Why do the motor gliders work so well? Better
aerodynamics, of course. Some of the numbers
involved are inte re sting. At normal towing
speeds the Morane has about 165hp available
at the prop. Half of this is needed just to maintain level flight, and a further 29hp to climb at
3kt. This leaves 50hp for the glider. The modified Falke has about 85hp available but needs
only 20hp for level flight and a further 20hp for a
3kt climb. This still leaves 45hp for the glider.
The only disadvantage is slow initial acceleration, particularly on a grass surface , so while a
motor glider tug might not be a great success at
Talgarth , this development could well be of in terest to clubs operating from large fields or from
hardened runways.
Adapted from Aerokurier and other sources
i:l
by Alan Harris.
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You may have been to the Alps before and even
been a regular visitor. After all the weather can
be wonderful with the mountains controlling the
frontal systems and you can find the southern
Alps basking in beautiful sunshine whilst the rest
of Europe shivers in cold March winds.
But have you actually flown in the mountains
or merely looked down at them from the top of
every thermal?
For many who make the journey south in the
spring their experience consists of a launch to
the local hill some time after the start of the valley breezes, an exciting few minutes dealing with
the lower levels of a thermal breaking away from
the top, followed by several hours trying to stay
as high as possible to avoid another encounter
with the rocks. As a result they never learn how
to fly into the mountains, merely over them.
If the weather deteriorates, they miscalculate
a glide or go to a hill that isn't working yet, then
they are in trouble. The high accident rate in the
southern French Alps is mostly as a result of
these pilots. If it isn't the weather, it may be the
result of over-confidence or sheer stupidity and
they find themselves unable to stay above the
tops. They panic because they can't fly close
enough to the hill and in their headless chicken
rush, try to land on the ground they are over. This
invariably leads to a crash and another statistic.
Learning to fly in the mountains isn't necessarily about cloud selection or getting as high as
you can in wave, but learning how to climb a
slope to catch the thermal spouting from its crest.
it's about parking on a hill face in lift to maintain
heighl until a thermal comes along and about
using that thermal to climb away again. it's concerned with identifying the hills, knowing when
they should give good lift, how high you have to
be to get there and if it's not working where to try
the next. And it's staying within reach of a known
landing field so that if things do go wrong there
is always safety at 20:1.
This can only be learned by getting among
the rocks and overcoming and controlling one's
fear - for fear it most certainly is. You must learn
to dominate the mountain instead of allowing it
to dominate you and trying to understand and
picture what is happening with the air and where
the lift will be.
I've flown in the mountains before but was
never told about these things, and believe me if
you're trying it without tuition you take the thermal as high as you can an d stay there all day,
learning absolutely nothing except that the 1hills
are frightening . I've also had the opportunity to
take some tuition from an expert and now I think
I can begin to understand enough to go off and
find out a little more for myself without the immobilising fear of •the mountains.
Jacques Noel runs the European Mountain
Gliding Centre from Gap in the Durance valley
(see also the article in the October issue, p267).
In five days last March we flew 20hrs and with
briefings before and after flying lit is a full day.
He teach es you how to deal with the mountains
safely and what to do when it goes wrong. He's
been flying in the Southern French Alps for over
15 years and with something like 6000hrs in .that
time he is an expert. Flying his Janus he can
show you all aspects of mountain flying from getting away to ridge running , parking in poor conFebruary!March 1995

MOUNTAIN
EXPERIENCE
Graham, a former BGA national coach and now CFI at
Lasham Gliding Society, encourages you to beat the winter
blues by trying some mountain flying in the Alps

Jacques with his Janus photographed at
Gap by Graham.
ditions to how to dominate the hill and maximise
your chance to get away again. Also where to
and where not to go and when you feel out of
your depth and wish you were a little taller, he'll
pull you up, tell you where you went wrong, and
how to retrieve the situation. He is very keen to
teach the beauty and thrill of mountain flying but
insists you learn it with the emphasis very much
on safety and escape.
Flying close to the hill side calls for enough
speed to give you lively contro'ls and a glider that
will react when you ask it to. You need to be in a
position to accelerate out of the way of the hill if

BALTIC SAILPLANES LTD

ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS
With inverters. New 80mm Czech
made, electric 12v. Fast erect,
Built-in Turn and Slip. £450+VAT

BALTIC SAILPLANES L TO
Tel 0858 467723 (anytime) • 0536 81777 (eves)
0536 85552 (office) · Fax 0858 467137

necessary. The mountain wo n't move and so
should not take you by surprise except when
you're not giving it enough attention.
Flying close to the hills enables you to con sider w here the thermal will come from and
which bits of the slope will work best. The mountain has been there for millions of years and for
most of that time the wind has been blowing from
the same direction, its face being sculptured and
eroded by the wind and thermals. As a result you
can see which bits are going to be best and which
are guaranteed to work. it may sound obvious
but urltil someone points it out and shows you
examples it is very difficult to apply.
Mountain flying is incredibly challenging and
demanding, but is stunningly beautiful and exhilarating. For some reason the British don't take
advantage of the magnificent mountai n playground that is only a day's drive south .
But it is open to everyone and at the start of
the season it gives you enough flying to put you
several steps ahead ready for the British
weather. Your abi lity to control the glider improves and with it your awareness and confi dence at a time when it is normally still shrouded
in winter gloom. And it's fantastic fun. But take it
from one who has seen both sides of the mountain experience - if you are going to fly in the
mountains learn how to do it from an expert first .
Th at way you won't brui se your knees as they
knock against the side of the cockpit in fear.
For more details contact Jacques Noel at the
European Mountain Centre, 16 rue Emile
Boyoud, St Auban , France, Tel 010 9264 2863.
Jacques speaks good English .
11:1
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GLIDING CLUBS
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ANGUS
AQUILA
BATH, WILTS & DORSET
BID FORD
BLACK MOUNTAINS
BOWLAND FOREST
BOOK ER
BORDERS
BRISTOL & GL.OS.
BUCKMINSTER
BURN
CAIRNGORM
CARLTON MOOR •
CAMBRIDGE UNIV.
CHANNEL•
CONNEL
CORNISH
COTSWOLD
CRANFIELD •
ORA FARNBOROUGH
DARTMOOR
DEESIDE
DERBY & LANCS
DEVON & SOMERSET
DORSET
DUKERIES
DUMFRIES & DISTRICT
EAST SUSSEX
ENSTONE EAGLES
ESSEX
ESSEX & SUFFOLK
GLYNDWR SOARING
HEREFORDSHIRE.
HIGHLAND
HIGH MOORE
IMPERIAL COLLEGE
ISLANDERS
KENT
LAKES
LINCOLNSHIRE
LASHAM
LONDON
MARCHINGTON
MEN DIP
MIDLAND
NENE VALLEY•
NEWARK & NOTIS
NORFOLK
NORTH DEVON
NORTH WALES
NORTHUMBRIA
OXFORD
OXFORDSHIRE
PETERBORO & SPALDING
RAE BEDFORD
RATILESDEN
RSRE
SACKVILLE
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0
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N/K

N/K
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2274
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8879
1581
7456
2874
5889
834
782
10 672
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1949
9736
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1207
4186
5374
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8417
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2663
306
4794
2020
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4028
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2005
80
2500
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0
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0
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0
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0
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0
0
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0
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11 200
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0
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5557
14119
5010
4436
5131
4465
7143
1378
2126
480
4440
2307
5158

264
4808
59
1923
637
31
552
326
0
80
0
80
628

1190
6350
1591
2064
1515
1011
2713
382
717
500
1029
830
1429

5890
67 015
3561
20 743
15 306
3279
29 975
1400
7950
2500
1200
9100
7118

45
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220
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SERVICE CLUB TOTAL

52

64

117

20

77962

14 650

25 409

194 520

1451

4219

105

CIVILIAN CLUB TOTAL

233

187

1460

105

332 669

94967

124 331

1 351 094

8071

40 547

762

GRAND TOTAL

285

251

1577

125

410 631

109 617

149 740

1545614

9522

44 766

867

SCOTIISH GLIDING UNION
SHALBOURNE
SHENINGTON
SHROPSHIRE
SOUTH WALES
SOUTH DOWN
STAFFORDSHIRE
STRATFORD ON AVON
STRATHCLYDE
SURREY & HANTS
SURREY HILLS
THE SOARING CENTRE
THE GLIDING CENTRE
THRUXTON •
TRENT VALLEY
ULSTER
UPWARD BOUND
VALE OF NEATH
VALE OF WHITE HORSE'
VECTIS
WELLAND
WEST WALES •
WOLDS
YORK
YORKSHIRE

CIVILIAN CLUB TOTAL

3
3
5
0
2
3
4
3
1
4
5
6
3
4
2
2
2
2
1
3
2
4
3
3

3
2
3
0
2
3
4
2
2
11
4
6
7
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
5

46
22
9
10
18
36
9
22
5
32
3
87
0
7
15
16
4
4
14
5
14
1
1

1
0
1
1
1
3
0
1

7466
3137
3737
427
2471
6723
5371
7112
461

-

See Lasham
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0
4
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
28
1
3

233

187

1460

2
2

3
4

3
3
5

17

N/K

10
5
7

ARMY GLIDING ASSOCIATIONS

KESTREL
WYVERN'

ROYAL NAVAL GSA

CULDROSE •
HERON.
PORTSMOUTH

RAFGSA

ANGLIA
BANNERDOWN '
BICESTER'
CHILTERNS·
CLEVELANDS '
CRANWELL
FENLAND.
FOUR COUNTIES
FULMAR
HUMBER
LOMOND'
PHOENIX'
TWO RIVERS
WREKIN'

• Incomplete or no statistics received - previous figures used.
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PETER SCOTT MEMORIAL WINDOW

This beautiful stained glass window in SI John's Parish Church at Slim bridge is in memory of
Peter Scott, who took over as chairman of the BGA from Philip Wills in 1968. 11 was dedicated
in December at an inspiring service of thanksgiving for his life by the 'Bishop of Tewkesbury
with an address by David Allenborough. David Carrow, vice-chairman during Peter's time as
chairman, encouraged donations from the gliding world, starting with a letter in our February
1994 issue, p11. The window is by a young artist, Thomas Denny, who worked with Lady
Scott on the design which he described as "about creation •in terms of earth, air and water". 11
incorporates many facets of Peter's interests. Many members of the gliding world were at the
service and at the lunch which followed at The Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust. The photograph is
reproduced by kind permission of the Evening Post & Western Daily Press.

HELP TO KEEP YOUR SITE
The General Aviation Awareness Council
(GAAC) is appealing for funds to continue its
work. You should find a leaflet with this issue of
S&G which explains In general terms what the
GAAC is all about and why it needs to be
36

properly funded.
Several BGA people, mostly volunteers, are
helping with this work which is vital to protect our
existing sites and help pave the way for future
developments .
Why bother? Because existing and new sites

face mounting opposition , partly government
funded , on environmental and other grounds.
Local residents' groups form strong oppositions, aided by a secretive national organisation, and supported when requested by
experienced and skilled "experts".
By contrast, the typical gliding club has one
planning application in a b'lue moon, handled by
committee members who have never done it
before and don't know what is about to hit them,
or how to react most effectively when it happens . Appeals, if handled by professionals, cost
tens of thousands of pounds each . Could your
club afford one?
Has it happened? One site lost an appeal
to keep aerotowing , when temporary permission ran out. lt seems that the inspector paid
more attention to a tiny number of opponents
than to larger numbers of supporters. Another
appeal , for a hangar among other things , was
lost because the inspector seemed not to
believe that several club gliders needed
hangarage.
A council is actively considering discontinuing or modifying existing planning permission
for gliding . (Did you know that there are powers
for a council to seek that and for the Secretary
of State to confirm it if he agrees? lt has
already happened to a power flying site,
though an appeal is in progress.) Even winch
launching has been limited for environmental
reasons .
This is not just "someone else's problem".
Every battle lost by one club makes the next
harder to win for another.
The GAAC and its working groups are trying
to combat these moves in a variety of ways some public, some in meetings with government offices. The long term aim is to improve
the acceptance of aviation. Shorter term
actions include improving advice to applicants
and appellants.
lt really comes down to clubs and members
helping to fund the work. If we don't try for
ourselves we will have progressively fewer
sites with worthwhile capabilities in future .
The present appeal is for ad hoc contribu·
lions needed this year. There will be a discussion at the BGA AGM in March about whether
we should build provision for this work into our
subscriptions. To do it properly needs some thing like £1-2 per member each year, for as far
ahead as we can see.
Is it worth it? How much have you and your
other club members invested in your site,
buildings, gliders and launch equipment? A
hundred thousand for a small club? A million or
more for a large one? What do you think it is
worth to keep it available for flying?

COMPETITION DIARY UPDATE
The Overseas Nationals from May 14 to 27 will
be held at Leszno , Western Poland and the
Junior Nationals, from August 19 to 27, will be at
the Bidford Soaring Centre .

BGA 1000 CLUB LOTTERY
The results of the November draw are :- First
prize - A.Shaw (£66) with the runners up P.L.Bisgood, J.Stanley, C.Buzzard, D.Eastell
and T.J.Mitchell- each winning £13.20.
December. First prize- M.C .Costin (£62.25)
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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with the runners up- B.EIIiott, A.J.Eddie, J.
Delafield, W.G.Scull and P Nicholls- each
winning £13.50.

AN APOLOGY TO ADVERTISERS
We would like to say how sorry we were that
the printer muddled up several advertisements
in the last issue, using old versions instead of
new copy. This was a last minute mistake and
by then out of our control.
Also , don't be misled by the invitation to land
at Binbrook Airfield - this is strictly forbidden .

OBITUARY
JOHN STANLEY SPROULE
When you have known someone for a very long
time memories remain fresh even though
meetings in recent years are infrequent. So it
was with John, whom I first met at Dunstable in
1937. Slightly built and not very tall (le was
totally in love with gliders and had been flying for
four years. He was the 22nd British pilot to gain
a Silver badge in Britain flying 37 miles in 1936
at a maximum height of 2000tt! As well as
enthusiasm he had a remarkably quick "ideas"
brain which cut through technical difficulties with
ease and skill. Known at the time as "Sprouts"
he divided his time between Dunstable and
Kirkbymoorside where he wo rked at Slingsby's
factory as designer and test pilot.
In that July of 1937 he had been with the
British team at the International Competitions
on the Wasserkuppe as retrieve driver for John
Neilan and Joan Price, who were sharing a
King Kite. The following July he and Bill Murray
broke the world duration record in the Falcon 3
flying 24hrs in the soft west wind above
Dunstable Downs. As the summer night darkened members lighted up the top of the Downs,
the windsock and a landing place with' car
headlights. Earlier an effort to dangle refreshments on a string from a glider flying above
them proved singularly unsuccessful but helped
to pass the time.

Derek Piggott sent us this photograph of John with a model of the Cayley.
In 1937 Sproule and lvanoff designed the Camel. a small single-seater intended to be cheap to
buy. it was built and flying within the year.
World War 2 saw John in the RAF with the embryonic glider pilot regiment at Thame. I ferried a
Tiger Moth there one day and had lunch with wh at seemed to be the entire gliding movement! Later
John transferred to the Royal Navy and was soon involved in trials ranging from kiting gliders from
ships for U-boat observation to air sea rescue with early helicopters. inventing the scoop net to fish
people out of the sea.
John was still in the navy, as a Lt Cdr, when he discovered tatty, dismantled Chilton G-AFGI at
Savernake. £50 and a gin and tonic secured this once lovely little aeroplane and he bore it horne in a
truck packed with "borrowed" hay. He went at its restoration with impeccable workmanship, to be rewarded with 1OOhrs of happy flying before selling it to Hugh Kendall.
'In the sixties John's inventive mind researched the work of Yorkshireman Sir George Cayley,
whom he believed to be the true father of the aeroplane. He made models to test the theories,
culminating in a full scale replica which, flown by Derek Piggott at Lasham, showed its potential as a
future aeroplane. In his later years John returned to the Slingsby Falke, almost the first glider he had
worked on and of which no example remained. He bu ilt a replica with his usual precision until it
outgrew his garage and living room and was completed at Lasham by Ken and Mike Fripp. This
Falke now flies with the Vintage Glider Club.
John was an unassuming person. which is probably why no one got around to ensuring that his
very real contribution was recognised by a worthwhile award. He deserved better. John lost his wife
Peggy in 1989. He never really recovered from this and died aged 79 in a tragic road accident.
Farewell old friend.
ANN WELCH

Stories by GREAT GLIDER PILOTS all over the world
Part 2 - Pub I. 1994 - 192 Pages - £25 (inc. p&p)
"41 fantastic stories by GREAT GLIDER PILOTS from Australia (9), Great Britain (3), Germany
(2), Iceland (1), New Zealand (8), Norway (2), Poland (1), Sweden (3), Switzerland (2), South
Africa ( 1), and USA (9).
"You have to practice flying to acquire your skills, but reading the right stuff can greatly improve them .. . Gliding and soaring itself is rather unbelievable. Who would think that a
human being could Ay more than 2000 kilometres without power in an aircraft made of glass,
let alone in one made of carbon?
This book contains some of the best stories between 1902 and 1994 by some of the best
glider pilots in the world. Share their knowledge! Enjoy your reading! "

Ake Pettersson, President ol the Swedish Soaring Federation

Order from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION

February! March995

SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LEl 7ZB
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CERTIFICATES
THREE
No.
431
432
433
434
435
436

DIAMONDS
Name
Mulholland, S.
Welsh, S.J.
Pullen, C.J.
Nunn, A.V.
Matcham, K.S.
Darlington, A.

Club
Four Counties
Upavon
London
Lasham
Lasham
Imperial College

DIAMOND GOAL
No.
Name
Club
212276 Morrisroe, R.S.
Nene Valley
212?,77 Payne, A.C.
Cambridge Univ
2/2278 Flannery. A.
Burn
2/2279 Walford, A.C.
Cambridge Univ
212260 Lee, K.
Ranlesden
212281
Peters. D.
Burn
2/2282 Langberg, J.
Norfolk
212283 Smith, D.A.
Bath, Wills & N Dorset
212284 Blackmore, S.R.
Aquila
212285 Welford, R.J .
Cambridge Univ
212286 Moore, D. A.
Cambridge Univ
212287 Thornhill. A.W.
Burn
212288 Mason, A.
Yorkshire
212289 Wales. R.J.
Beaker
212290 Davis, C.K.
Cambridge Univ
212291 Pengilley, D.S.Bath, Wilts & N Dorset
212292 Stoodley, M. A.
Norfolk
(in Spain)
212293 Hughes, S.A.
Yorkshire
2/2294 Akerrnan. T.
Bicester
2/2295 Economov. S.
Booker
2/2296 Hannah, G .H.
Cambridge Univ 14.8
2/2297 Emson, C.R.I.
Oxford
212298 Crabb, C.
Mendip
212299 Broadbridge. A. C.
Bidford
Cotswold
212300 Shailes, M.J.
212301 Hugill. P.A.
Lasham
2/2302 Carruthers. M.J.
SGU
SGU
2/2303 Hook. K.
212304 Cooper, M.D.
Oxford
2/2305 Edwards. M.W.
SGU
212306 Grieve. A.
Four Counties
212307 Bye, K.J.
Essex & SuHolk
212308 Waite, P
Bristol & Glos
2/2309 Aldridge, M.J.
Rattlesden
GOLD BADGE
No.
Name
1764
Payne, R.C.
Welford, R.J.
1765
1766
Moore, D. A.
1767
Mason. A.
1768
Hughes. S.A.
1769
Akerman . T.
1770
Crabb,C.
1771
Carruther, M.J.
1772
Edward, M.W.
1773
Hibberd, K.
1774
1775
1776
1777
1778
1779
1780
1781
1782

Bnce, P.
Jeynes, F.B.
Passmore. N.J.
Large, R.J.
Matcham, K.S.
Luck, J.A.
Luxton. J.
Green, I.R.
Westgate, G. C.

GOLD HEIGHT
Name
Mason, A.
Turn bull, W.W.
Hibberd. K.
Stanford, G .K.
Hicks, B.C .
Brice, P.
White, A.D.
Jeynes. F.B.
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Club
Cambridge Univ
Cambridge Univ
Cambridge Univ
Yorkshire
Yorkshire
Bicester
Mendip
SGU
SGU
Glyndwr
(in France)
Booker
(in France)
Stratford on Avon
Wyvern
Well and
Lash am
Cranlield
Backer
Imperial College
Southdown

Club
Yorkshire
Northumbria
Glyndwr
(in France)
Glyndwr
Deeside
Backer
(in France)
Deeside
StraHord on Avon

1994
13.8
14.9
30.6
30.9
6.10
28.9

1994
14.8
29.8
21.8
13.8
14.8
13 8
21 .8
14.8
21.8
14.8
14.8
14.8
23.7
13.8
13.8
14.8
27.8

14.8
13.8
13.8
14.8
14.8
13.8
14.8
19.7
17.9
17.9
30.5
17.9
17.7
21.8
20.7
30.5

1994
29.8
14.8
14.8
23.7
14.8
13.8
14.8
17.9
17.9
25.8

2.9
30.9
26.9
6. to
6.10
6.10
6.10
29.9
27.9

1994
5.6
10.7
25.8

28.8
26.9
2.9
27.9
30.9

Doyle, E.A.
Beach, J .
Onn. P.
Harvey. B.
Passmore, N.J.
Ouartermaine. J.
Large, R.J.
Matcham, K.S.
Stevenson. H.
Raisey. C.B.
Hodgson. D.
Luck, J.A.
Dennis, A
Luxton, J.
Green, I. A.
Westgate, W.W.
Burden, J.C.
Lewis, J .

Bidford
Bristol & Glos
Booker
Newark & Nons
Wyvern
Yorkshire
Welland
Lash am
Cairngorm
Lasham
Yorkshire
Cranfield
Lakes
Backer
Imperial College
Sou1hdown
Lakes
Imperial College

29.9
28.9
29.9
6.10
26.9
27.8
6.10
6.10
7.10
6.10
28.9
6.10
10.10
6.10
29.9
27.9
10.10
30.9

1994
14.8
29.8
21.8
13.8
14.8
13.8
21 .8
14.8
21.8
14.8
14.8
1'4.8
23.7
f.3.8
13.8
14.8
27.8

Hughes. S.A.
Akerman. T.
Economou. S.
Hannah. G .M.
Crabb, C.
Broadbridge, A. C.
Shailes, M.J.
Hugill. D.
Carruther, M.J.
Cooper, M. D.
Edward, M.W.
Grieve. A.
Bye, K.J.
Waith, P.
Aldridge. M.J.

Club
Nene Valley
Cambridge Univ
Burn
Cambridge Univ
Rattlesden
Burn
Norfolk
Bath, Wilts & N Dorset
Aquila
Cambridge Univ
Cambridge Univ
Burn
Yorkshire
Booker
Cambridge Univ
Bath, Wilts & N Dorset
Norfolk
(in Spain)
Yorkshire
Bicester
Backer
Cambridge Univ
Mendip
Bidford
Cotswold
Lasham
SGU
Oxford
SGU
Four Counties
Essex & Suffolk
Bristol & Glos
Rattlesden

SILVER BADGE
No.
Name
Hellier, D.J.
9578
9579
Smith. C. F.M.
9580
Perry, A.
9581
Kin9, P.
9582
Wilhams, J.
9583
Robinson, A.C .
9584
Cheney, C.J.
Stanford, G.K.
9585
Wheatley, P.A.
9586
9587
Noel, S.R.
Bowker, A .A.
9588
Walsh, S.F.
9589
9590
Mason. M.C.
9591
Hicks. I.P.
9592
Sanders. M.l.
9593
Ditchfield. A.
9594
Ayres, S.J .
9595
Starer, N.G.
Leach, P.
9596
9597
Slocumb, J .L.
Clarke, B.
9598
Withers, N .R.
9599
Francis, R.E.
9600
Green, A.S.
9601
Howell, D.M.
9602
9603
Peters, M. D.
9604
Sadler. T.J.
9605
Northen, J.A.
9606
Ellion, F.A.W.
9607
Greig, D.N.H.
9608
Field, M .A.
9609
Sutherland, G.
9610
Cowley, N .J .
9611
lies, G.
9612
Rackrnan, P.
9613
Waddell, S.C.F.
9614
Cossey, S.D.
9615
Gynes, A. D.
9616
Hughes, M.E.
961 7
Heslegrave, A.
9618
Edmunds, K.

Club
1994
Channel
28.8
Bristol & Glos
29.9
London
13.8
London
14.8
London
4.10
Deeside
5 .10
Cambridge Univ
15.8
Glyndwr
288
The Soaring Centre
14.8
Portsmouth Naval
13.8
Heron
15.8
Lasham
14.8
York
2.9
London
2.9
Glyndwr
28.8
Derby ·& Lanes
5.9
Bannerdown
13.8
Backer
27.7
Vale of White Horse
15.8
Bicester
14.8
Dukeries
14.8
Wrekin
14.8
Bristol & Glos
13.8
Fen land
14.8
SiaHordshire
23.7
London
14.8
Surrey & Hants
13.8
Kent
28.8
Anglia
27.8
Devon & Somerset
27.8
Essex & Suffolk
29.8
Backer
29.7
Sackville
13.8
Bannerdown
14.8
London
27.8
Booker
23.7
Deeside
14.8
30.12.93
Shenin~on
Surrey ills
5.9
Shenington
13.8
617 VGS
21.8

GOlD DISTANCE
Name
Morrisroe, R.S.
Payne, R.C.
Flannery, A.
Wallord. A.C.
Lee. K.
Peters, D.
Langberg, J.
Smith, D.A.
Blackmore, S.R.
Welford, R.J.
Moore, D. A.
Thornhill, A.W.
Mason. A.
Wales. R.J.
Davis, C.K.
Pengilley, D.J.
Sloodley, M. A.

14.8
13.8
13.8
14.8
14.8
13.8
14.8
19.7
17.9
30.5
17.9
17.7
21 .8
20.7
30.5

9619
9620
9621
9622
9623
9624
9625
9626
9627
9628
9629
9630
9631
9632
9633
9634
9635
9636
9637
9638
9639
9640
9641
9642
9643
9644
9645
9646
9647
9648
9649
9650
9651
9652

Dunn, A.K.
Green, P.L.
Meneisy, S.J.
Lagden, C.L.
Hankey, A.
deOrfe. D.
Appleford, J.K.
Wales, D.C.
Vowles, M.
Busby, J.S.
Mason, A.
Stoodley, M. A.
Sage, W.
Hood, A.

Davies, J .L

tt~~?:.n~.~·J

Tremayne, J .
Chappell, A. A.
Neii,N.M.
Nayeri, P.
Wallon, P.W.
Barry, S.
Bruce, S.R.
Hanon, C.B.
Mur~hy, P.J.
Mur y, E.T.J.
Hiii, A.R.
Turner, G.E.
Batch, J.G .
Bigniasz, D.
Mortimer, P.J.
White, A.D.
Glen, T.G.

The Soaring Centre
Culdrose
Bristol & Glos
ESSE\'<
Bath, Wilts & N Dorset
Essex
Wyvern
Sackville
London
Cranfield
Yorkshire
Norfolk
York
Four Counties
Netts University
Lasham
Southdown
The Gliding Centre
Herts
Aquila
Ouse
Marchington
Backer
Cairngorm
Cornish
Enstone
SGU
Anglia
Cambridge Univ
Cranfield
Trent Valley
Shalbourn
Deeside
Shalbourn

29.8
7.8
2.9
21.8
2.9
21 .8
13.8
27.8
2§.8
15.8
23.7
21.7
2.9
17.7
21 .8
14.8
23.9
16.9
13.8
29.8
27.8
29.9
7.10
10.10
29.9
30.5
8.10
13.3
13.8
14.8
6.8
28.10
6.11
26.10

UK CROSS-COUNTRY DIPLOMA
Part 1
Name
Club
Ford, K.A.
Beaker
Hardy, I.T.
Soulhdown
Vowles, M.
London
Smith, J .J.J.
York
Bertorelli. F.A.
Devon & Somerset
Wood, A.
Stratlord on Avon
Whitaker. L.
Essex & Suffolk
Simpson, D.J.
Rattlesden
Longhurst, M.A.
Mendip
Vincent, K.
Bidford
Blackhurst, J .l.
Midland
Edlin. D.B.
Wyvern
Morrison, P.
Devon & Somerset
Cummings, D.M.
Midland

1994
5.8
13.8
14.8
21.8
30.6
13.8
29.8
13.8
14.8
22.7
21 .8
20.6
14.8
21 .8

Part 2
Name
Maddison. J.B.
Drury, G.K.
Longhurst. M.A.
Roch. A.D.
Garwood, M.

1994
14.8
15.8
14.8
5.10
21.8

Club
Newark & Nons
Kent
Mendip
London
Cambri dge Univ

INTER-UNIVERSITY TASK WEEK
The 1994 task week was hosted by Four
Counties and Nottingham University GCs from
August 27 at RAF Syerston . The competing
universities, Nottingham, Essex, Bristol ,
Edinburgh, University College London, Imperial
College, Oxford and the University of East
Anglia , brought 14 gliders from a K-7 to a
Janus. Separate tasks were set for wood and
glass.
Unfortunately it was only possible to set
tasks on four of the nine days and these ranged
from a 68km downwi nd dash to a 320km
triangle . Most two-seaters were flown by a
student with an instructor.
The Glass Class was won by Imperial
College (ASW- 19), with Nottingham (Janus)
2nd and Imperial's Grob Twin 3 3rd. Bristol (K13) won the Wood Class with University
College London (K-6c R) 2nd and Essex (K-13)
3rd.
lt was a great success and will again be
hosted this year by the same clubs at RAF
Syerston from August 26 to September 3. For
entry details 'phone Matt Abell on 0115 978417.
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BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY Compiled by DAVID WRIGHT
Rei
No.
49

Glider
Type

BGA No.

LS-7

Damage

Date
Time

WIO

30.5.94

Place
Dunstable

Age

PiloVCrew
Injury

84

F

Hrs

3556
This fatal accident occurred during the early stages of an aerotow launch. At 50-70h the glider was seen to release from the tow rope
and enter a steep turn to the left in a manoeuvre like a chandelle. The impact was in a steep nose down attitude (60·70•) and slightly
left wing down. As yet no problem has been found with the glider.
50
Fauvetle
2679
Substantial 15.5.94
Tibenham
43
None
590
1740
The experienced pilot was making his first flight in this type. Aher a short soaring flight he made a normal approach using full brake at
first then almost closing them as sink was encountered. The glider touched down just short of the runway breaking the rear fuselage
on a grass ridge. The pilot had been attempting to make a short landing.
Incident Report
51
Bocian to
None
47
None
312
5.94
1100
The instructor was demonstrating aerobatics when. after initiating recovery from a spin. the rear canopy came unlocked and slid back
before flying off. missing the tail. The recovery was completed and a normal landing made.
1. 6.94
Weston on the Green
27
None
302
1635
P216
None
9
Pt allowed a slight undershoot to develop while waiting for the P2 to recover. When he failed to round out the P1 took over and as he
did so the glider hit a grass cutter in the long grass of the undershoot area.
52

K-13

1535

53

ASW-20CL

3654

Minor

Substantial 25.5.94
Nr Ballater
47
None
1861
1543
The pilot chose to land in a field that sloped up from a river. On the approach. at 60kt. she saw there was little slope so slowed to 52k1
and selected full flap. The glider landed two thirds of the way across the field arid the pilot had to turn to avoid a stone wall. A wingtip
caught in long grass and caused a groundloop.
54
Astir CS
2126
Minor
23.5.94
41
None
198
Glenshee
1500
While on a competition task the pilot encountered sink and decided to land in a field that he had seen from the ground and knew was
good. On final approach he saw two wires across the field and had to lower the nose to clear them. The undercarriage collapsed on
touchdown at 60kt. The wires had been re-routed since his visit.
SZD Cobra 15
1739
WIO
70
None
1050
55
2.6.94
Weston near Malton
1530
During a cross-country on a day with a low cloudbase the pilot had to make a hurried choice of field to land. From hazy cloud shadows
on the ground he thought the wind was between NW and W. However, on the approach he saw he was landing downwind and he
could not stop the glider before it ran through the far hedge at speed.

ARMSTRONG
COMMUNICATIONS
& ELECTRONICS

Poland, Lesno
40
None
3000
19.5.94
1715
P2 46
None
2000
Finishing a competition task the pilot found he had enough height to increase speed and land straight in. Too late he found he had a 510kt tailwind and this, combined with an airspeed of 85kt. took him rapidly across the airfield. He saw long grass ahead and so pulled
up to turn to one side then stalled the glider into the ground.
56

(All prices include VAT, but exclude p&p)

ICOM IC-A2 ....•.. . .. . ........ £309
ICOM IC-A20. . .. . . . ......

£364

GARMIN 55 (Standard) ..... .

£409

SKYFORCE LOGGER ........ . .

£195

12 VOLT/6 AMP YUASA SEALED
LEAD ACID BATIERY ............ £18.50
12 VOLT BATIERY CHARGER WITH
LED STATUS INDICATOR .... . .... £28.00
WING TAPE (33 METRE ROLL) ... . .. £1.50
BLACK & WHITE FILMS FROM ..... £1 .80
INSTRUMENTS: FERRANTI FB 32H
HORIZON ............. . ....... £319
TURN AND SUPS ( 12v) . . . . . .... . .. £149
Al~o Winter varies/ AS I'~, all
ICOM/GARMIN model~ and accessories,

other brand GPS/handheld radios and
instrument panels to order
For details contact:
P W & 5 K ARMSTRONG
1 5 Lancaster Green
Hemswell Cliff
Gainsborough DN21 STQ

February/March 1995

Tel:

0427
667068

ASH-25

3532

Substantial

1060
Fatal
9.6.94
Halesland
54
Fatal
30
57
Skylark4
t300
This was a fatal winch launch accident. The glider took off into a 15kt westerly wind. The cable was released at about 1000h and the
glider was seen to dive vertically into the ground at high speed. The wingtips broke off under tlight loads before the crash. There we~e
no technical problems and the probable cause was reaction to "negative if.
58

DG-500

3715

59

Bocian

WIO

Minor

Tatenhill
None
847
28.5.94
59
1330
Following a normal landing and a short landing run the undercarriage collapsed damaging the fuselage. The wheel was down but it is not
known whether there was a mechanical faull o~ if it was not properly locked down. The warning horn did not sound during the approach.
Bryn Gwyn Bach
72
None
9.6.94
35
1640
Alter a normal winch launch to 150011 the pilot ran into sink and returned to the field. The sink increased to over 1Okt and he found he
could not make the airfield. He chose a field but undershot into trees on the boundary. Other pilots had not experienced any heavy sink
in the area. lt is thought that the airbrakes came open in turbulence.
60
DG-200-17
2559
Minor
28.5.94
Not known
38
None
555
1715
With progress blocked by a rain shower the pilot had to make a field landing. On the approach to a 400yd field he found he was overshooting with no other field available. He used full airbrake and sideslip but touched dowh well into the field. Turning the glider. a
wingtip hit a pile of stones causing a groundloop, The landing was downwind.
61

Silene

2548

Substantial 30.6.94
Husbands Bosworth
59
None
886
P2 49
1625
None
422
After flying an extended circuit the high performance two-seater positioned for a long low approach. On finals, a glider which flew a
normal circuit having not seen the Silene. turned in from above. A short landing into the undershoot was chosen rather than overfly.
The brakes did not work and the glider hit a fence after catching a wing turning.
62

K-7

3258

Minor

29.5.94
RAF Upwood
36
None
1530
The early solo pilot was approaching to land on an uphill landing area at about 55kt with half airbrake selected. During the roundout
and flare the airspeed fell rapidly in the wind gradient and the pilot lowered the nose while keeping the brakes open. He was then unable to stop the nose striking the ground heavily.
Rufforth
None
428
Motor glider
Minor
8.6.94
63
Falke C2000
65
G-BODU
1400
The motor glider pilot made a normal powered approach at 60kt due to the gusty conditions. In the flare he noticed it was covering the
ground quickly. After finally landing the propeller grounded when the tail bounced up and he nearly hit the tar fence. After a long power
•
lay-off he had missed a 90' wind shift and hadn't done a go-around.

39
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64
LS-3
Substantial 27.05.94
Lleweni Pare
46
None
107
1528
The pilot was briefed before his first flight on this type. AI about 600ft on the winch launch he thought he had a cable break so released
and lowered the nose quickly as the glider was still nose high. lt accelerated slowly but quickly lost height. He made a tight circuit to
land back but it sank into trees. The brakes were open thoughout.

INTERNATIONAL
GLIDING
COMMISSION

65

LS-6c

3976

Minor?

66

Phoebus C

1553

W/0

5.6.94
Gransden Lodge
39
Minor
2596
1230
The glider was being winch launched for a cross-country flight with some 50 litres of waterballast when at abou t 50f1the launch was
stopped. The nose was lowered but there was insufficient height to prevent a very heavy landing. The launch had been halted after the
launch marshal! had heard someone shout "stop" to a crew pushing a glider.
11 .6.94

Challock

56

Serious

410

The glider was rigged and inspected with a positive control check. Despite this the pilot found the elevator was disconnected and
crashed off the aerotow. The checks were carried out with the elevator held in a neutral position. 11 was found that the elevator rod
could be hooked between a bolt and the elevator and seemed connected in this position.
67

Minor

Chat lock
18.6.94
None
1200
59
1405
The first part of the winch launch was normal but at about 1OOft the pilot tell some unusual drag. A little later he heard knocking on the
underside of the glider. After a short soaring flight with no further problems he landed and saw that one gear door was hanging off. An
aerotow rope had been left across the cable and had caught up.
PIK 20a

2129

Extracts from Tom's report of
the IGC European meeting
held in Paris this autumn

61
None
835
68
Grab Twin Astir
2676
Minor
5.5.94
Enstone
P2?
None
0
1900
Thts was a hangar flight at the end of the day to a landing area which was oHen used for this purpose. but it had been disturbed and
levelled during the day. The glider's wheel hit a small metal post which had been unearthed and not spotted. The tyre. wheel rim . brake
disc and caliper were damaged.
69

Minor

Swallow

-.5.94

Incident Report

None

A 01 found a sktd mount was crushed and the bottom longeron was cracked although a careful inspection a few days earlier after a
bounced, fast landing hadn't shown any damage. 11 is thought that initial damage was not seen and this was aggravated by fu rther
landings until more obvious.
70

ASW-19

40t1

71

Skylarl< 3

WIO

30.5.94
56
None
295
Burn
1430
The pilot came in to land behind two other gliders so decided to overfly them before landing. He mistakenly operated the wheel lever
instead of the airbrakes and overshot the landing area. He turned and landed downwind in a crop field. Workload, limited experience
on type and not checking which lever held were factors.
Minor

22.06.94
Halkyn
None
69
36
1730
The pilot became lost aHer he climbed above cloud in wave and turned downwind. He attempted to make a field landing but could not
make it to a suitable field and landed in a gully full of trees.
32
None
100
19.6.94
Rivar Hill
P2 30
None
0
1039
The pilot was making his third flight of the day. A normal approach was made through turbulence across trees as on the other flights.
The final turn was made at 55kl and then three-quarter airbrake selected. AI roundoulthe descent rate did not reduce and the glider
landed heavily before the pilot could close the brakes.
72

Bergtalke 4

2993

Minor

73

K·8a

3582

Minor

5.6.94

Gamston

34

None

13

The winch launch was normal until, at 1200ft, the glider passed through a thermal. The pilot lowered the nose and continued to climb
until at 1400ft a loud bang was heard. The pilot assumed a cable break, pulled the release and turned into the thermal climbing to
5200ft. An hour later the pilot landed and found a hole punched in the tailplane.
74
Blanik
2661
WIO
25.6.94
Enstone
32
None
390
P2 44
None
30
The instructor dectded to give his pupil a crosswind landing on a part of the airfield only occasionally used. He inspected the grass
length before the flight. After a normal touchdown both pilots saw a wooden post ahead so P1 took control. To avoid the post a wing
was lifted but the other wing hit the ground and the glider turned and hit a fence.
360
75
Kestrel19
1793
Minor
19.6.94
Enstone
45
None
1630
The pilot turned into a 15kt headwind on finals at 300ft with full land flap selected and at 60kt. As he descended through the wind gradient the airspeed fell to 50kl and he had to lower the nose. The aircraft dropped quickly and the pilot considered it too late to remove
flap and landed short in standing wheat. Land flap was not needed.
K-7

540
None
Pocklington
28.6.94
52
P2
0
0
930
A group of visitors were having trial lessons and had strayed on to the grass landing area. Members had moved them back as a glider
was approaching. However, as it landed a visitor looking thwugh a camera moved forward and was hit by the glider's wing and
knocked to the ground. A visitors· "sate area" will now be designated by instructors.
76

2538

Minor

None
370
Incident Report
65
1431
After a turbulent 2hr soaring flight the pilot returned to the airfield. At about 150H, in considerable turbulence. the canopy flew oft. 11 did
not hit the tat! and the glider landed safely. The canopy locking lever was found to be bent so that it fouled the Instrument panel and
prevented the !rant bolt from fully locking.

77

SF-27A

None

6.94

78
497
3845
Minor
11 .6.94
Nr Salisbury
39
None
1600
On a cross-country flight the pilot had to make a field landing. After a normal circuit the glider's undercarriage caug ht on power lines
which the pilot had not seen. The cable broke and the pilot was lucky to make a heavy but controlled landing. The electricity board
were contacted immediately.
44
None
302
Substantial 16.7.94
Ruffonh
t600
The pilot returned to gliding after almost a year away and completed four check flights before being allowed to fly his new, flapped
glider. On the approach an undershoot developed and he changed hands to close the brakes which were not locked and so sprung
open. He tried to grab them but moved the flaps to full negative and the glider stalled in.
79

40

LAK- 12

4035

Tom working hard at the recent FAI General
Conference in Turkey which took place a
week after the IGC meeting in Paris! Photo:
lan Strachan.

&lore the main meeting three days were
devoted to GPS and this session was attended
by many of the main manufacturers as wel l as
Phi I Jetfery representing the UK.
New Zealand World Championships. The re
was disapproval of ·the action taken by New
Zealand to invite certain women pilots to
compete by using the special rule 7.4 in Annex
A of the Sporting Code section 3 which had
been introduced in the past to allow South
Africa to compete. The 108 provisional entries
were now expected to be 93. lt was agreed to
allow Bruno Gantenbrink, winner of the 1994
European Open Class, to enter despite not
having qualified by the German "mechanical"
entry system.
World Class Glider. The FAI secretary had
signed an agreement with the Poles confirming
that the PW5 was the World Class glider.
Twelve had been made with 22 orders and 79
options to buy. There would be the capacity to
make 100 gliders next year. About 12 other
manufacturers had inquired about taking a
licence to make the PW5. The Poles were also
hoping to develop a cheap two-seater to be
called the PW6. There was some talk of difficulties making contact with the Polish manufactu rers and advice was given by the Polish
representative.
The German delegate proposed that the
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PW5 should be given suitable status as soon
as possible and be included as the fourth Class
in the World Championships in France. A
decision on this and other proposals would be
considered al the meeting in March.
European Championships at Rieti. lt was
reported that despite the mountainous terrain
there were virtually no accidents. However, the
organisers pressed for a rule making ELT
equipment compulsory. The use of GPS for
navigation had caused some marginal TP
photos. Some pilots complained about the
contrived tie for the first three places in the
Standard Class but most thought that as it
would be difficult to repeat no action was called
for.
Eastern Europe. Fred Weinholtz pointed out
that Eastern Europe was suffering from a major
reduction in gliding - pilot numbers have
dropped from 20 000 to 5000. He appealed for
ideas to help and it was decided ·that a committee should look at the problem.
The next autumn European meeting will be in
Helsinki, Finland.

80
Janus
None
7.94
Incident Report
62
None
2000
1715
P2 0
None
0
The glider was llown for over 5hrs, in the course of which a flap demo was given. After a normal approach and landing with lull I lap the
right flap was seen to be fully down. The hotel tier was found disconnected with the safety pin still in the l!ole. Two inspections plus operating in flight had not indicated any problem.

CONTRIBUTORS: If you are working on a
PC we would appreciate the loan of the disc
with the hard copy. Ideally we like a Mac disc
but if not, please may it be formatted in
ASCII text.
We have many generous offers of pho1 tographs, often potential covers, and readers
want to know if we need the negatives.
I Usually we can work wel l from colour prints
for the ir]side pages if the reduction isn't too
great but if the photograph will make a cover,
then we usually ask to borrow the negative.
But please send a print first. Don't forget the
cover is a vertical format and we do like an
interesting and colourful background. A glider
against a dull sky just doesn't reproduce well
enough.

THE BGASHOP

81

ASW-t9e

4063

W/0

27.6.94
Nr Sandy, Beds
41
None
170
1900
The pilot had to make a field landing so chose a large cut grass field. On the downwind leg he saw that it was in fact deep crop so hur·
riedly picked a small, definitely cut grass one nearby. Landing across the diagonal he misjudged the height of the fence and caught the
wheel on barbed wire. This spun the glider around into another fence.
2022
Substantial 27.6.94
Chapel Brampton
27
None
127
82
Cirrus
1800
The pilot selected playing fields for a landing but as he thought he was too high on base leg he decided to extend the leg and approach
from a dillerent direction. The linal turn was made too low and the lelt wing touched the crop in the next field causi ng the glider to spin
into the ground.
83

K-8e

1807

24.5.94
None
Portmoak
61
1415
The early solo pilot on his second llight on type lound his landing area obstructed by a previous landing so altered his line of approach.
While doing this he closed the airbrakes and the glider llew level in ground effect. A pilot ind uced oscillation developed and then he
opened the brakes causing the glider to stall into a heavy landing.
Minor

81
SZD Puchacz
3782
Minor
18.6.94
RNAS Culdrose
32
None
84
1050
P2 39
None
0
The pilot landed in an area regularly used for landings which crossed lrom grass on to tarmac. After touchdown the nosewheel hit the
raised lip of a drain cover and broke off. Wet weather had soltened the ground adjacent to the cover and the pilot had not examined
the area on foot before flying on to it.
85

Chipmunk

Tug

Minor

86

DG-200

2603

Minor

·.6.94
Incident Report
51
None
2025
A~er a normal landing the tug pilot taxied off the grass to the runway for the next tow. Taxying mto the evening sun he failed to spot a
large runway marker board and hit it with the left wing.
t 0.7.94

Sedate, North Yorks

50

None

2250

During a cross·c.ountry wave flight the system collapsed and the cloud closed in. The pilot descended through cloud into an area of
generally tandable fields and chose a field which he thought was rough pasture. On landing this was found to be set aside with 2ft
grass and patches of thistles 3-4ft high. The glider groundlooped violently.
87
Bergfalke 2
2159
Substantial 9.7.94
Bradwell Ash
58
None
572
None
68
1330
P2 56
The pilots had to make a field landing after losing lift on a cross-country !light. The chosen lield was a good size but neither pilot noliced the downslope until on final approach. The glider, underbraked by modern standards. was obviously not go1ng to stop so PI put it
down in the next small paddock. groundlooping as it hit the far hedge.
19.7.94
2
Sutton Bank
62
None
1755
The pilot was making his third solo flight when he overshot the final turn point in the circu it. He tined up and landed in n undershoot
area but failed to roundout in time to prevent a hard bounce. He allowed the stick to move forward and the glider landed heavily on the
nosewheel which was pushed Into the fuselage.
88

K-21

3639

Minor

Pirat
20 11
89
W/0
8.5.94
Upper Winchendon
43
Minor
34
1500
OFrom the hill and the pilot then found he was llying down the slope. He tu rned, pulled up over a hedge and the upslope wingtip
caught on the ground causing the glider to cartwheel in.
23.7.94
Farnborough
24
90
Astir CS Jeans
2450
W/0
27
Minor
1415
The pilot had was making a thermalling turn at about 1500~ near the airlield when the glider collided with a light aircraft climbing out of
another airfield. The fin broke off the glider but the pilot was able to bale out successfully despite the low altitude. The light aircraft
•
landed safely despite serious damage to one wing and aileron.

Below are a few
of the items we don't
There are all sorts of goodies in the BGA shop.
This photograph might just grab your interest
but it only shows a tiny selection of the shop's
range. Apart from sportswear and gliding
accessories, such as sun hats and this handsome umbrella, the book list is comprehensive.
And best of all shopping this way is effortless.
There was an order form as an insert in the last
issue but if you want another just 'phone the
BGA on 0116 2531051. You can order by mail,
lax or make a personal visit.
February/March 1995

C of A or repair!

C's of A, REPAIRS AND GLASSWORK

Purpose built glider workshop on a 500yd
grass strip 2 nautical miles SW of Warminster
Currently maintaining over 15 motorgliders
Please fly in, call or write to :
Tim Oews, Airborne Composites, The Hangar, Wing Farm,
Longbridge, Oeverill, Warminster, Wilts BA12 700.
Tel: 0985 840981 (workshop) or 0373 827963 (home)
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BGA & GENERAL NEWS

JOHN EDWARDS
BGA Senior Inspector

C of A Inspections
Repairs & Restorations

91
IS·29D
2045
W/0
14.6.94
Nonh Hill
32
None
460
1634
The gtider was seen to make a low downwind leg before turning on to finals. The pilot landed in a lillle used undershoot area of the airfield with full airbrake. The 50kt approach speed and full airbrake did not allow a fully held oH landing on the slight upslope and the
glider bounced, caught a wingtip in the tong grass and landed sideways.

Watermill Industrial Estate
Aspenden Road, Buntingford
Herts. SG9 9JS
Tel: 0763 271612 (works)
0763 289460 (home)

Minor

t4.7.94
Nr Basingstoke
44
None
287
1345
On a competition cross-country the pilot had to make a field landing and chose a golf course as there were very few landable fields in
the area. On the approach to land on a fairway he overflew two golfers. one of which was reportedly hit by the glider. The glider
groundlooped and knocked oH the tailskid.
92

Cirrus

Nr Basingstoke
36
None
277
ASW-22
Minor
11.7.94
93
1630
The pilot chose a field to land in but found he was too high when on base leg. He extended this past the field and then turned back. He
decided not to make his revised final turn behind the boundary trees but turned inside. Combined with the nil wind. slight downhill
slope and late touchdown this made the glider run into the far hedge at low speed.
16.7.94
40
None
2600
Membury
1830
The glider was being retrieved by aerotow from a disused runway . A"er good initial acceleration the pilot soon gained aileron control
but later in the ground run he allowed one wing to drop and catch in tulls of grass. This swung the glider around before he could pull all
despite his tell hand being on the cable release.
94

TWO Outstanding Titles from
NEWTON BOOK CLUB.
Dave MilieU's

as

3760

Minor

t7.7.94
Bembridge, lsleofW
49
None
52
ASW-15B
1938
Minor
95
1443
The pilot found he could not lock the wheel down due to the failure of the locking detent and was advised by radio to land on the grass
with the wheel up but it would not lock up. He made a normal approach with the wheel hanging down and then moved his hand from
the brakes to hold the gear down. The brakes opened and the glider landed very heavily.

"WHISPERING
WINGS"
Flying

Discus CS

a rear gunner. David Millet com-

pleted thirty operations in Lancasters with

49

Squadron . Flying Officer Millet! tra.ined army

96

Phoebus C

2761

Substantial 16.7.94
Nr Doncaster
70
Minor
17t7
1530
The p1lot was returning after thermals become broken and found he had to land in an area of poor fields . He chose a shon cut crop
field and set up his circuit. At about 200ft the glider passed through a strong thermal off some woods and the pilot realised he could not
get into the field. He tried to fly over the far hedge but struck the top of it.

parachuting recruits before becoming a gliding
instructor. David will provide those who are
interested in flying with a fascinatin g insight
into silent flight with his well illustrated book.
"Whispering Wings" portrays many a~pects of
soaring flight mastered by the author during

97
Cirrus
359t
Substantial t7.7.94
Husbands Boswonh
57
Minor
367
1430
Aller climbing to 1500111rom a selected field the pilot decided he had enough height to make the airfield. However, he hit strong sink
and found he could not reach his field. He tried to fly through the sink but had to make a hurried and heavy landing in a small field. The
glider ran into the far hedge and was substantially damaged.
98

K-7

3382

Minor

23.7.94

RAF Upwood

32

None

his long career. Gaining Gold and Diamond
Awards the author completed with flair and
taught hundreds o f pupils with the dedication

The early solo pilot made a good crosswind approach until. in the flare, he kicked oH the drift ready to land. A gust hit the glider and
raised the right wing and swung the glider towards the perimeter fence. The wings were levelled as the glider touched down and the
pilot realised it would not stop so initiated a groundloop away from the fence.

of a man engaged in a true vocation. There i s a
humour running through the story, and here

a flash of tragedy.
ISBN I 1!72301! SS 4
Price £14.9S inc. p&p. Soft back edition

and there

* * *

by David Ince DFC, BSc
The fascinating, well illustrated story of a gunnery officer turned Typhoon pilot. Operating

193

Then, a s

,lJ1d

a

257

Squ adrons through

1944.

test pilot, with an engineering

degree the author marketed flight control
systems. He is

a dedicated

glider pilot, chief

instructor. active in sailplane development
testing and is

a

47
Substantial 28.7.94
Edge Hill
None
76
1750
The pilot approached a cluMred landing area and decided to land between another glider and a barbed wire fence rather than overtly
on to BOOm of clear runway . The right hand wingtip caught on the barbed wire and pulled the glider around and through the fence.
100

"COMBAT AND
COMPETITION''
with

99
K-7
3258
Minor
16.7.94
RAF Upwood
50
None
365
None
80
t 425
P2 40
On an instructor training flight P2 was asked to demonstrate a sideslip approach. When this was done the front canopy opened fol lowed by the rear. A sate landing was made with the front canopy being held in place. The sideslip had been done towards the open
front DV panel. This may have been enough to force open a weak or panially closed lock.

past member of the British

Dan t7

t293

45
29.7.94
Kings Stanley
350
None
t820
Returning on a marginal final glide the pilot found he could not make the hill top airfield so chose to land in a field at the bonom of the
ridge. He approached at 55kt which was insufficient to roundoutlully on to the uphill sloping surface and landed heavily. There was
also lillle headwind in the lee of the hill.
10t

Cirrus

19t5

Minor

102

Vega

2682

Minor

28.7.94

Nympstield

48

None

459

As the aerotow launch started the glider moved forward and over ran the tow rope. The slack in the rope caught up in the glider's
wheel and the pilot found he could not release. The launch controller stopped the launch and the glider halted after a ground run of
about t50m.
t03

LAK·12

3944

Minor

30.7.94
Nr Rushden
39
None
347
1700
While on a competition flight the pilot had to make a field landing and chose a field of cut rape stubble. He landed at a slight angle to
the crop lines and the mainwheeltouched down in a deep tractor tyre track. The impact damaged the undercarriage.
t04

DG-300

3708

Minor

team squad. His vivid descriptions of soaring
flight are enthralling. Foreword is by Air Chief
Marshal Sir Christopher Foxley-Nnrris GCB.
DSO, OBE, MA. CBI M .

ISBN I 872301! 23 6
Price £IS.9S inc. p&p. Hard back edition

Take both books for £28.95 i11c. p&p
Cash with order please from:

NEWTON BOOK CLUB
PO Box 9, BARRY, S. Glamorgan CF62 6YD
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19.6.94
Sunon Bank
33
None
385
t300
The pilot. who was used to flying a flapped glider which allowed a steep approach to be flown without speed increasing, flew a last ap·
proach in this unflapped glider. He over-estimated the wind strength and rounded out with excessive speed. A PlO followed as the pilot
tried to land before the energy had dissipated and damaged the undercarriage.

2
K-13
2317
Substantial 20.7.94
34
None
Lasham
105
1920
The early solo pilot's previous landing had been well down the field, due to a slight tailwind, so he extended his next circuit. As soon as
he turned finals he realised that he was too low so closed the airbrakes. He tried to reach the airfield but landed in corn about 1Om
shon and this tore the tailplane off the glider.
None
K-8
3349
Minor
18.7.94
Abbotstone
31
9
106
1330
The early solo pilot drilled downwind and became disorientated. losing sight of the airfield. He found himself in sink so decided to land
in what he thought was a grass field. But it was standing corn and the tailplane was badly damaged.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Bldfol'd Airfield. Bidfofd-on-,<\von
Wlltwickshire, B50 4PD

n:l, 07119 7n6o6

GLIDING COURSES 1111 TRLU. LESSONS
NEW ~1EMBERS AXD PRJVATE OWNERS
WELCOME 1111 LICENSED B.G.A. \l10RKSIIOP
fOR C OF A'S, ImPAIRS AND MAINTl!:SANCE
1111 UCENSED P.F.A. ENGJ:SEERS
1111

A
None·

--8-94

Incident Fie-port

68

None
land_

112

Ventus S

Minor

32\l

45

The tirs!

ttel~

unsuNable so

42

Minor

47

None

196

COMPREHENSIVE
INSURANCE PACKAGE
INCLUDES:
+1ST CLASS SECURITY

ALL UK
COMPETITION
FLYING

blown into a

For fut!her information or a
quot~lion please

Debbie Doyle, Steve Edmealf,
Simeon Bowman or
lan Blak:ey,
T. L CloweunlfCo. Ulf.
41h Floor, 52 lime Street,
London EC3M 7BS
Tel 071220 7878
Fax 071 22117879
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CLUB

NEWS
Vale of White Horse GC's member, Graham
Turner after completing Silver distance to
Lasham In his club's K-8.

Copy and photographs for the Aprii-May
issue of S&G should be sent to the Editor,
281 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge CB1
4NH, tel 01223 24n25, tax 01223 413793, to
arrive not later than February 7 and for the
June-July issue to arrive not later than April
11.

legs, six all three Diamonds and three Diamond
legs. Eleven became AEis, two became assistant instructors, "Rocky" Stope won the Booker
Regionals, A•lister Kay the Open Class Nationals
and Tim Scottthe Overseas Nationals and was
placed 3rd in the 15 Metre Nationals.
The Duo Discus flew about 20 OOOkm and
gained its first Diamond height at Aboyne.
Members are enjoying free soaring in all the single-seaters throughout the winter and an encouraging number have entered the 1995 free
Booker Regionals.
At Aboyne , th ree members flew Diamond
height, 11 Gold height and four Silver height as
well as there being numerous other height gains
by those with their badges. We soared every day
for the three week expedition and the club gliders flew over 200hrs.
Trial lesson sales were up by nearly 10% and
course and membership sales were also higher
than in 1993.
T.R.N.F.C.

GILLIAN BRYCE-sMITH

AQUILA (Hinton in the Hedges)
Nick Chapman, chairman since 1987, and
Duncan McKay, CFI since 1989, are retiring after
giving the club much help and enthusiasm .
The October expedition to Aboyne brought
Duncan McKay a Diamond height and Gold
heights for Tony Limb and Mel Eastburn, both
completing their Gold badges. Jim Hughes has
his 1OOkm, Tim Wheeler is an assistant instructor and Ken McAnulty has resoloed.
We have some new members and, thanks to
club help, the new clubhouse is in use.
S.K.

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE (Nympsfield)
A number of visitors from other clubs are enjoying the ridge and wave soaring having taken up
our offer of winter membership.
As the wooden plaque we and Lash am compete for has been here all year, we hope the re
may still be a wooden glider or two •that can make
the journey in 1995 to collect it and provide some
competition.
Jackie Lemin has gone solo and hopes to
rapidly progress into the family Discus.
Our field levelling operation to the south is
now complete and will provide valuable extra
field space once the grass has grown. We have
also started phase three of the regrading of the
existing field.
S.I.D.

BOOK ER (Wycombe Air Park)
l'n an accident free soaring season, our members flew more than 287 OOOkm , gained 11
Bronze, ten Silver, three Gold badges, 20 Gold

BUCKMINSTER (Saltby Airfield)
We have had a magnificent soaring-season with
numerous outstanding achievements - 21
1OOkms, seven 200kms and a 300 , 500 and
750km. The total amounted to over 5000km .

December2

Above: Sue Harris of Welland GC after
going solo. Below: Dukeries GC's first female Silver badge pilot, Beryl Clarke, photographed shortly after her distance flight.

Roy Col man congratulating Marcus Basu of Burn GC after his 5hrs at Portmoak.

Peter Foster photographed Shobdon Airfield, home of Herefordshire GC, on a flight from Sleap
in a Cessna 150.

Alan Todd, Shenl ngton GC's new assistant
instructor, in winter flying mode.

If you would like to include your club
tel No. for the next issue we'll print lt
at the bottom with the initials.

Below: Derek Phillips of Stratford on Avon
GC in the Eagle he rebuilt. The two hopeful
pilots in the back are Leslie Blair and Gillian
Ghee. Photo : Frank Jeynes.

Above: Harold Holsworth of the Yorkshire GC being presented with an honorary life membership by chairman Jim Hill. Below: David Hazard (I), who soloed on the fifth day of a Midland
GC course, with one of his instructors, Paul Garnham.
•

CLUB NEWS

Kevin Hunt has gone solo and Bill Morecraft
achieved Gold height at Feshiebridge. Geoff
Cotton is now our safety officer.
We hosted a very successful four day aerobatic course in October with Peter Mallison, Mike
Wooollard and Guy Westgate instructing.
Bonfire night and the fancy dress Chinese
evening were excellent.
N.R.C .

BURN (Burn Airfield)
After a lengthy period of members shivering at a
draughty launch point, we have a new luxurious
tea bus once more.
Expeditions during the autumn included the
Std Cirrus being taken to Aboyne by the Flannery
and Clayton syndicate, and a week at Portmoak
by lan Atherton, Roy Coleman and Marcus Basu,
where Marcus gained his 5hrs.
As a change from raiding our clubhouse,
which is well alarmed and reinforced, intruders
broke into our workshop and stole £1000 worth
of tools and equipment, some of which belonged
to members.

P.N
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (Gransden Lodge)
We have an open day on the Saturday after our
60th anniversary dinner on Friday, April 21 , at
Gonville and Caius College, so that we can introduce past members to our new site. See our
advertisement in the last issue, p313, for details.
B.B-S.
CORNISH (Perranporth)
During our Aboyne expedition Diamond heights
were achieved by ivan Foster, John StewartSmith and Shaunne Shaw. Gordon Hunter, our
DCFI, also gained his Diamond height (but in a
Culdrose glider that had joined our expedition).
We plan some Christmas flying and have our
annual dinner in January. A group from the Long
Mynd visited us in November.
S.S.
CRANWELL (RAF Cranwell)
B~uce Tapson has taken over from Mick "Porky"
Woods as CFI after three successful years. This
is the third time for Bruce.
At the AGM in November trophy winners in cluded Ged McKnight, Mick Lee , Brian
Hutchinson, Richard and Teresa Brown and
Adam Clark.
The club fleet is changing again with the loss
ol our long serving Janus C but we are expecting a replacement soon. We also hope to have a
new winch by January which should improve our
dwindling launch rate.
We have a mobile 'phone (No. 0585 836669)
at the launch point bus.
R.A.B.
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
As we have a fall in membership, the committee
are planning a publicity drive, coupled with improved flight arrangements.
Stuart Procter and Geoff Cook have AEI ratings. Although overall launches, flying hours and
cross-country kilometres for 1994 are down from
1993 levels, there is still an air of satisfaction
w ith Ron Johns' completion of all three
46

Diamonds and a good bunch of solos and Silver
badge flig hts.
Dave Reilly is back at the top of the club ladder on wh ich there are 26 pilots (more than for
several years).
Hopefully the BGA instructors' cross-country
course (28 May-June 3) will be full.
i.D.K.

Obituary - Chris Oldfield
11 is with sadness that we report the death of a
popular and reliable member, Chris Oldfield. He
joined the club in 1990 and was always ready to
lend a hand and "muck in" with whatever was
needed.
Part owner of a K-6CR , Chris obtained great
satisfaction from gliding.
Considerate, a true gentleman - we shall miss
him . We extend our sympathies to Lois, Kale,
Annabell and Lottie.
Sandy Harrup
DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
At our annual dinner-dance trophies were presented to Sarah Harland (club ladder and best
cross-country flight by a member from Deeside,
Highland , Cairngorm or Angus GCs) ; Jack
Stephen (best gain of height) ; John Tanner
(CFI's award for best progress - at 16 years-old
he has a Silver badge and Gold height) and the
trophy for the best all round contribution was
awarded to the whole Smith fam ily.
John Tanner had his hair cut at the dance with
a pair of garden shears and raised over £400 for
Children in Need.
Mary Rose-Smi th has a Bronze badge;
Duncan McKay went solo and gained Silver
height; Cameron Robinson has Diamond height;
Richard Halt Gold height and Dave Pirie has a
Silver badge.
November saw us at 22 OOOft.
G.D.
DUKERIES (Gamston Airport)
Craig Hobson and Andy Martin have gone solo.
The ground has been cleared and levelled on
the NE side of the h angar ready for our new
workshop.
We had a most enjoyable bonfire night party.
J.C.P.
ENSTONE EAGLES (Enstone Airfield)
We have replaced the Blanik with a K-7/ 10.
Plans are under way to install hand con trols in
the back seat ·f or Sieve Veness so that he can
train for his AEI rating.
The Ro lls Royce winch had its first airing in
the autumn and is a vast improvement on the
Jaguar winch which has now retired for a much
needed overhaul.
The Long Mynd trip in October was a success ;
the weather was good most of the week and although there was no wave , members clocked
up several hours on the ridge and local soaring.
Autumn was otherwise very quiet so we
started a "team scheme" to tackl'e the various
jobs needing to be done around the club - many
thanks to those members who have volunteered.
Paul Noonan is an assistant instructor and
Mike Weston has his Silver badge.

L.J .B.

FEN LANDS (RAF Marham)
We have sold our ASW-19 and gained a second
Discus CS. We are also swop~i ng one of our two
K-13s for a K-21 after Christmas , giving a much
improved cross-country training capability.
Our AGM in November was well attended and
provoked some lively discussion. it was fol lowed
by the traditional party that was even more lively!
AI Rattan , an old stalwart, has returned after a
period away from the club.
A.R.M.
GL YNDWR (Lieweni Pare)
Despite the weather not being brilliant, we have
had many ridge and wave days, some to more
than 17 OOOft.
Our recently introduced "wave diary" in which
pilots recount their wave experiences is begin ning to show that we have cons iderably more
wave conditions than previous thought, even in
southerly and easterly winds.
We had a practice annual dinner in November
(practice makes perfect!) which was highly successful. The real one is in February.
Glyn Humphrys has gone solo and we now
have two Capstans on site, which is a significant
proportion of those still flying .
B.L.
KENT (Challock)
At our annual dinner and prizegiving we said
farewell to Jean and Colin who have staffed our
clubhouse for the past 17 years.
In 1994 we had expeditions to Aboyne ,
Portmoak, Aston Down and Sultan Bank and
were represented in two Regionals and one
Nationals.
We have given a home to the Air Cadets'
Gliding School fro m West Mailing who were
forced to leave their site owing to council development.
A.R.V.
LAKES (Walney Airfield)
We are on the up and up! Last time we reported
a new clubhouse, this time a K-21. it took a three
day round trip to bring it back from Germany with
particular th anks to Andrew Tebay and Peter
Scheer in Germany.
At our annual dinner/prizegiving awards went
to Peter Redshaw for best cross-country , best
flight and the club ladder; Maggs and Yvonne ,
"the gallery girls" , services to the club ; AI an
Dennis best progress ; Peter Lewis and John
Burdett jointly best gain of height; Alan Meadows
best flight by a non-Silver pilot and Roger Copley
the wooden spoon.
In October Peter Lewis and John Burdett
gained Diamond heights and Alan Dennis Gold
height at Feshiebridge.
"RIP" Pearson has gone solo and Roger
Copley and Elwood Manci ni have Bronze
badges.
A.D.
LASHAM (Lasham Airfield)
We had a successful flying and financial year
with plans to improve the canteen, bunkh ouse,
the club house surroundings and the glider and
tug fleet.
Andy Aveling has taken over as tug master
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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from Mark Thompson who showed great enthusiasm.
Fiona, of the famous Buchanan family
(mother, father, and all three daughters fly) , went
solo on her 16th birthday on a five day course.
Dave Dripps has welded on a cunning contraption to the cable retrieve vehicle to improve
turn round time. The parachute now remains attached to the cable during the retrieve.
To improve glider utilisation during the winter,
no soaring fees will be charged after 6min.
Surrey and Hants GC are also increasing utilisation by reducing charges to non-members.
A.M.S.
LONDON (Dunstable)
At an EGM a majority voted to build an extension to the clubhouse and the committee is now
endeavouring to raise the funds. The new building will house a bar, lounge, balcony, and staff
accommodation, as well as the more mundane
utilities of a club. lt will replace the wartime huts
that have become such an eyesore at
Dunstable with a prestigious building and landscaped area.
Our extensive publicity campaign has borne
useful fruit and membership has increased significantly to the highest level in many years.
We have bought two Robin DR 300s from a
French club and are refitting them as tugs over
the winter. Then we hope to sell one. and thus
increase our tug fleet to four.
Plans for 1995 also include a wide range of
courses for all levels of experience.
R.C.
MARCHINGTON (Tatenhill)
The summer ended very abruptly on August
Bank Holiday. However, our summer evening
group courses have again been successful ,
thanks to Bob Gibb and helpers.
Val Roberts is our first female assistant instructor. Grant Williams has soloed and Bill
Ulyett, Bob Thacker, Nigel Dukes and Andrew
Davis have Bronze badges and Peit-Walton
Knight, Jim Robinson , Alan Carr (three legs in
one flight) and Paul Walton Silver badges.
Diamond distance was flown by Paul Shelton in
a competition and Andy Chapman and Phil
Pritchard have AEI ratings.
Our very frustrating search for a new site continues.
P.MP
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
The last week of the course season was busy
with lots of visitors from other clubs, as well as
course members . We are open all wi nter at
weekends and flying during the week is possible
by arrangement. We welcome visitors. so take
note for autumn 1995.
David Hazard, Colin Knox (our second winch
driver) , David Thomas and Howard Whittaker
have soloed. David Hazard had won his course
as a prize and went solo on the fifth day. Brian
Cleugh has gained his Silver height.
A.R.P.
NORFOLK (Tibenham Airfield)
With the disappearance of the soaring weather,
social activities are to the fore. The conference
February! March 1995

room has been refurbished with new curtains
and chairs. We have had quizes and a bonfire
party.
Training continues on four days a week and
land yachting is the latest craze. Unfortunately
Snoopy is spending the winter at Crowland.
B.W.
OXFORD (Weston on the Green)
At our AGM in November Steve Evans became
chairma n, Barry Taylor secretary and Simon
Hogg joined the committee.
Trophies were won by Graham Barrett (club
ladder); Howard Stone (most outstanding flight Diamond goal in his Pilatus) ; Peter Awcock (first
Silver duration of the year) ; Chris Emson (best
flight in a club glider- a race win in our Astir at
over 99km/h); Phil Hawkins (best height from
our site); Andy Butterfield (services to instructing) and Martin Hastings, the flying brick for twice
landing out a couple of fields away.
Congratulatory bottles were presented to
Brian Payne, Graham Barrett, David Weekes,
Chris Buck, Tony Boyce and John Hanlon for
services nearer to the ground.
F.B.
PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING (Crowland
Airfield)
Our AGM in November was reasonably well attended and resulted in a few committee changes.
Lois Thirkill, secretary, and Steve Turner, treasurer,
have resigned and Roger Gretton has stood
down as chairman to concentrate on being tug
master.
George Willows is now secretary, Glenn
Williamson treasurer and Noel Mclaughlin is
chairman, with Trevor Nash and Les Rigby also
joining the committee.
Mick Thorpe has gone solo and a LAK-12 will
shortly join the private fleet.
G.E.W.
PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (lee on Solent)
We made a successful pilgrimage to Aboyne in
October where Tony Wah lberg , Pete Brown,
Tom Edwards and Nigel Gilkes gained Diamond
heights and Bill Roebuck and Phil Taylor Gold
heights. Back home, Brian Re id gained a Bronze
badge.
We have started our major maintenance work,
part of which is a 180 HP Lycoming conversion
on a Chipmunk airframe. We have sold our Std
Astir 2 and are looking for another intermediate
glider.
We have our annual dinner-dance in January.
JP.
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak
Airfield)
The wave season which gave enjoyable flying
was curtailed by appalling weather.
Both K-21 s are on site , the second bought
with our recent return from the tax man . We plan
to buy new single-seaters and to clear the loan
on the winch. We are even ending the year in a
noticeably healthy financial position, as was
highlighted by Roger Coote on a recent visit to
the club.
Dick Middleton's DG-800 is on site. Is it the
first in Scotland (Britain?) .

We are saddened to learn of the death of
David Bruce a keen instructor and organiser of
our task weeks. He was a gentleman and friend
•
to us all.
G.S.G.
SHENINGTON (Shenington Airfield)
The winter lecture programme is going well with
good attendances.
We have been rained off all too frequently
lately, but have nevertheless had a couple of
reasonable wave and ridge days. The club will
shortly have an additional K-13.
Stuart Meier and Jacqui Miles have Bronze
badges. Rob Russon completed his Silver with
a distance leg and Bruce Hopkins gained Gold
height at Aboyne. Alan Todd has his assistant
Cat rating and Alex Hartland an AEI rating.
Members have been on expedi tions to
Aboyne and the Long Mynd during the last month
and enjoyed the wave and hospitality.
T.G.W.
SOUTHDOWN (Parham)
lan Ashdown. Craig Lowrie, Geoff Burtenshaw
and Dave Connaway visited Denby where
heights of 11 OOOft were attained. Dave, making
a welcome return to gliding, resoloed and should
soon be back to his old competitive best. Les
and Jane Merritt, Tony Poundsbery and Chris
Hancock went to Aboyne, where Chris reached
a ceiling of 10 500ft.
Peter Wells, John King , Mick Dunford and Bob
Stringer have been rebuilding a Foka-4 which
should be ready this coming season.
We ratified our new constitution in November
when a superb bu ffet was provided by our female members.
Our 1994 cross-country league was won by
Brian Bateson with Les Blows a close 2nd .
P.J. H.
STRATFORD ON AVON (Snitterfield Airfield)
At our AGM Nevi lle Skelding reti red after 17
years' unstinting service as secretary along with
chairman Tony Edlin who gave his best over two
spells in the chair during turbulent times.
Leslie J. Harris , auditor for many years, and
treasurer Nigel Spedding have also retired. They
have all made a valued contribution to our prosperity.
Geoff Butler is the new chairman and continues as membership secretary, Martyn Davies
secretary and Brian T ebbitt treasurer with Peter
Fanshawe, Ray Wood and Bob Hill joining the
committee.
John Bannister, Charles Stearman and Rob
Palfreyman (instructor Tony's son) have gone
solo, Rob on his 16th birthday.
Our two powerfu l diesel wi nches are giving
superb launches, frequently to the legal limit for
cables, and our original winch has new drums.
Thelma Edlin is ru nning a very efficient catering operation.
H.G.W.
THRUXTON (Thruxton Airfield)
Peter Craig has a Bronze badge, John Boyle
Silver height and Keith Auchterlonie and Krista
Wilde went solo witll Keith going on to get his B
Certificate.
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Dukeries GC's Craig Hobson (I) with instructor Keith Gregory after going solo.

Steve Noad (in the Discus) and Dick Verity
of Kent GC waiting on the grid during the
Northern Regionals at Sutton Bank.
The affiliated Queen's University GC seems
to have caught a good crop of freshers this year
and has put a caravan bunkhouse on site: nominally it sleeps eight but with students who
knows?
Our new gaffer, as CFI, is Harry Hanna while
Jim Lamb and Peter Richardson are our newest
AE!s.
We've had a heartening number of crossChannel visitors, co ntinuing even during the dog
days of December and confidently expect
hordes in 1995.
What about you? Give us a bell on 015047
50301 (clubhouse) .
R.R.R .

Tony Edlin retiring chairman of the Stratford on Avon GC, (I), with the auditor, Leslie Harris
(holding the painting presented to him on his retirement), and Neville Skelding, retiring
secretary. Tony and Neville were given books in recognition of their contribution to 'the club.
A successful expedition to Le Blanc, France,
this summer resulted in Gold distance for Mike
Thorne and Andy Mercy, Andy completing his
Gold badge.
J.B.L.
ULSTER (Bellarena)
A three year C of A at Aldergrove for hard working Super Cub G-TUGG is scheduled for mid-

January. For the enforced stand-down we plan
a blitz on both club and private Cs of A together
with some modest site works. Overall, we're entitled to regard our first year on the new field as
a great success, measured if not in terms of outstanding cross-country flying or wave climbs,
then at least in work accomplished, launches
flown, growth in membership and particularly the
number of aircraft on site.

VALE OF WHITE HORSE (Sandhill Farm)
Our winte r maintenance schedule has started
with work being done on the club fleet in preparation for Cs of A, the latest vario/averagers
being fitted during this time.
We have a new tractor/retrieve vehicle to give
more flexibility and to improve our launch rate.
We are repeating the popular winter lectures
with additional lectures to enable members to
gain their radio operator's licence.
A.J.W.
VECTIS (Isle of Wight)
Ray Ginsberg has gone solo after rejoin ing the
club after a two year absence. Mike Squibb also
soared for over 1hr in the club K-8 for his first
Bronze leg.
At our well attended annual dinner CFI Nei l
Watts presented awards to James Coleham
(most improved pi lot who went solo in 26
launches) ; Malcolm Huddart (for maintenance

The three photographs along the bottom of tl"1e page are of first solo pilots. On the left, Ray Ginsberg, Vectis GC; centre !an Helme, South
Wales GC and right Keith Auchterlonie of Thruxton GC.

CLUB NEWS

Our Little
Glider Port
The British Gliding
Club in the USA

work on club equipment) and the good luck
"Parrot" to Chris Wag horn to give him better luck
with undercarriage mechanisms .
Having just spent a year learning the best way
to pack the hangar we have to start all over again
due to our landlords wishing to store another
Trislander wing in the hangar.
M.J.H
WELLAND (Lyveden)
Our trip to Aboy ne in October was very successful with Diamond height for Richard Large in his
new Discus, Gold height for Alan Bushnell and
our K-7 reached 22 500ft, flown by Barry
Chadwick and Ken Wells.
Gordon Cree , Laura Lindell and Phil Edgar
have gone solo.
Mark Prickett completed his Silver with 5hrs
from a cable break launch. Peter Willock has
Bronze and Silver height; John Ainsworth Silver
height; Roger Grey Silver height and distance
and Andy Shaw his distance. Andy Parish is
now a full Cat. Dick Short flew another 300km
with a faulty TP photograph.
R.H.S.
WOLDS (Pocklington)
With the wave season upon us , we have had
good climbs to 12 00011.
The dinner-dance went well with trophies
going to the following - Glen Ward (most
progress); AI an Hunter (longest distance and
club ladder); Michael Fox (task weekend); Bob
Fox (outstanding achievement) ; Dave Bowes
(task week) and Derek Roddie (most meritorious flight).
Our CAA safety evening went well and we
were joined by other flying clubs in the area.
M.F.
YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)
Flying continues throughout the winter months
and we operate seven days a week.
John Carter has Silver height and Paul Foster
and Jon Ketlaar have Diamond heights.
C.L.

TALGARTH

BLACK MOUNTAINS
GLIDING CLUB
THE ULTIMATE ADVENTURE PLAYGROUND
We have more ridge , wave and thermal
soaring than any other UK site. New club
height record 32,500' (1.1 .92) in SW Wave.
364 days a year operations . Tuition
provided for all levels. For advanced and ab
initio course details or any other enquiry.
Tel: 0874 711463 (airfield)
0874 711254 (evenings)

February/ March 1995

LASHAM
Planning this year?
LASHAM oHers

One to one:

Your own instructor and glider lor the day whatever you want
Two or live day courses: ab-initio training, low numbers produces rapid
results
Advanced courses:
early solo or aspiring cross-country
X-country courses:
run by champions lor those who want to be
Aerobatic courses:
standard to advanced and beyond by instructors
who know
OR
Bring your own glider along lor the day,
launches and lunches always available.

Tel: 0256 381322

Lasham - a special way to fly

Lasham Gliding Society, Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hants GU34 SSS.

FlyiniJ every day that the weather permits, our members are currently
enjoyiniJ free soariniJ in our fleet of sin~Jie seaters, from KB to Discus.
Our 2 seaters are also busy, with members flyiniJ; aerobatics courses. AEI
courses and Ab-Initio traininiJ. and our new Duo-Discus, haviniJ recently
~Jained its first Diamond, is also in demand.
WHY NOT COME AND JOIN US? A FRIENDLY WELCOME AWAITS.

for further details/price list please contact the office (7 days a weell) on

• 01494 44250 t/529263 •

BOOKER GLIDING CLUB

WYCOMBE AIR PARK, MARLOW, BUCKS SL7 3DR
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RIDGE, WAVE, THERMAL
NYMPSFIELD HAS ITS FAIR SHARE OF EACH
Seven days a week operation (subject to weather) all year round • Expeditions and visitors
welcome at any time • Dedicated holiday courses April-October

Specialist holiday courses for 1995 include: Ab-initio to Solo: Solo to Bronze: Bronze to Silver;
Silver to Gold; Aerobatics • Advanced Cross-Country & Competition Preparation with 1994 World
Champion Andy Davies • Preparation for AEI, Assistant and Full Instructor ratings.
For detCiils

(~f tt71Ji

of tbe above contact:

THE BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Nympsfield, Nr Stonehouse, Gloucestershire GLlO 3TX

INNOVATIVE, QUALITY DESIGN AND
SERVICES AT REALISTIC PRICES FROM

Distinctive Designs
ONE MAN RIGGING AIDS
Whether you own as Ash 25, !\S\N1 5 or a Pirat,
these lightwei ght, stu rdy riggi ng aids made irom
high quality steel will take the backache out of riggi ng your glider, increasing safety and mini mising
the ri sk of damage to you or your plane. Pneumatic
wheels with a w ide wheel base make thi s the
Range Rov<"r of rigging aids, tackling rough terrain
smoothl y and easil y. f\ nd, when you've fin ished
sim ply fo ld it up «nrl it tu cks ne. tly away in your
trai ler.
£265

TRIPOD TRESTLES

Tel: (0453) 860342 • Fax: (0453) 860060

NORFOLK
GLIDING

CLUB

01379 677207

1995 EASTERN REGIONALS
May 27th -June 4th • £105 including new BGA charge.
250/300k tasks in 1994 Comp, plus a 650k flown later.
Details and entry fom1s from Bonnie Wade 01508 31406

TIBENHAM AIRFIELD • THE HOME OF GLIDING IN NORFOLK

These trestles arc telescopic with no pms or p gs tn
iumble with , just slide the chrome plated shaft to
the corrPcl height and turn the lever. The podded,
pivo ting head assures your glider wing i. res ting
fully on the trestle.
£70

THE NEW WAVE CENTRE
IN THE ITALIAN ALPS

TOW OUT KITS, TIP DOlliES,
TRAilER RIGGING EQUIPMENT

SONDRIO

We arE' happy to quote fo r individual requirements.

We operate from CAIOLO/SONDRIO east of Lake Coma
between February and May every year. The airfield has
a good weather factor and the area offers ridg_e-soaring
excellent thermals in early spring and waves to more
than 25,000ft. Our experienced staff provides tugservice, mountain-instruction and local meteo- ~
rological advice. Fly our Janus, LS4, Twin ,
Astir or bring your own glider.

~----y
Ol"rincti,·o Designo; c.1n oow supply )'OU
with Pn'!'Untott_ic: & Nylon Wheds,
Tit' Down Kils, C.1~1or..,, in i:tcl
c_vn)•lhing In ensure your

glide-.. and 11'ailcr .Ul' ready for
lht• spring

Make sure you're ready for next season!
For full pmr/ucr dclails ,1nd .?dviC£• C.",l/1 or wrilf' to

Phil at Distinctive Designs
30 Tetbury Drive, Warndon, Worcester WR4 9LG
Tel: 0905 454034

Fax for more information:

01049·5202-72363

Cambridge University Gliding Club
Gransden Lodge offers: l 00 acre gliding only site, unrestricted airspace,
7 day week operation in summer (winch & aerotow), bookable weekday training

S day courses (guaranteed launches) • Bronze Badge courses
1 day & short courses on request
Visitors are most welcome: extend your cross country
experience in landable countryl
Write or coli: Gronsden Lodge Airiield, Longstowe Road, liHie Gronsden,
SANDY, Beds SG19 3EB (0767 677077)

THE CLUB IS OPEN TO EVERYONE
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SEGELFLUGSCHULE
OERLJNGHAUSEN
Flugplatz •

IFffti.
'-.!......'

0-33813 Oerlinghausen • Tel: 01049-5202-7901

rite Regionals
GRANSDEN
August 19th to 28th inclusive
gives 10 days, cut fields, and the
best chance of x·country weather
For details contact: Max Bacon,
Aerial View, swaynes Lane, Comberton,
Cambridge, CB3 7EF
Telephone 0223 264711

FIV with the friendiV ttlmbridge elub
tit probllbiV the best UK site
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

STORCOMM

Me7

TWO-WAY RADIO
Our NEW instrument panel mounting air set,
model TR 9005 is now in production. Main
features:
Covers entire band 118- 136 MHz.
Accepts up to 8 channels.
Offers cost saving narrow band receiver version.
Full power transmitter accepts both hand
and boom microphones.
Sensitive and selective receiver with crystal
filter.
Economic service for all ou r previous models
plus most other air and ground radios.
Pye 'Westminster" 6-channel ground sets available, fitted 130.1 and 130.4 Mhz.
Detailed information. prices and technical specifications from

*
*
*
*

The most C<Jnvenient on the ground:
On-site budget accommocation. Easy walk to four motels.
Pleasant country town, all activities. Mountain. river
scenery one hour by car. Melbourne two hours train. car.

*

lt's got to be

GEORGE STOREY

Tel. 0932 784422

H.T. Communications, P.O. Box4,
SUNBURY ON THAMES, Middlesex, TW16 7TA

Try the Me7 yourself, the
demonstrator model will be
based at the Long Mynd
from October.•
Currently £17,000 + VAT,
inc. trailer.

The most comprehensive
Daily weather and task briefing. Soaring & competiti on
training courses. t 4-glider fleet- Junior to Nimbus 2C.
Day, week. month hire rates. High performance tra1ning
available in Janus.

For further details contact:

BENALLA

Kenilworth
lnt~mational

Write or phone John Wil/iamson for derails:
PO Box 46, BENALLA, V/C. 3672, Australia.
Tel: (0) 57621058. Fax: (0) 57 625599
For discount travel and details of alternative Aussie
Holidays quote 'Benatla Gliding· to:

TRAVELBAG, 12 High Street, ALTON,
Hants GU34 8BN. Tel: 0420 88724

y

KENT GLIDING CLUB
~

~£
K

· E

N

· T

GL I DING CLUa

Challock,
Ashford,
Kent
TN254DR

N0 RT H
WALES G C

5 Day
Holiday
Courses

Come to Kent for courses to suit
all grades of pilots from beginners
to cross country. Situated on North
Downs thermal and ridge site.
Meals and accommodation in
comfortable fully licensed
Clubhouse.
For details, write or phone:
01233 740274 or 740307
Fax 01233 740811 ~ u~

MOTOR GLIDER MAINTENANCE
ANDCofA
GLIDER MAINTENANCE
ANDCof A
Fly or drive into Hinton in the
H edges A irfield fo r C of A's,
m aintenance, glider and trailer
refurb ishment and repairs

"GET YOU HOME SERVICE"
o nt·act

JOHN GIDDINS

HINTON AVIATION SERVICE

I

S ituated above the
beaUli ful Va le o f
C lwyd, N.W .G.C.
is a small friend ly
club o ffering expert
tuit ion in our new
Super Blanic or
Bergfaulke . Fly o ur
K!! or Sky lark 4, or
bring your own
glider for a hol iday
to remember.
Book now
for .lune/July !Augusr

••

07 45 582286

"

1..

COME AND BE PART OF
THE MOST PROGRESSIVE
CLUB IN THE COUNTRY!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 day oper ation
Excelle nt thermal soaring
Ridge facing i'\1\V wind~
New dub ho use and fad lities
£ 125/year mcmher.;hip
9 two-seare rs (K7, KI 3, Twin Astir)
9 single-searcrs (KS, SF27, Astir) (S x
KS, SF27, LS-4 , Clt:.)

• Ap prox I hour from Lond on o r
Birmingham via M40
• 3 mot.or gliders and 3 tugs (syndicate
shares availahle for ho ur.; - b uilders)

Hinton in the Hedges Airiie ld
Brackley, Northants

SHENINGTON GLIDING CLUB

01 295 81 2775 • Mobile 0836 787421
Answ erphone 0865 35 1663

CRll 0295 688121 (dubbouse)
or Colin 0295 251716 (home)

February!March 1995

Ltd

7TheWillows
Bangor, Co. Down
Tei/Fax 0247 453783
Mobile 0860 168839

Banbury, Oxon

Martin Carolan

HIGH QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE
FULL WORKSHOP FACILITIES TO
COVER ALL JOBS BIG OR SMALL
Passage Farm, Arlingham, Glos. GL2 7JR
Telephone:
Home 01453 5441 07
Mobile 0860 542028
Workshop phone or fax 01452 741463
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C3 FLIGHT COMPUTER

TUG PILOT
REQUIRED
FOR
1995 SEASON

Now with GPS interface for Garmin
55/1 00 and others
All usual flight computer modes
plus numerous extras

Buck111inster

GLIDING
Ouh

9 W aypoinrs - 2 Separate Varies and Speed to Fly Directors Cruise Damping and Dead Band (user controlled) - Audio
Frequenc ies selectable - Electronic or Pneumatic Compensarion
(adjustable)- Stalislics tor lasr rhree flights

Glider Pilot (Silver C) preferred
Contact:

OPTIONS INCLUDE: GPS intertace for Garmin 55/100 and oth-

Clive Stainer (Manager)
BUCKMINSTER GLIDING CLUB LTD
Saltby Airfield, Sproxtan Road, Skillingtan,
Grantham, lines. NGJJ 5Hl
Tel: 01476 860385

ers - fully configurable Rear Display Unit- Analogue Vario as exlra
readour - Elecrronic barograph coming soon.

Price: Basic C3 £1150+VAT/P&P

For details call or tax Ernst on 0203 382190
or Frank on 021 3532146

NO PRICE INCREASE
Marianne and Pegasus at the
same price as this time last year

Fluorescent Orange W indcones made
in Nylon or Ministry of Defence
Hypalon,® .

NorthumbriAir

Flagstaffs suitable for Windcones supplied and fitted.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
All types of Flags and Banners.
PIGGOTI BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers, Ongar, Essex CM5 9PJ
Tel: 0277 363262
Fax 0277 365162

ICQffi

AIRBANO (+VAT)
ICA2 short
ICA2 special
ICA2 lull
ICA20 Mkll sht
ICA20 Mkll spl
ICA20 Mkll full
lcom Big Nicad
lcom Flex Ant
SAA cell case·
Radio mount
Bottom cap
HS51 Headset
Speaker/mic'
~denotes

for all Centrair aircraft and spares
For further details Fax or Phone
091 385 5515 or 091 584 3011

THE LONG MYND
GUARANTEES THE
WEATHER IN '95??

GPS
'
ALL and
PRICES +Radio
VAT
' --

non Ieo m

Flexible boom microphone wirh PTT only
£20 when purchased wilh any
complete team radio. Easy
installation. Firs directly ro lcom
& Delcom radios 450mm £30

-Er-go-no-mic-H-an-d-grip ---'

·

complete with PTT
19mm - 1" fitting £45

Trimble Flightmale Pro ........... .... £POA
Trimble Flightmale SE ............... £POA
Magellan Skyblazer...................... £549
Magellan Meridian ...... ................. £245

SKYFORCE
Localor £115
localor 11 £259
Tracker £429
Skymap £949
GPS MADE EASY
Air 960 . .. £189+VAT
Approved - Delcom 760
Channel Panel mountable
radio complete wilh antenna
nicad pack charger. & soh case.
Panel Mount - Cas! Aluminium ....... £32
12v Exrernal Power Adaptor ........... £25

MKifWindsock ~
1m uncalibrated
Large Windsock 1.6m
in bright orange
uncalibrated pink
or bright pink,
or orange £25
\':ilh swivel £15 inc VAT & del.
!ne VAT & del.

~<

Structured to your needs
Ab-initio or cross country
Circuits or soaring
Bronze, Silver, Gold or Diamond

~

Pupil/Instructor ratio 4:1 max.
Often there are less. In our K21 s
you will make good progress with
a combination of soaring & circuit
training provided by our ridge, an
excellent thermal generator.

64 Wellands Road. Lyndhurst, Hants S043 7AD
Tel: 0703 282619 • Fax 282471 (M-0374 278902)

ALL TYPES OF GLIDER AND MOTOR GLIDER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR. FROM SMALL TO THE
LARGE INSURANCE REPAIR. REFABRICATING OF
TUGS. VINTAGE GLIDER AND AIRCRAFT
RESTORATIONS.
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-:.'( 1 hour or 6 launches/day min.
If we fail to achieve this average
during your course we make up all
the lost flying free at a later date.*

LYNDHURST TOUCHDOWN SERVICES LTO

BRIAN WEARE - AERO
GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON EX14 ORA

Not quite, but we do guarantee
that our holiday courses for '95 will
give you the t'Lh'n~c treatment:-

Phone:
Works (0404) 891338
Home (0404) 41041

-;_' ( Fully inclusive prices
All your flying, food and accom.
from £325 pw starting mid March.

Launch by winch, aero or bungy
& fly in wave, ridge & thermals
Depending on weather and availability,
you could log a new gliding experience!
' Ring Janet Stuart for details of guarantee and to
discuss your needs

on: 0588650-206 (24hrs.)
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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MIDLANDS
REGIONAL$
JULY 22nd TO 30th
Directing &Task SeNing by RON BRIDGES & PAUL CRABB
94 REGIONAL$ PRODUCED 6 CONTEST DAYS WITH 24 DIAMONDS ON ONE DAY ALONE!
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CASH PRIZES!
Run by competition pilots for competition pilots at probably the best and most friendliest site in the country.
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FOR DETAILS CALL US NOW ON
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0858 880521
HUSBANDS BOSWORTH AIRFIELD, LUTTERWORTH, LEICESTERSHIRE LE17 6JJ
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Investment
ofyour
Life!
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A Parachute designed to provide a safe exit and low speed descent to even the
heaviest of pilots yet occupying minimum cockpit space and providing long
duration comfort. Your life is too valuable to tmst to an inferior design.
PERFORMAi\ICE DATA
Max. operational height: lO,OOOft
Weight of asse mbly: 14lb
Rate of descent at 2551b: 17.7ft/s
Max. deployment speed: 150 knots
Operational life now extended to 1'5 years.
Irvln reat Britain Ud
k :knkld W y. l.crchwnrth, Hertfordshire
Great tlritain , SG6 1 Elf
Tdephon · Let hwunh (0-!62) -482000
l'acsimilc: 0 !624820117

February/March 1995
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SOARING CENTRE

AUS

THE BEST FLEET AT THE BEST SITE IN AUSTRALIA!
FIRST CLASS FLEET INCLUDES: LS 4, 2 x Discus, ASW 24,
ASW 20, 3 x LS 6, 2 x Ventus C, Nimbus 3, Nimbus 4, ASH 25
NARROMINE AIRPORT, 1/2 mile to town, motel, restaurants
on site caravan park, One hour flight from Sydney. No airspace
or geographical restrictions, fly in any direction.
7 day a week operations. Large airfield.

NARROMINE

Contact us TODAY and ask for a FREE info pack.

AUSTRALIAN SOARING CENTRE
PO Box 206, Narromine 2821, AUSTRALIA

Phone 61 68 892313

Fax 61 68 892564

Learn the skills and techniques from the experts
•
•
•
•
•

Fly dual in a Janus from Gap!Talllard in the Hautes Alpes
5 or 10 day intensive courses tailored to suit all levels of experience
Bring your own glider- fly dual and solo on alternate days
Group cross country flying accompanied by an instructor
Courses structured for Instructors and Club groups

For full details call or write to Jacques Noel
and make your gliding dream a reality
The European Mountain Gliding Center
16 Rue Emile Boyoud - 04600 St Auban France
Telephone: (33) 92 64 28 63 Fax: (33) 92 64 07 12

Fantastic Gliding Experiences all year round in France, Spain and South Africa

C') Record breaking to beginners flying

~ Reet of gliders including LS6c, ASW19, Pegasus

d

G

~

Mountain thermals and wave soaring

Flatlands racing, abinitios to aces

Ferry deals with or without trailer
Spread your wings in 1995 -
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Soaring Courses in ASK21 and Jeans Astir

Expert briefing and guidance for the private owner

•

Worldwide travel insurance including gliding cover

for comps, camps and expeditions run by Brian and Gillian Spreckley

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

WHY ARE THE OTHER CLUBS

------:C~O;:P:YING US?

Since 19'J2, th c G lidin g Ce ntre has led a revo luti on in gliding
training courses. W e've introduced f:,'l.Iar;niteed mstructor/pupil
ratios and gua ranteed levels of flying - with a cas h refund if yo u
f.1 ll short.
W c use protc·ss io nal staff. not am:Jte ur volunteer~, to ensure
the bcst quality of instru ction . W e use motor gl.iders ti-ccly (a t
no ex tra cost) to m ax intisc yo ur ac hicveinents. Our excell ent
loca tion provid e. superb thcrmal. . > wd l as ridge and o cca~ional wave soJring. Above all, we have fun 1
Gradu:dl y th e oth er dubs are pulling thetr so c ks up and
copymg our methods. For examp le , ridiculous pupil/instructor
ratios of 4:1 and even 5:1 are now aLnost a thin g of the past.
However, yo u still wo n 't find anyo ne else guarante eing m o re
than half the amount of fl ying that we do.
For 3 years running we have routinel y ave raged 9 tlights per
pupil pe r da y- all yea r. That's 45 tlights per I w eek co urse .

So now we're increasing our guarantees- without increasing our prices. 1 week course fees start at £199that's £4.98 per flight! There. arc no membership charges
and eve n the tea and co ffee ~re free. Most clubs charge more
than this t<.)r their members, let al o ne tor course pupils!
W <: arc particularly well-known for training to solo standard
and fi·om solo tO bronze - both of w hi ch Wt' hope to achieve
in a week -but we rt'f:,'l.llarl y run courses at all levels. We have
disable d facilities (including modifi ed glid ers and eve n a disab led instructor) . Our fl eet consists of 6 t>vo-se:m: rs (rangin g
from modified K-7 to K-21 ), 7 single- sea ters (5 of th ese arc
K-tl's) and 2 motor glider.s .
Y on are welcome to drop in for a chat (or a flight) o r to call
fo r Information and a brochure. Or yo u may wish to i nvest
£:-15 111 a 1 day course (ru n all w inter) to see if it' s all true .
There are some super clubs runlllng good courses . Do get
th i r broc hure and see , but- plc.:asc - make sure you get our
brochure roo. It speaks for itse lf

THE GLIDING CENTRE, Shenington Airfield, Banbury, OX15 6NY • Tel/Fax (01295) 688151

The

EW Barograph is simply ...

NOT JUST THE WORLD'S NUMBER ONE ELECTRONIC BAROGRAPH
that is fully approved world wide, for all Glider flights including world records.

lt is also a GPS Data Recorder!
featuring:
compatibility with leading makes of GPS equipment (NMEA 0183 data output).
User friendly keyboard allows setting up without a computer.
No need for pre flight sealing by official observers.
Sample rates of 1 second up to 255 seconds.
Over 12 Km height range .
Its own self contained battery.
Altitude display that can be set to Flight Level, QNH or OFE.
Memory, battery and GPS status displays.
PC compatible software for comprehensive post flight analysis included.
Direct printing via a standard printer if required.
Small and compact (15 x 7.5 x 3 cm).
and lots more!

Approved for GPS flight verification in national and regional competitions in many countries.
For further information

EW Avionics
Seymour Barn, Widmere Lane, Marlow, Bucks SL7 3DF • Tel 0628 485921 • Fax 0628 477999
February/March 1995
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Fur Lunch:

~nsronE
~AGLES

After T ea :

*

EiOdmg Club

ENSTONE EAGLES GLIDING CLUB LTO

5 day Imp rover Courses from £195 (for all
tlying charges)

* Ae rob atic cou rse with the
We've got the course
to suit YOU

Ens tone Airtield, Church Enstone. Oxon OX7 4NP
Tel: 0608 676708

..

moum ain tll(Tmal & wavc.:.lflying to suit any taste!

£195

Details from

'
•

X-counuy. Uronzc cumpktion/post bron1.e.

5 Day Courses, unlimited wire launches
Magnificent Cotswold Soaring Location
Aero-tows available
New Members at every level made most welcome

• •

Off the c luc k
t h crm~1ls
300km trianAic

• One Day
• Evening

*

British

Bring Your Own
Open 7 days a we-ek, rhe re are a lw:tys loe 'll
pu n d its onlv too h appy 10 help

*
·*

1994

cha.mpion
13asic. In termediate or A.dvano.:tl kvcl

yo u gcr

the

hest

o ut of ou r long so:tring days.
Wel.l s<:a.soned. local instructors
All acrotow/gla" lkct

To book or !or furth er deta il s p hone/ f:tx (2 ·1hrs):
Mike Law 11 U::\9H H55::19
Jksilk:n t Instructor: Dccsil.Jc Glidi ng Clu b

Nevynn international
36 Sourhpark Avenu e. M nstield, Notts .
NGI84PL
Tei/Fax0 1623634437
"Tesa" A ileron T a pe

38rnm

£ 17 .SO

plus £2.50 p&p

£0.95 p er roll
£1.50 p~,. ro ll
£2 .65 pe r r o ll

38mm x 33mtr

plus £1.25 p&p
plus £ 1.50 p&p

"Yuasa"

12V 7AH sealed
NOW ONLY £2 1.95

"Chlonde"

NOW ONLY £18.25

12 volt 800mA output

• Bronze/Silver/Field Landing
• Five Day Intensive
Instructor Preparation

ptus £1.75 p&p

Glider Batteries

Battery Charger

plus £6.00 p&p
plus £6 .00 p&p

n» lns "plug·· type
£ IS .SO

plus £2.00 p&p

Call us now on
01858 880521
HUSBANDS BOSWORTH AIRFIELD

Ra tchet T ie Downs
1ft (0 15ft

- SUMMER ATABOYNE -

the best kept secret in Britisb gliding

x SOm white waterproof s/:1 cloth

Wing Tape British made s/a P.V.C. in 33 mer rolls
19mm
2Smm

Holiday Courses with
Free Accommodation

I=OR SALE KBB
New cof A, Wings Recovered,
ceconite fuselage_ smart open trailer.
Fun flying for only £4750.
SCHOFIELD AVIATION 0795 790160 or 822500

LUTTERW O RT H LEI C ESTERSHIRE L E17 6J J

£10.00

plus £1.30 p&p

Instrument Screw Drivers
in 6 pack

£3 .00

plus £0.75 p&p

in 6 pack - 2 black. 2 blue, I rt:!d & I green
£4 .95

plus £0.40 p&p

Permanent Markers
Beanie Ha ts Top Quality
w'hite, blue glider motif, asscd sties

£3 .75

plus £0.45 p&p

Mitts Kn itte d fingerless & flap £3.50

pJu• £0.40 p&p

Mitts Knitted fingerless

plus £0.40 p&p

Hats Knitted

£2.00

with 75m'm "NeVJnn" glider motif

bllck
navy

£3 .25
£3 .50

plos £0.50 p&p
plus £0.50 p&p

£3 .00

plus £0.50 p&p

Balaclava Helmets
kmtted navy

Men's 70% Wool Thermal Socks
asstd colours 6- 1I softtop made in U.K . by H.J. of
" Indestructible'' fame
£3 .50

plus £0.40 p& p

Ladies' 65% Cotton Socks 4-7assted co!ou·r s
H.J. softo p {no clastic)

£3 .00

plus £0.40 p&p

T -Shirts Giant Size top quality
Wh ite printed in blue "G lider pilots need help
then stay up for hours"
£5 .50

eo get up .
plus C0.70 p&p

T -Shirts Giant Size top quality
Navy or black printed ''I'd r:nher be gliding"
£5 .50
with N lmbus drawing

plus £0.70 p&p

Sweat Shirts top qua lity
a s::otd si2.es burgundy or navy embroidered with
75mm "Nevynn" glider motif
£12.50

plus £0.80 p&p

Hooded Sweat Shirts top quality
with "muff' type pocket. burgundy , navy or grey. embroidered
w ith 75mm "' Nevynn" glider motif £16. 50
plus £1 .40 p&p

Long Sleeved Polo Neck Shirts
n~v-1 or black embroidered with 75mm " Nevynn"
glider motif
5./M & UXL
£7. 50

plus £0.70 p&p

Registra t ion Deca ls for wings and uit.s
sJa 'tiny! e.g. 6 for cail eo comply with B.G .A.
6"
£8.50
r eq01re:ments 1.1.95

8"
£1 2.50
10"
£16,50
Any si2.e a'f.lilable In all standard colour s.

plu s £1.00 p&p
plus £ 1.40 p&p
plus £ 1.60 p&p

LA TEST ADDITION to OUR RANGE

Tyre Valve Extensions
I chr ome 19mm
I chrome 32mm
I brass 60mm

in pack of .3

£8 .75

pi~IS

£ J.OQ p&p

Also Quilted Bodywarmcrs, T hermal Unde r"Weilr & JS m m Film s
Specia l Discount for Bu lk Suppliers of any P rod u ct
Swcklprict flu ovar1ab/e, updated regularly.
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CWSIFIED
SECTION
TO PLACE AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE CLASSIFIED SECTION, please send your remittance together with a copy of
your wording to Tillany Rolle, BGA, Kimberley House,
Vaughan Way, Leicester LE1 4SE (Tei 0533 531051 or Fax
0533 515939), before March 6th for next publication . Any
advertisements received alter this dale will be carried
forward to the next edition of S&G. Rates 70p per word with
a minimum of £14.00. Black & White photographs accepted
£6.00 extra. Box No. £3.00 extra. Prices Include VAT.
FOR SALE
K-7, basic instruments. C of A. open trailer, £5000 ono for quick
sale. Tel Robin Parker 0472 603778.
NIMBUS 3or 25.5m . Competition panels, trailer, T·hangar,
based Gransden Lodge. t/4 sh are, £20 000. Tel : John Bridge
0763 848478 (eves).
VEGA 15/ 17M. Schofield twin axle trailer. Towing -out gear,
Bohli, barograph. oxygen system, 750hrs, good condition. view
at Aston Down . Chris Clarke 0453 766252 evenings.
VENTUS 28. Complete including oxygen, GPS and, L·NAV.
Easy one man rig/de-rig. 0224 733782. £32 000.
PIK 20B (Ca rbon Spar) . excellent condition. no prang s , only
BOO hrs. glass libre trailer, tow-out gear , lull panel. Quick sale.
Tel : Goudie 0592 840200.
993 GO SHADOW PARACHUTE hardly used - in new condition . Tim Barton £675. 0789 750977.
K-16 MOTOR GLIDER CRANFIELD BASED. Friendly group,
excellent aircraft, always hangared. recently refabriced , spare
engine/prop, GPS/ XPDR/COMM , t /6th share £8000. 0908
582132.
DISCUS TURBO, new Sept '93. Complete instrumentation including LX4000, tin tank. tail wheel , nose hook, adjustable seat
back and lifting instrument panel. Cobra trailer and tow-out
gear. Full details from Colin. 0737 350305 or Don 0293 883220.
SLINGSBY SKYLARK 2B. Good old old -timer in perfect condition. Instruments and 720ch radio . New closed trailer. Price F 12
000. Information: 01031 070 3860225 or 01031 070 3975734.
TWIN ASTIR, retractable gear. basic instruments , 720ch radio.
LX100, two parachutes. no trailer , 1800hrs, 3500 starts. good
condition. WINTER BARO 12UHSZM lor motor glider with double motor indication. Into: Mark Huybreckx , Holven 51. 2490
Balen. Belgium. Tel: 0103214813173 evenings.
DG-400 15117m . 1185 flying hours, 158 engine hours (t42hrs
TTO). Full outfit with Komet trailer. UK agent maintained, no
prangs. Available Spring t 995 with competition retin ish wings
and 1995 C of A. Offers above £43 000 . Seen Lasham . GEE
0171 794 7770. HEARNE 01622 812385, FAX 01622 813073.

T-21. Was a magnificent Air Cadets Sedburgh example of this
classic glider. Stuffed by a full Cat! 1t now needs hours of carpentry to give its new owner the pleasures of open air waffling
again. Say £850. 0244 336353.

SCHOFIELD TRAILER up to t BM. Excellent condition, finished
in white. View Tattenhill Derby. £2200. Martin 03328 33482.

K-6E. Very good condition, metal trailer, 720 radio, parachute.
C of A from sale . £8000 or offer. Must sell. Tel David home
0494 464254 , work 0494 443737 .

K-6E . Excellent condition, Cambridge vario , Dittel radio, new
GO Slimpack parachute. rigging and tow-out gear, metal trailer,
new C of A. £8900 . Tei!Fax Maidenhead 788535.

L-23 SUPER BLANIK n 260hrs approx . new 12 months C of
A. Our demonstrator in excellent condition. offered at big saving
on new price. Peter Clifford & Cc, Tel & Fax 01491 839316 .
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION. Due to the imminent arrival of 2
K-21s. we will have for sale the following gliders. K-13, K- 13n.
Bocian & 2 x K-Bs . All reasonably priced for quick sale, £12
000. Phone Atan . Day 0383 510653 . Night 0383 511917.
VENTUS BT (16.6). Excell ent condition. 785hrs. engine 21hrs ;
Zander (Compass) computer. FSG71 M, winglets, Komet trailer,
tow-out gear etc; £34 000 ono (or shares thereof). Tel 0171 829
8570 (work) or01438 747753 (private) .
ASW 20F. Good condition, new canopy, basic instruments PZL.
parachute , aluminium trailer, £19 000 ono. Tel 0527 892655 or
021 515 2304.
NIMBUS 3DM No: 60 . 1!6th share for sale. Kept fully rigged
and ready to self launch . Reclines in private hangar at
LASHAM . This friendly syndicate of six owns 112 the hangar
which contains only two gliders. Ideal for mature~azy/infirm pilot
who , solo. can extract glider from hangar. tow to launch point
and self launch . The Golden opportunity to beat all two place
motor glider records with it's t :57 glide angle. Comprehensively
equipped with GPS, logger, SNAV, radio plus chutes and
trailer. New engine & C of A. A snip@ £16 000 (includes 1/12
share of hangar). Contact David lnnes Te l: 0481 38911. Fax :
0481 38784 .
IS-30 Two seat high performance trainer. Basic instruments.
LXI 00 and repeater. radio, 12 months C of A. Good condition .
TRIAL arranged. Tel 0874 711463 Day 0874 71 t 254 eves.
RALLYE 180r 1978, fresh annual, nice condition, hushkitted,
mid life engine. 7000hr airtrame. £15 000 +VAT. Lasham. 0256
381270 .
K-13 (£16 700 ono), K-6CR (£5500 ono) with closed trailer and
K-8 (£3 600 ono) with open trailer. all in very good condition .
Details from 0952 460420 evenings.
SUMBACK PARACHUTE, Bohli compass . Ferranti horizon
plus inverter. audio for PZL.Jwinter vario. E2 compass, altimeter.
Alan Purnell 01252 6t5365.
VEGA flapped with instruments, lull C of A, trailer. no prangs,
one owner, first £14 000 secures . Tet 0457 852012 or 0204
842241.
PIRAT. Good condition, 1725hrs. comprehensive panel. electric vario, barograph . parachute , rigging aids. spare canopy.
metal trailer, C of A June 1995,£7250. Tel 0892 783348.
SKYLARK 3F. Good condition and wooden trailer, parachute. C
of A. Based Portmoak . Syndicate up-grading- only £3500 for
quick sale. Contact Neil McAulay 0506 414426.
K-6E good condition , lull instruments , radio. barograph ,
parachute , v.g. trailer, riggings aids and tow -out gear. £7800
ono. Tel 0780 54840 evenings.

VEGA T-65A. Flapped . full instrumentation. para chu te, barograph, oxygen. radio. Re-furbished aluminium trai ler. £13 000.
Tei 01222 756449 (South Wales).

TRAILER, metal lilt top. fitted for Ventus. Al so dust covers,
wing dolly. 0954 719405.

K-7. A sprung wheel version of th is classic glider. Think of it as
a high wing K-13 and you will be happy to pay £3950 +VAT.
0244 336353.

OXYGEN AND RADIO. 2 750Lt bottles with certificates and 2
regulators . 112 new price. Pye Bantam £50. John Mclver 0387
850264 .

SZD-45A OGAR MOTORGLIDER fully equipped. low hours, re·
cent C of A. £15 000. Tel 0704 29605.

ASTIR CS excellent condition, only 950hrs, new C of A,
metal!glasslibre trailer also in very good condition , good Instruments and radio £11 750. Tim 0256 476362 home 0734
814111 x6079 work.
ASW 24. Hull . twin axel Cob•a traile r, parachute, aerograph ,
towing -out gear. Normal and vertical tips (factory fitted) .
Strongest . safest and easiest to rig in the class . £32 000 .
Instruments negotiable. Call 0844 354304 or 0844 353859.
ASW 20 900hrs 1978. Full competition lit. Hull and trailer £17
000. lncl instruments £22 000. Call Alan O'Regan 0242 262547
(H).
DG-400 15117M. 1989 Ex McLean demonstrator. Excellent condition . Numerous extras. Fully maintained by UK-DG agent. all
mods complied with, no crash history . The best DG-400 available. £49 000. Graham Grillilhs 0983 874678 or Bob McLean
0904 738653.
PIK 20B CARBON SPAR. Flapped 15M. 42 :1 performance and
lovely to fly. Superb condition and low hours. Almost new metal
trailer. A bargain at £13 000. John McCullagh 081 549 3694.
Chris Wallis 0962 865431 .
PILATUS B4 PCIJAF. Fully aerobatic glider, good condition.
radio , electric vario etc. metal trailer. This much sought alter
glider £11 500. Tel: Ot206 42327.
LIBELLE 201 e. Excellent condition , oxygen , water ballast,
good glass trailer, easy rig . good performance, £11 500 . Tel
Paul 01206 42327.
KESTREL 19 including glass-fibre trailer, instruments , barograph. radio, tow -out gear, oxygen, £11 500. View Gransden
Lodge. Tel: 0767 680956 or 0582 422545 .
IS-2882 (34:1). Two seater, aerobatic, superb condition,
900hrs, lull panels, dual horizons, compasses. audioN's, radio,
excellent enclosed aluminium trailer, £13 000. Tel 010353 1
8206100 (day) .
STD LIBELLE 201, AMF trailer, tow-out aids , spare oxygen cyl.
Winter barograph. parachute. £1 0 500. T el 0453 765000.
LS-7, low hours. Cobra trailer. competition kit. £30 250 . Tel
0256 764560.
SCHOFIELD 15M TRAILER. 6 years old with root boxes, rails
and ramp fitted . £1600 +VAT. David Richardson 0494 529263.
SB-5E, delightful Dart 17 equivalent wooden V-ta il. Relinished
and rehoused in new aluminium trailer 1991. Parachute. barograph, instruments included . £9000 ono. Richard 01203
312197.
DG-202/15M very low hours. Immaculate gel coat. superb condition, oxygen. barograph , parachute and basic panel including
Cambridge and radio . Good glasslibre on metal frame trailer.
Telephone 0280 704974 or 0280 848637.

LLEWENI PARC. 1t seems there may still be some of you
who have not yet vis ited this extraordinary site just up the
dual carriageway from Chester. Winch and aerotow to the
ridge and Snowdon wave. New deal for EXPEDITIONS in
1995: Weekly membership at £24 (including 2 weekends) .

Enquire about our new developments now
being incorporated into our trailers. Fully
galvanized jig built chassis virtually eliminate
future chassis rot. Powder coated white
aluminium sheet provides excellent thermal
protection .
Rolling kits for all types of gliders. Accident
repair work undertaken in our purpose built
workshop. spares: axles. couplings etc. in
stock.
Ring for brochure

Schofield Aviation • Tel &Fax: 0793 790160 or 822300 or 831405272
The Hangar. Lotmead Farm, Lower wanborough, Swindon, SN3 4AJ
February/March 1995
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CAMBRIDGE

GPS Navigator and Secure Flight Recorder
The Only GPS to Combine Easy Navigation plus Secure Flight Recording
The GPS NAV and Secure
Flight Recorder is a complete
NA V Computer system customized to meet the glider
pilot's exact needs. It joins all
normal GPS functions with
Cambridge ease-of-use.

Display Features
• Distance and Bearing to a
goa l
• Left or right turn to a goal
• Wind velocity and
direction

System Features
• Easy selection of waypoints
• Easy ~d edion of landing fields
• Easy selection of Markpoints (return to a thermal)
• Customised waypoint data base using a PC allows both huge
memory and flex ibility. Down-loaded specific lis ts makes easy
access to the ex (let inforn1ation na_"'Cied at a particular site

Our GPS receiver offers several unique features at
the same general price as our competitor's products
lacking these fea tures. It has secure flight data
5torage for use in contest or badge flights possibly
eliminating the need for cameras and barogmphs.lt
has the abi.lity to review a print out of a flight in
sectional chart scale, and when used with S-NAV or
L-NA V it becomes a fully integrated Soaring computer by providing precise wind, distance and
altitude req uired . This is the ultimate soaring system.
The capabi.lity of Cambridge GPS has been proven
at the '94 New Zealand Nationals and Kiwiglide.
Cambridge is leading the way for accurate and
efficient contest scoring.

CAMBRIDGE- The choice of Champions- the leader in innovative technology

ALL

Manufactured by:

Represented by:

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS

RD Aviation Ltd.

WAR!
-SUCA IUl Sll IRP RT
RR.J:lOX J{)'J- 3 WA.RR.
,VERMONT05674
PI-101 E: (802) 4%-775 'i FAX (H112) 4'it>-h235
AMORIOGE PRODUCTI. ARR Y A FULL 2- Y · AR WARRANTY .

25 Bankside, Kidlington ,
OXON OX51JE
Tel: 0865-841441 Fax 0865-842495

The Complete Glider Service

* CAA APPROVED WELDING *

HIGH QUALITY MAJOR REPAIRS: Glass Fibre. Carbon. Kevlar. Steel
Tube & Wood Gliders.
TOST WHEELS: (All sizes) with/without Brakes. Tyres, All Spares.
WEAK LINKS & Release hooks/rings. Most types. new and exchange.
DOPES AND PAINTS: Stockists: All Neogene products, special paints
on request. including Etch Primers & Polyesters.
WINCH CABLE: (4.0mm-4.5mm-5.0mm) High Tensile. All accessories.
Ferrules, Tost Weak Links, Covers. Release Rings and Hooks.
PARACHUTES & Shock Ropes.
MATERIALS: All s izes for repairs /re-builds. GLl birch ply.
GLI-l.5mm Ply, (Special Price).
FABRICS: All Ceconites & Tapes (Light-weight) Aerolene. Cottons.
Glass Cloth. Madapolam.
IN STOCK: Wood/Fabric glues. Various Resins , Hardeners. German
steel tubing- All sizes.

INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION & SERVICING. Full Set
Numbers/Letters £50.00 inc.
Made to Measure; Water -Bags. UK Agent.

London Sailplanes

- Limited
Tring Road. Dunstable. Beds LU6 2JP
Tel: (0582) 662068 • Fax: (0582) 606568
Open Monday to Saturday
8.30am to 6.00pm

HUNDREDS of items in stock for your Flying needs: PHONE or FAX ...
SAMEDAY Despatch for all orders.
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BGA CONFERENCE & AGM
+ 4th - 5th March 1995 +

•

The Annual General Meeting and Conference of the BGA are this year reverting to the
format and venue of years gone by. Come and experience the glory of the Old Swan
Hotel in Harrogate with a full two day programme of events including talks by the
cognoscenti of the British Gliding movement, plus trade stands and the BGA shop.
A timetable and ticket application forms are available separately.
For trade stands please contact Mrs Margaret Gomersall at the Yorkshire
Gliding Club (Tel. 0845 597237, Fax 0845 597307).

ASW-20 Good condition. 1 owner. ho accidents, 1OOOhrs, new
C of A. Tow· out gear. full panel. £18 500. Chris Mayhew 0420
478291 (home).
DISCUS CS complete outfit, original cost close to 50k. Includes
Peschges VP6 with integrated GPS, Beaker 720, Bohli, oxygen,
GO Shadow parachute, EW Barograph , ground handling , alu·
minium trailer, plus much much more. 12 months Col A. £42
000. Sale forced by arrival new Discus witn all me above but
additionally automatic pilot. Contact Dave oh 01203 687035
day or 01455 209653 evenings.

TRUSTWinER

• First choice for .safet);-conscious drivers with over 4 million

iawbars supplied. • Safety lesied laBS and I.S.O. slandords.
See Yellow Pages for your nearest specialist fitter or stockist.

WITTER TOWBARS, CHESTER CH 1 3LL
Telephone: 0244 341166

WANTED
ASW-22 - Any cond1t1on, hull only or complete outfit.
Telephone 0489 877289 .
DG-101, PEGASUS, ASW-19 or similar, good condition with
good trailer. Hull only with trailer considered. Phone: Dave 0794
340655.
Affordable big wings NIMBUS 2, KESTREL 19 or similar. Must be
complete outfit. Cash wailing for best deal. 091 2223407 worl<.
MET'AL TllAILER in good condition for 15M
Sch6field/AMF type or similar preferred. 0908 566054.

glider.

T ·21 OR T -31. Phone 0295 688151.
ACCOMMODATION
GAPISISTERON. Fully modernised Provencal farmhouse on W
slopes of Du ranee valley. Magnificent views a:nd countryside
ambience. Ideal family hblidays. 4 Bed/2 Bathrms. 5 mins
Tallard , 35 mins Sisteron A/Fs. Available April onwards.
£2301260 per week inclusive. Hearne , The Limes,
Wateringbury, Kent. ME18 5NY (01622 812385). Fax 01622
813073.
SITUAT'IONS VACANT
COURSE INSTRUCTOR and WINCH DRIVER wanted tor
1995 season. Write to- Jon Smith, Welds Gliding Club, The
Airfield, Pocklington, East YorkShire. Y04 2NR
NYMPSFIELD require the following additional staff for June ,
July and August! 995. Both positions are Mon·Fri and can in·
elude food ahd accommodation if required. Salary negotiable.
Full time winch driver - full time air experience instructor. Extra
qualifications may be useful. Reply to Les Bradley , Bristol &
Glos Gliding Club, Nympsfield, Nr Stonehouse, Glos. GL 10
3TX or telephone 0453 860342.
MISCELLANEOUS
GLIDING HOLIDAYS- winch launches up to a max of 2000ft.
5 day courses for beginners or experienced In the HEART OF
THE MIDLANDS at :- Stratford on Avon Gliding Club. Superb
gliding country with interest for all the family within a few min ·
utes of the club. Local accommodation from 4 star hotels to
B&B. For details phone :- 0926 429676 between 1Oam & ?pm.

February!March 1995

The National Enterprise Competition this year is being
held at Sutton Bank. Contrary to popu lar belie! enlry is
open to anyone with a Silver 'C' who should be in current
practice on both aero-towing and winch launching.
The competition 1s about flying to the maximum that the
weather can provide. BGA handicapping Is applied to all
gliders, yet wooden gliders still seem to win on most days.
Enterprise rules are simple and llexible to enable competl·
lion flying lo take place more often and for more of the day
than during other compelitiions.

DISCUS B- full competition fit. trailer AMF, tow-out kit. £28
000. K-21 -basic instruments front and back. No trailer. £26
500. Contact 0869 24:i030 (day ) 0636 626883 (evenings).
DISCUS BTWL 3 years old. lrnmaculate. Hull only £40 000 incl
VAT. Trailer and instruments available it required. 0844
201028.

COMPETITION
ENTERPRISE 1995

SHROPSHIRE SOARING GROUP

COME AND FLY IN ENTERPRISE FROM

Sleap Airfield, near Wem

JULY 1STTOJULY9TH

* ALL YEAR WAVE & SUMMER THERMAL *

Entry forms and further information from
Yorkshire Gliding Club
(see advertisement inside front cover of this magazine)

we welcome visitors with their own
aircraft with radio and pilots with
Silver Badge in current Aerotow
Practice.
With small number of members
there is little waiting for tows, but
we must also limit the number of
visitors. so contact

Visits secretary, Charles Webb 0782 392075

rLECTRONIC NORTH AND SOUTH DETECTOR
as described in S&G June 94 price £89
including P&P in UK

SB INSTRUMENTS
1 Elder Road, Havanl, Hanls P09 2UN • Tel: 0705 476850

-~

/~~

Cotswold Gliders
IPrvp.

T.

C.O..)

HIGH QUALITY SPECIALIST WORK IN
Glassfibre, carbon, kevlar, wood and metal inc. alloy. Blanik repair Agent.
All types of repair undertaken- Motor glider engine approval
kestrei/Libelle aileron drive rebuilds, also rudder drive NOT testing
Machining facilities for oversize wing pins, axles, control rods etc. Tig welding.

Tony Cox (Senior Inspector)
18 Stanton Harcourt Road
Witney, Oxon 0X8 6l0
Tel: Workshop 0993 779380 Office/Fax 0993 774892

LLOYDS APPROVED
CAA APPROVED COMPANY
A/19182189
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TASKFINDER SOFTWARE
The ultimate Task Setting and Task distance
software as reviewed in S&G June 94 , used at 3
Nationals and four Regionals this year. now with
active graphics screen, Task finder V5.2 £29.95.
Task Distance V4.1 £19.95. both including p&p.
Ken Sparkes Fax/Tel 0296 651469

THE DERBYSHIRE &
lANCASHIRE GUDING CLUB
Require the t<>llowing staff for the
1995 summer !\Cason

Assistant or Full rated Club Instructor
Assistant or Full rated
Holiday Course Instructor
Winch Driver
~kKenzie ,

MARTYN WELLS
(Wells Design Ltd.)
Brailes, Banbury, Oxon.
Workshop Tel. 0608 685790
Home Tel. 0608 684217
Mobile 0850 240524
Available:
THE NEW LSB and LS9
LS4b DM 58,000 (ex factory)
LS6c (tipped to 18m)

REPAIR ColA
MAINTENANCE

Pleasf! write for t!etctils to:
John

The "LS" Agent in UK

Cluh Manager

Derbyshire & L1ncashire Gliding Club
Grca1 Hud:low, Tideswell, Derbyshire SK 17 8RQ

Closing date fi••· appllc:ations 3 1st March 1995

ELECl'RONIC NORTH AND SOUTH DETECl'OR

L23 "Super Blanik"
L-33 "Solo"

os described in S&G June 94 price £89
including P&P in UK

L13 "Bianik" spares
Peter Clifford & Co

SB INSTRUMENTS
1 Elder Rood, Havant, Hants P09 2UN • Tel: 0705 476350

Wallingtord, Oxon. OX10 8El· Tel & Fax 01491 839316

GLIDER/AIRCRAFT
INSURANCE DUE?
Contact:
Tony Fidler
Glider pilot for 27 years
32 years ,insurance
experience
Telephone or write to:

ANTHONY FIDLER & CO
27 High Street, Long Sutton
Spalding, Lines PE12 908
Tel: 0406 362462 (office)
or 363574 (home)

WINCHING WIRE
• Available in stranded cable
4mm, 4.5mm and Smm diameter
• High tensile galvanised steel
• Special coated wire for use on
runway
• Tost release rings and weak
links and splicing ferrules
available
• Also cable parachutes and ,
shock absorber ropes
BEST PRICES for gliding clubs supplied by glider pilot

DAVID GARRARD
Bridge Works, Gt Barford, Bedford

Tel: 0234 870401
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LEARNT TO GLIDE,
WHATNOW? ·~

* BRONZE TRAINING
* SilVER TRAINING
* ADVANCED CROSS-COUNTRY TRAINING
* INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
* SlMG/GROUP ACOURSES
* BGA/CAA GROUND EXAMS
* MOTOR GliDER HIRE
INTERESTED?
CONTAG:

THE MOTOR GLIDER CENTRE
(PILOT FLIGHT TRAINING)
Tel: Banbury (0295) 812775
Mobile: 0836 787421

ZULU GLASSTEK LTD

* High quality repairs completed on time
* General maintenance, wax polishing, hard sealing and instrument installation
* We supply Garmin lOO mounts, tyres & tubes, altimeters, hard seals,
instrument accessories, tapes & polishes, tail skids & tip rubbers
* Limited number of Schueman varios now available

Pete Wells
Workshop 0844 208157
Home & Fax 0844 201028
60

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

AVIATION LIMITED
CHOOSE YOUR VA'R IOM'ETER SYSTEM

CAMBRIDGE • FILSER • WINTER
ANDNOW

BORGELT

[j]@ OFFER YOU THE PICK OF THE WORLD'S BEST

BORGELT 8100 VARIOMETER SYSTEM
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smooth Response Vario & Speed Command, Netto, Averager, User Select Audio
Graphical Presentation of Thermal Strength
Task Planning Nav Computer with Wind Speed/Dir
Easy to use , Minimum In-Flight Input, Help Screens
Common Polars stored & 3 Custom Polars
GPS Capable from Borgelt GPS or any GPS with NMEA 0183 Output

SAMPLE 8100 FEATURES BY ASKING FOR DEMO DISK

£1800 +VAT= £2115
Coming soon the 850 variometer in 2 stages- upgrade to budget

*

STAGE 1- VARIO, AUDIO, NETTO, AVERAGER, SPEED TO FLY
STAGE 2- FINAL GLIDE COMPUTER & GPS INTERFACE

*

WE WILL SUPPORT ALL EXISTING BORGELT OWNERS

DAVIS WEATHER MONITOR 11
THE COMPLETE PERSONAL/CLUB WEATHER STATION

* Inside Temp
* Outside Temp
* High/Low Temp
* Wind Direction
* Wind Speed
* Clock

* Baro metric Pressure
* Barometric Trend
* Inside Humidity
* All Highs/Lows Recorded & Date
* Alarms
* Highest Gust
* Wind Ch ill
* Date

£369.95 +VAT= £434.69 + £3.50 p&p
SEND FOR DAVIS BROCHURE

QUALITY
SUPPLIES
-AND
SERVICE

RD Aviation Ltd.
25 BANKSIDE
KIDLINGTON
OXON OX51JE

Tel: 01865 841441
Fax: 01865 842495
24hr Answerphone & Fax

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
Another gliding season is almost here. Is your glider ready?
Contact us for a complete gliding service
We can also service and repair glider tugs Robin aircraft are our speciality

We are the Schempp-Hirth UK agents, and provide a
complete product support as well as sales.
Ring us for delivery and prices of all Schempp-Hirth
products
from Discus to Nimbus 4DM

The BGA have recently confirmed their order
for another Discus!
If you are starting out on private ownership
without too much experience, the Discus would
be ideal for you

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks RG16 7TH
Tel: 0488 71774
Fax: 0488 72482
For sale: Olympia 460 - £2,7 50.00

